
 

 

Physics in Aperiomics B 
 

Electromagnetic Induction  
 

Closing the switch 
In this model opening the switch has -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work moving 

through the wire. In the left coil this has an increase in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work which induces -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the right coil. That creates a -𝕆D kinetic difference on the right and a 

e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current making the meter move towards the negative side.  

 

 

Keeping the switch closed 
When the switch is closed there is no change, it is like a filled capacitor. With no -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work being done there is no kinetic current. The constructive and destructive interference 

increases as the switch remains open, this changes the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done on the 

electrons until they reach a maximum -𝕆D kinetic difference. Then the current stops as the 

switch remains closed, it moves through a loop so there is no overall -𝕆D kinetic torque in the 

wire.  

 

 

Opening the switch 
When the switch is opened there is a reaction by the +𝕆D potential difference in the wire as the 

-𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is stopped, that makes the meter move towards the positive side.  



 

 

 

Opening and closing the switch 
When the switch is opened below, the upper coil does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work which induces -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the lower coil. That moves the meter towards the negative side. Closing 

the switch has a reaction with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work towards the positive side of the meter.  

Moving the bar magnet 
The bar magnet changes the constructive and destructive interference in the coiled wire as it 

moves. This changes the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity of the electrons making the meter move. 

Pushing and pulling the coil 
Pushing and pulling the coil into the magnet also changes the constructive and destructive 

interference, that makes the meter move.  

 

A changing magnetic field 
When the magnetic field is changing then so is the -𝕆D kinetic difference and probability. This 

changing probability is also a torque in the wire loop, that makes the electrons moving around it 

in a current. When it stops changing there is no longer a changing kinetic probability, the 

electrons have already moved to their most probable positions to be measured in.  

Loops and torque 
This also occurs in loops because of the -𝕆D kinetic torque, as the -𝕆D kinetic probability 

changes then so does the -𝕆D kinetic torque moving the electrons in a loop.  

Probability in any circuit 
It is like closing the switch in a normal circuit without a coil, the +𝕆D potential probability or 

difference and the -𝕆D kinetic probability or difference change where the electrons are likely to 

be measured. That creates a kinetic current.  



 

 

 

Three orthogonal degrees of freedom 
In this model there are three orthogonal degrees of freedom, the first is where the magnet does 

-𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work on the conductor. The second is where this creates a +𝕆D potential and -

𝕆D kinetic difference in where the charges are likely to be measured. These are two directions 

of spin, the third orthogonal direction cannot also be spin because then there can be no motion. 

This third direction is then a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse moving the conductor with a e𝕪/-𝕠d 

kinetic velocity.  

A potential and kinetic spin 
The magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work with kinetic spin from the electron, the conductor does 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work as a reaction so the spin is different as a reaction. This would also 

resist the change from the magnet to conserve all forces. There are no other spin directions in 

this model except for the neutrino, so there is a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. There would also be a 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse being done as the inverse of the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done, 

that comes from the particle/wave duality.  

Each force affects the others 
Because there are three orthogonal forces, each can affect the others. The potential and kinetic 

differences in the conductor would have their +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work react against the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse of its motion. This would also react against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the 

magnet, if that was an electromagnet then that would slow the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity of its 

current. If it was a bar magnet, then this would push against the constructive interference of the 

aligned electrons doing -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Here FE = -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d times E which is e𝕪 or its inverse 1/-𝕠d, that comes from the 

particle/wave duality. This gives two forces, -𝕠d×E𝕐/-𝕠d is observed as a square kinetic 

displacement force with Planck’s constant. -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕆D is measured as a square probability or 

torque with Boltzmann’s constant. It depends on whether there is an observation of electrons as 

particles with power, or a measurement of voltage. Here E as e𝕪 is v as the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic 

velocity times B as -𝕠d to give e𝕪.  

   

 

 

In (30.2) Vtop would be the +𝕆D potential difference, from this is subtracted the -𝕆D kinetic 

difference. This is an integral because +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

measure areas from their Pythagorean Triangles. Ey here is being integration with respect to a 

distance in between the potential and kinetic difference, that would be e𝕒 from +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work and e𝕪 from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. 

 

That is also integrating e𝕪/-𝕠d × -𝕠d to give vlB, this is the e𝕪 kinetic electric charge times a 

distance l. That can be regarded as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse where E𝕐=e𝕪×l, that induces the 

-𝕆D kinetic difference as the electrons are impelled to one end of the conductor. This is also 

integrating e𝕒/+𝕠d × +𝕠d as V-B to give vlB where E𝔸=e𝕒×l. The electrons are impelled away 

from the positive charges with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse creating a +𝕆D potential difference.  

 

 

Here the difference between the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference is ΔV as ℰ. A chemical 

ℰ is where +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work create the potential and kinetic 

differences. A motional emf or ℰ comes from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the moving 

conductor. This would tend to slow as it produces the potential and kinetic difference, 



 

 

otherwise it would be a perpetual motion machine. The difference could run a second circuit 

moving another conductor and so on.  

 

 

 

In this model the circuit is a loop, so the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic torque can move 

electrons around it. The resistance in the circuit would come from the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

done by protons in it. If it was an insulator for example, the electrons would be more bound in 

its atoms and the -𝕆D kinetic probability could not change their positions as easily.  

 

 

Impulse as the pulling force 
In this model the pulling force comes from a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that creates +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work in an orthogonal direction. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by the magnet is in 

the third orthogonal direction. The magnetic drag is where the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacts 

against the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse moving the wire.  

The loop area  
In (30.5) l2 is the area of the loop, as this changes it includes more of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

from the magnet. In this model that would be the same as the squared -𝕆D kinetic probability, 

the inverse of this is the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse where E𝕐 is a squared straight Pythagorean 

Triangle side as a vector. This is equivalent to an area, but here a straight Pythagorean Triangle 

side can only be a linear or a squared force vector. It cannot be an area because that would be a 

work integral. 



 

 

The strength of the magnet as B2 
The B2 variable would be -𝕆D as the kinetic probability or torque, this can be varied like the 

area +𝕠d×e𝕒/+𝕆D by changing the strength of the magnet or the e𝕪 distance it is from the 

conducting wire. The e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity as v would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that is 

the amount of force to move the wire from stationary and maintain it against the magnetic drag.  

 

Power as the number of electrons per second 
Here power is a force F times a velocity. F=ma which is -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕆D, that would be -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work in this model as e𝕪/-𝕆D. Power is defined as the amount of ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear 

kinetic energy passing through a wire per second as 1/-𝕠d. The unit of kinetic energy here 

would be an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle, the number passing through a wire per second 

does not accelerate the Pythagorean Triangles, so it is not a force.  

Power and impulse 
As the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work increases in a wire there is a stronger +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D 

kinetic difference, this increases the number of -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangles per second. It 

can also be regarded as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, then the E𝕐 kinetic displacement accelerates 

electrons per the -𝕠d kinetic time as in power. This is also the pulling force referred to in 

moving the wire here.  

 

Power dissipation 
In this model Power would be dissipated by the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, this observes the 

protons reacting against the motion of electrons in the wire. Here I2 would be E𝕐/-𝕆D from the 

½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy, opposing this is the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational 

potential energy. When divided by R this can be regarded as the kinetic energy divided by the 

potential energy. 



 

 

Impulse is conserved 
The ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy combines -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse as E𝕐/-𝕆D, when the Power increases then E𝕐 increases and -𝕆D decreases 

inversely. These two impulses balance because the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is the inverse of the 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, that comes from the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference.  

 

 

In this model changing the direction of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, such as pushing the wire to 

the right, would reverse the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done in the loop. The +𝕆D potential 

difference would reverse direction, the magnet could also reverse the kinetic current by being 

flipped over.  

Motional ℰ  
In this model I/ℰ =R is a rearrangement of the equation in 1. This would be e𝕪/-𝕠d × 1/-𝕠d as 

F=ma. The resistance can then be e𝕒/+𝕠d as the potential current × 1/+𝕠d, here ℰ is ΔV which 

is in between +𝕆D and -𝕆D. It is not a force because the Δ signified a derivative. The equation 

would then have -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work =+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. If -𝕆D doubles as the kinetic 

voltage, then +𝕆D would also double as the potential voltage.  

Dissipating current 
In this model the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work dissipates the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current because +𝕆D is 

the potential probability, there is a randomizing direction in this work done which is like 

friction.  

 

Potential eddy currents 
In this model the north and south magnetic poles come from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the electrons 

are like spinning tops where one end can be north and the other south. The copper sheet does 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work as a reaction to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of moving the sheet. That 

forms potential eddy current from the +𝕆D potential torque, this moves electrons in loops with 



 

 

a -𝕆D kinetic torque. There are again three orthogonal forces as in the right-hand rule, one is 

the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from pushing the sheet, the magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and 

the sheet does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

 

Potential work in the rail 
In this model the electromagnet makes +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in the rail, that reacts against 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from the magnet. The e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity is the train is dissipated, 

that reacts against the slowing by the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done. The train’s inertia 

has a tendency to continue on with a -𝕆D inertial probability without changing.  

 

Magnetic flux 
In this model work comes from rotation and torque, a fan can do work with torque moving air 

forward. The fan does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work with the electricity powering it, the air then moves 

with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. The area of the loop is a square, as the angle changes the amount of 

squared work going through it changes.  



 

 

 

Each arrow as a kinetic vector 
In this model each arrow can be a e𝕪 kinetic vector, it measures the squared strength B of the 

magnetic field as -𝕆D. The side of the loop is like the hypotenuse of a Pythagorean Triangle as 

the angle changes, that would not be a constant Pythagorean Triangle area because the 

hypotenuse is a constant size. The angle θ would still be proportional to the change in the angle 

θ with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work because the relative proportions of the Pythagorean Triangle sides 

change in the same way. 

A Pythagorean Triangle to the side of the loop 
The height of the loop perpendicular to the ground would be -𝕠d here, as this decreases the 

length along the ground would increase inversely as e𝕪. Here the size of the loop would change 

as the hypotenuse, this does not affect the calculations because only the -𝕠d height lets through 

the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field or flux.  

 

Roy electromagnetism as inverses 
If the loop changes size to maintain the constant Pythagorean Triangle area, then the e𝕪 kinetic 

vector will give an accurate electric component to the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field. That is because 

in Roy electromagnetism the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field and the e𝕪 kinetic electric charge are 

inverses of each other.  



 

 

 

The dot product and impulse 
In this model the dot product would only be used with straight Pythagorean Triangle sides and 

impulse. The -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle has a height of -𝕠d letting through the -𝕆D 

magnetic flux as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

The cross product and work 
This model gives the same answers, sinθ would use the -𝕠d vertical side letting through the flux 

while the loop acts as the hypotenuse. When the angle θ goes to zero there is no flux, that is the 

same as the vector A⃗ becoming vertical. 

The cross product with spin and magnetism 
In this model sinθ would be used with spin Pythagorean Triangle sides and magnetism. The 

Pythagorean Triangle forms a parallelogram where the hypotenuse is parallel to the other 

parallelogram side. The e𝕪 kinetic vector is horizontal, the other side of the parallelogram is 

equal to it. This was explained earlier in the text.  

The parallelogram as two Pythagorean Triangles  
This parallelogram is used in the cross product, the changing angle gives a spin or torque which 

here would be -𝕠d. In this model the parallelogram area would be constant, it can be rearranged 

to give two Pythagorean Triangles as a rectangle.  

The hypotenuse is removed with the Pythagorean Triangles  
The hypotenuse is removed from both sides so it can be set as 1. Then sinθ decreases according 

to -𝕠d/ζ (the hypotenuse is ζ) as with the cross product.  

The window for the electromagnetic flux 
The -𝕠d vertical side can be regarded as the window the loop allows the electromagnetic flux 

through. As the angle θ decreases this rectangle decreases in area, the width of the loop is 

constant so if -𝕠d halves for example then so does the window of the loop.  

 

 



 

 

The magnetic flux would do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as a square, so this would decrease as an 

inverse square when the angle θ decreases.  

The weber as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work divided by area 
The Weber would change according to this decreasing area. The Tesla here is F=ma which 

comes from the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

 

The dot product is the inverse of the cross product 
The dot product is the inverse of the cross product here, that comes from the constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area. The answer is the same, except that the vertical window -𝕠d changes 

because it does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

 

 

Summing integral areas 
In this model the integral areas of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work can be added up. A nonuniform 

magnetic field would come from constructive and destructive interference, such as with 

multiple magnets. Some integral areas of -𝕆D kinetic probability would have this interference, 

the same answer can come from taking the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from each magnet and 

calculating the constructive and destructive interference.  

An integral is not bounded by straight Pythagorean Triangle sides 
In this model the integral is not an area bounded by straight Pythagorean Triangle sides. 

Instead, it is a single straight vector such as e𝕪 associated with a given strength of the -𝕠d 

kinetic magnetic field, they are inverses from the constant Pythagorean Triangle area. This can 

also define the integral field because as -𝕠d changes at different kinetic points e𝕪, that does 

different amounts of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  



 

 

 

A changing magnetic flux 
In this model the magnetic flux changes with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities 

are changing and so the electrons in the wire change their probabilities of where they would be 

measured. That creates a kinetic current moving the meter.  

 

A reaction from potential work 
In this model the magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as it moves, also if the loop area changes 

the -𝕆D kinetic probability changes. The +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the protons in the wire 

react against this which creates a +𝕆D potential probability or difference. That moves electrons 

towards it making the meter move. 



 

 

 

An electron in an orbital 
In this model the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacts against any change, this is like the proton 

reacting against an electron in an orbital around it. Withdrawing the magnet is like the electron 

moving higher in an orbital or leaving the atom, the proton does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

against this. When the electron has not absorbed a photon with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, then this 

reaction would move it back to a lower orbital.  

Pushing and pulling on the electron 
When an external magnetic field pushes an electron to a lower orbital, the proton also does 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting against this. That is because the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the 

electron, and the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the proton are inverses of each other. They tend 

towards a balance which in the diagram would be where the magnet is not moving. Then the -

𝕆D kinetic probability, and the +𝕆D potential probability of the proton, would not be changing. 

There would be no work being done.  

 



 

 

A flux has no forces 
In this model a flux is a flow without forces, there is no -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done by it. 

There is not reaction to the protons in the wire to the flux itself, only if there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work being done. A change in the e𝕪 kinetic position with this work is when the magnet is 

moved.  

 

Potential work reacting 
Here B⃗ is the e𝕪 kinetic vector from the magnet, when this is steady the e𝕪 kinetic position is 

not changing so there is no -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done. There is no +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work being done either. The reaction where there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is an inverse as 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

 

An induced current 
In this model Iinduced is the ℰ emf or ΔV divided by the resistance where here would be +𝕠d as 

the potential magnetic field. The induced kinetic current would be e𝕪/-𝕠d and the reactive 

potential current is e𝕒/+𝕠d. This current moves between the -𝕆D kinetic difference and the 



 

 

+𝕆D potential difference. Here ℰ would be -𝕠d as the kinetic magnetic field and +𝕠d as the 

potential magnetic field would be from the resistance.  

Current and resistance 
When there is no change in the magnet’s kinetic position e𝕪 there is no -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

being done. Because +𝕠d and -𝕠d are inverses then so are -𝕆D and +𝕆D. Here e𝕪/-𝕠d = 

e𝕒/+𝕠d so rearranging gives -𝕠d/+𝕠d = e𝕪/e𝕒, that comes from the constant Pythagorean 

Triangle area. This would give -𝕠d/+𝕠d = ℰ/R, that can also comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

= +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. Rearranging is then -𝕠d/+𝕠d = E𝕐/E𝔸 where the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse equals the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  (30.13) would be the -𝕠d kinetic clock gauge and 

+𝕠d potential clock gauge on which the opposing impulses are observed over time.  

 

Faraday’s law 
In this model ℰ would not be a magnitude because here that refers to a straight Pythagorean 

Triangle side vector. The magnetic flux is dΦm/dt which here would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse changing with -𝕠d kinetic time. Because this is a force dΦm would be E𝕐 as the kinetic 

difference, how the electrons would accelerated in the wire to move the meter. The E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse is the inverse of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work so this would be the particle/wave 

duality. The magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the electrons are accelerated in the circuit with 

a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

A change over time or distance 
The circuit is like that using a battery or capacitor, there would be a -𝕆D kinetic difference 

moving the electrons. The magnet here is moving the electrons with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as 

particles. It would depend on whether the electrons are observed with a change over time, with 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work there is a change in the position of the magnet not over time so that is 

work.  

Work leads to impulse 
A change in the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work can then result in a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse with the 

electrons. In the magnet the electrons are still confined to atoms so they have a wave nature, 

their spins line up with -𝕆D kinetic constructive interference. With the wire the electrons have 

left the atoms, they move more as particles with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

The potential impulse attracts the electrons 
As the magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work there is a reaction according to Lenz’s law, the 

protons in the wire have a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse which moves the electrons towards it. 

This is also a reaction like +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, when electrons are near positive ions they 

are moving with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The protons react against this with a E𝔸/+𝕠d 



 

 

potential impulse moving them towards being absorbed by the ions. The wire would react 

against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the magnet by becoming more positive on one end, that 

attracts the electron particles with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

 

Potential torque in the coil 
The induced emf here would be a rate of change over time. The electrons would also react 

against this with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. When there are N coils in the wire each reacts 

against the bar magnet with a +𝕆D potential torque.  

 

The work increases as the wire moves 
In the diagram B⃗ is the kinetic vector from the magnetic field and B would be -𝕆D from -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. The area is not significant in this model except that as it changes so does the -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The width of the loop does not change so there is no force from it. Here x 

gives the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the motion to the right as e𝕪/-𝕠d.  

 

A potential induced current 
In this model the induced magnetic field comes from +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, that gives I as the 

e𝕒/+𝕠d potential current. That is v, it varies according to the width of the loop as l because 

more -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is done. Here it is multiplied by B as -



 

 

𝕆D, if this was stronger with a larger or closer magnet then the velocity would increase. The 

resistance is the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse reacting against the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the 

wire moving.  

 

Changing the interference 
When the loop changes there is different +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the 

constructive and destructive interference means the electrons are more likely to be measured in 

different positions. The magnetic field can change with a stronger magnet, or one doing a 

different amount of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work by changing the e𝕪 kinetic position of it. For example 

it can be moved closer to the loop. In each case there is a change in the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D 

kinetic difference, like with a battery or capacitor.  

Changing the loop with a potential torque 
In (30.19) this is adding together the changes in the loop with the changes in the magnet. The 

first term is the change in the area as a +𝕆D potential torque, because this is a square it grows 

like the squared area A does. As the loop changes size so does the torque, it is like a revolving 

top that increases in its radius. That changes the rotational +𝕠d×e𝕒/+𝕠d angular momentum 

which is a force as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

The particle/wave duality 
Here the change is taken over time as a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, in this model the induced 

current would come from +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting against the magnet. The E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse is observing this as how electrons move towards this as particles, there is a 

particle/wave duality.  

Changing the magnet 
The second term is where the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work changes by using a stronger magnet or 

moving it closer. The change is in B⃗ which is e𝕪, that means -𝕆D as the kinetic probability also 

must change in this magnet. That is also described here as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the change 

in the magnet also has a particle/wave duality, it can be regarded as moving the electrons in the 

loop with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

Two work and one impulse, or two impulse and one work 
In this model there are three orthogonal forces, all three cannot be work because they cannot all 

spin in three orthogonal directions. There also cannot be three orthogonal impulse, that would 

be like moving in three directions at once. There can be two of work and one of impulse, or one 

of work and two of impulse. Because the wire moves with a velocity it is regarded as a E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse so the other two must be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

The wire can move with work or impulse 
If the wire was moving with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work or -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work, then the magnet can 

be regarded as moving electrons with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The resistance to this would be 

a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse.  



 

 

  

The rate of change of the magnetic flux 
In this model the rate of change of the magnetic flux comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, there is a changed probability of where the electrons are likely to be 

measured. This can also be observed as the inverse with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse.  

 

Explaining with work or impulse 
In this model the current comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as the magnet changes, there is also 

-𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in the loop as it changes size. That is reacted against by +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work. These can explain both the change in the magnet and the area here, they can 

also be explained with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse.  

Displacement in the wire 
The changed -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the magnet would then have a changed E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse in the wire, then the electric displacement is the observed force rather than the 

measured magnetic work. The changes in the magnet and the area appear to be opposites when 

the movement of the wire is the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. That is because the other two forces 

must be one of work and one of impulse. If the wire moves with work, then the magnet and area 

can both do work, or both be impulse.  

A change in position or time 
When the magnet is changed, such as moving it closer to the loop, then there is a change in the 
e𝕪 kinetic position and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The change in the electrons can then be regarded 

as being over -𝕠d kinetic time, they move faster. The wire also moves to the right faster, so this 



 

 

can also be regarded as impulse. When the loop changes size this can be observed as being over 

+𝕠d potential time, it can also be a change in the size of l as e𝕒 in +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

Coulomb and non-Coulomb 
When a magnetic field changes in this model that is work, there is a -𝕆D force as a difference, a 

probability, or a torque. The non-Coulomb electric field can be a change in e𝕪 as the kinetic 

position of the magnet is changed. The Coulomb magnetic field would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse, such as when a negative charge is attracted to a positive charge and its E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse.  

 

Coulomb and non-Coulomb fields 
Here a Coulomb field, as particles not a field in this model, comes from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The non-Coulomb field from +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. In both cases there are straight Pythagorean Triangle sides as e𝕒 and e𝕪, 

when there is no measurement or observation these are part of the +𝕠d×e𝕒 and -𝕠d×e𝕪 

integral fields.  

 

Conserved reactive forces 
In this model there are reactive forces from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work, these come from the protons in the loop. They react against the motion of 

electrons, when the magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work making a e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current there is 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and a e𝕒/+𝕠d potential current.  



 

 

Moving towards or away from atoms 
Even if the loop had an even amount of kinetic current there is still a motion towards a positive 

charge. When an electron moves with this current it leaves the vicinity of an atom against the 

proton’s attraction with constructive interference. That proton can attract another electron. The 

electrons tend to spread out with repulsion from destructive interference, then get attracted 

into a sphere of influence around the protons in the wire.  

 

The potential difference in the magnet and loop 
In this model there is a +𝕆D potential difference when the protons do +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. 

The electrons are moved with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and a -𝕆D kinetic difference. The magnet 

does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work only on the loop, but this is reacted against by the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work from the magnet’s protons. When the magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work on the wire, 

there is a reaction tending to disrupt the magnet’s spin directions. This is reacted against by the 

protons in the magnet.  

Work to separate a charge 
In (30.20) the e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic work is divided by the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum, that 

leaves 1/-𝕠d as the ℰ.  

 

Work over a distance 
Here q is the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum in Coulombs, that is to the left of the integral sign. 

Work is a force measured over a distance s⃗ here, E⃗ can be regarded as the e𝕪 kinetic vector in -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. That would make it the same as s⃗ in units, as E⃗ changes then so would -

𝕆D as the kinetic probability.  

Electric fields not allowed 
In (30.21) the force F would be ma as -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕆D, as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work this would have the 

force -𝕆D measured over a distance ds⃗ as e𝕪. When qE⃗ is used that would be -𝕠d×E𝕐/-𝕠d as 

the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse over a distance. With the particle/wave duality the force here comes 

from the electric field in conventional physics. In this model there is no electric field, only a 

magnetic field so the units are different but the forces are the same.  



 

 

 

Work divided by charge 
In (30.22) the ℰ is work divided by charge, that would be e𝕪/-𝕆D divided by e𝕪/-𝕠d to leave 1/-

𝕠d or ΔV. Then E⃗ as the integral would be -𝕆D according to this model from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work.  

Squaring the emf  
The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done would have a -𝕆D kinetic difference, there is also 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work with a +𝕆D potential difference. In between these would be ℰ2, there is 
no actual force because the two differences balance as inverses, giving a constant current. In 

between +𝕆D and -𝕆D would be the same as in between +𝕠d and -𝕠d with the E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

Work and impulse as the particle/wave duality 
In (30.23) the left-hand side would be -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work because it is measured over a 

distance s⃗. In conventional terminology E⃗ would be replaced by dB as -𝕆D. On the right-hand 

side there is dB/dt which would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that would become E⃗/dt. This 

is the particle wave duality.  

A loop needs torque 
The bar magnet for example is not moving electrons in a circuit, they remain in its atoms. This is 

doing work because the force comes from magnetism not electric charge. The loop is moving 

electrons around it, that can be regarded as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse. In this model it would also be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work of the magnet, this is because impulse only acts in straight lines and a loop’s 

motion needs a torque.  

The wave equation 
Here (30.23) can be regarded as a wave equation, the left-hand side would be +𝕆D/e𝕒 potential 

work where ds⃗ is a distance. On the right-hand side there is a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse where -

𝕠d is dt as kinetic time. This can be rearranged as +𝕆D/e𝕒 =k× E𝕐/-𝕠d, → +𝕆D × -𝕠d × 1/e𝕒 

× 1/E𝕐 = k. -𝕆D is the inverse of E𝕐 and e𝕪 is the inverse of e𝕒 so →  +𝕆D × -𝕆D × -𝕠d × e𝕪. 

Here +𝕆D and -𝕆D are inverses so they give 1 and -𝕠d×e𝕪 is the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle which is a constant area k.  

 



 

 

 

Faraday’s law a wave equation 
This would make Faraday’s law a wave equation in conventional physics.  Lenz’s law has a 

reactionary force so here the magnet would do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The electrons are not 

moving, and the magnetic force comes from the -𝕆D kinetic torque. The electrons in the loop 

would be accelerated with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the wave equation, reacting against this 

would be the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse.  

Potential work does not equal kinetic work 
That would be written as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work ≠ -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. Rearranging gives 

+𝕆D/-𝕆D × e𝕒/e𝕪 so as +𝕆D increases then -𝕆D decreases inversely. As +𝕆D increases then 

e𝕒 decreases and e𝕪 increases inversely to it. This is not equal to a constant k, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work can increase from the bar magnet and the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done 

would react but be overcome by it.  

Lenz’s law 
This gives Lenz’s law, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by the magnet is always reacted against by 

the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in the loop. The +𝕆D potential torque creates a +𝕆D potential 

probability where the protons in the loop react against any change. When the magnet is moved 

this changes the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work so the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacts inversely to this.  

Current and resistance  
If the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work was resistance this can overcome the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in a 

resistor dissipating the kinetic current. This is a consequence of the wave equation in this 

model, it gives action/reaction pairs as inverses.  

Gravity and inertia  
The +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work ≠ -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work because gravity overcomes the 

reactionary forces of inertia. For example an asteroid passing a planet might be slowed enough 

to go into orbit, the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work reacts against this but it overcome by the +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work. -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work ≠ -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work because pushing a block on a 

frictionless surface would give an equal and opposite work force with inertia. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work would overcome this and the block would move.  

Probabilities interfering 
In each case this is calculated by probabilities interfering with work and displacement with 

impulse. The asteroid may have a larger -𝕆D inertial probability than the +𝕆D gravitational 

probability it encounters, then the asteroid would pass the planet. When the +𝕆D potential 

probability of the resistor is less than the -𝕆D kinetic difference or probability of the current, 



 

 

then electrons flow through the resistor. If not then the resistor blocks the current. If the change 

of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from the magnet is weak in reversing the loop current, then the 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work from Lenz’s law in the loop can overcome that change. The current 

would be reduced but stay in the same direction as +𝕆D would be larger than -𝕆D.  

Displacement interference 
The inverse of this would be E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the 

electron passing through a resistor can also be regarded as particles. Reacting against this is the 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of the resistor’s protons, E𝕐 and E𝔸 are force vectors so they are 

vector subtracted. If E𝔸 is larger then the resistor blocks the current, if smaller then E𝕐 

electrons pass through it.  

 

Induced potential work 
In this model there would be an induced +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work as the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of 

the magnet changes. In an electromagnet the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would increase with an 

increased kinetic current. There would be a reaction against this from the protons in the 

solenoid coil as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

 

Potential work reacting against kinetic work 
In (a) the current is increasing, this can be from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in the wire. For 

example there could be a battery connected to it that has a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

difference. Then the coil reacts against this with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work according to Lenz’s 

law. That is overcome as a potential inertia, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the coil then increases.  

Induced potential torque 
In (b) there would be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from 

the battery. That would be an induced +𝕆D potential torque not an electric field in this model. It 

can also be regarded as a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse which is an electric force but not a field.  



 

 

The potential integration curve 
In (c) the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is shown being induced by the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from the 

battery. Here r is e𝕒 and +𝕆D is the potential torque from the protons in the coil, +𝕆D is a 

potential integral. They react against the electrons being moved by the increased -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. That is like protons holding onto their electrons in atoms against an external -𝕆D 

kinetic difference. For example, a resistor reacts against -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work pushing electrons 

through it, and from this kinetic work stripping its atoms of its electrons.  

 

An electric field cannot circulate in a loop 
In this model an electric displacement force cannot circulate in a loop, it can only move in a 

straight-line. It does not stop between charges, but the curve can contain small E𝕐 kinetic 

displacement vectors where electrons are moved away from protons. These would come from 

the Coulomb interaction, also the electrons would repel each other by colliding with this E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse.  

 

The closed loop as potential work 
In this model the closed loop would be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work where e𝕒 is the radius r, it 

reacts against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the changing magnetic field. Here l is the 

circumference of a circle, +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in an atom would have this as a circular 

orbital. Then -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would be done by an electron, a change in its orbital would 

be reacted against by induced +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

The magnetic flux area 
Here the magnetic flux area is the +𝕆D potential probability or torque, that gives the probable 

changes the induced magnetic field can make to electrons in the coil. This induced +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work is here equal to the changing magnetic field dB over time dt. That would be the 



 

 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the current in the wire as it increased, E𝕐 would be the kinetic 

displacement as an electric force not magnetic. In this model the forces are reversed, the 

magnetic force is with respect to distance ds⃗ and the electric force is with respect to time.  

 

The line integral as a circumference 
Here the line integral is taken around the circumference in this model +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

would come from the e𝕒 radius. An electric displacement force could not move around a loop in 

this model, it can be small straight force vectors in this loop. The area A would change the +𝕆D 

potential probability or torque as both are squares. This would be defined as +𝕆D, as the area A 

increased for example then +𝕆D would decrease in strength and e𝕒 as the radius would 

increase linearly.  

Potential work proportional to kinetic impulse 
This would change with respect to time as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the +𝕆D/e𝕒 potential 

work has +𝕆D proportional to E𝕐 and -𝕠d proportional to e𝕒. For example, in an electron 

orbital moving to a higher orbital decreases E𝕐 with a slower e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity. The +𝕆D 

potential torque decreases with the inverse square rule. The higher orbital has a larger -𝕠d 

kinetic time, that increased linearly with the e𝕒 altitude.  

 

Kinetic work and reactive potential impulse 
In (30.27) ℰ is the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by the magnet, that is reacted against by the 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. These are proportional to each other, as the magnet increases its -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work then Lenz’s law gives a reactive force from the protons in the coil. When 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work ceases to change then the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse also stops 

because these are proportional.  

The emf is not squared 
The ℰ is not squared here because there are two opposing squared forces that are inverses. For 

example, in an atom there is +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, though these 

are two forces they counterbalance so an electron can have a constant e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity.  



 

 

 

A kinetic gradient 
In this model there would be -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse induced as 

a reaction to it. There would also be a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse with induced +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work. Changing a magnetic field would be from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the gradient of this force 

changes along a wire. This creates a -𝕆d kinetic difference and a current flow like water running 

down a +𝕀D gravitational gradient.  

A potential gradient 
A changing electric field would refer to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that induces a reactive 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work as a potential gradient. The electrons flowing in a coil induce a +𝕆D 

potential torque like a gradient against the electron particles.  

A potential and gravitational gradient 
This can be illustrated in a Hydrogen atom, the proton does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and has a 

+𝕆D potential gradient around it. This is like in general relativity where a planet has a +𝕀D 

gravitational gradient around it. That can be shown as a planet on a rubber mesh that deforms 

giving the gradient corresponding to relativistic effects. In this model the proton would also 

have this gravitational gradient from its +𝕚d gravitational mass.  

A kinetic impulse and potential work 
An electron in a circular orbital would move at an e𝕒 altitude on this +𝕆D potential gradient. It 

can be regarded as having a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, then that is proportional to the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. A change in this E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, such as from a collision with a photon 

with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, would be reacted against by the proton’s +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

Kinetic work and a potential impulse 
The electron also moves as a wave with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, there is a kinetic gradient in 

between a current orbital and moving upwards when absorbing a photon. Both these gradients 

would be quantized in steps, but the angle of the gradient would be the same. Reacting against 

this would be the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of the proton as a particle.  



 

 

Displacement and torque 
In the first case there is an electric displacement change over time as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse, that is reacted against by a changed magnetic field over a distance. The second case is a 

magnetic field changing over a distance, that is reacted against be a changed electric 

displacement over time.  

Photons have no forces 
In this model photons are e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangles, when they are not being observed 

as the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, or measured as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, they have no forces. They are 

not then inducing a change from an electric to a magnetic force or vice versa, the photon 

Pythagorean Triangle has an electric straight side and a magnetic spin side.  

The photon is self-sustaining from its area 
The photon is self-sustaining because the constant Pythagorean Triangle area is conserved, it 

can be absorbed into an electron in an orbital as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. It can also collide with an 

electron with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse that changes its angle θ opposite -𝕘d. 

Forces in a photon inducing each other 
When a magnet does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work on a loop, this can induce a reactive +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work from the protons in it. That is not the same as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work and a e𝕐/-𝕘d 

light impulse inducing each other in a photon. These are active forces because the photon is 

emitted or absorbed from the active force changes of electrons.  

Photon waves and particles are orthogonal  
The photon in this model can be measured as an electromagnetic wave doing -𝔾D×e𝕪 light 

work, it can also be observed as an electromagnetic particle with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. These 

are perpendicular to each other because e𝕪 and -𝕘d are perpendicular in the e𝕪 and -𝕘d 

Pythagorean Triangle.  

Forces would change the photon 
If the photon did -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work and then had a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse then these would be 

perpendicular, but they would also change the photon. -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work would require it to be 

absorbed by an atom or to go through a double slit to form an interference pattern. E𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse would change its Pythagorean Triangle side ratios with a collision as a particle. To 

remain the same the photon has no forces in this model.  

The photon has three orthogonal forces 
The photon has three orthogonal forces as with the moving loop and the magnet. The e𝕐/-𝕘d 

light impulse and -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work are orthogonal, that leaves the third orthogonal direction 

the photons moves in as its inertial velocity. This can be observed as an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse 

when the photon collides with an electron in the Compton effect. It is can be measured when the 

photons is absorbed into an atom.  

The permittivity and permeability constants in a photon 
 The photon moves with a combination of the permittivity constant ϵ which is a squared force 

from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of an electron. It also has μ as the permittivity squared 

constant when -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work changes with a photon emission or absorption.  

Constant squared forces 
In this model both are constant squared forces like gravity, the square root of each is taken to 

give the constant inertial velocity of c. This refers to the ratio between the two, ϵ and μ can 



 

 

change from this ratio to give different inertial velocities of moving electron for example. For 

example 1/√(ϵ×μ) has the inertial velocity of c. Here √μ is 1/-𝕠d as kinetic time and √ϵ is e𝕪 in 

the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity. To change to a lower e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity there would be a 

squared force from either ϵ or μ. These squares represent the changes between inertial 

velocities.  

A constant force not a constant value 
This is like h as Planck’s constant or -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d. In this model that is a squared force 

observation of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of an electron. It would be in a quantized orbital, in 

between these orbitals the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse would change as a constant square E𝕐. That 

strength of that change would be ϵ. It is similar to gravity where there is a constant squared 

force, though gravity itself can be weaker at a greater e𝕙 height above a gravitational mass.  

Decelerating from near c  
If a rocket was moving close to c, then it can decelerate with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work or a E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse. These would be squared forces in increments of μ and ϵ respectively. An 

electron in changing orbitals would have different ϵ and μ squared force increments in between 

them. A deceleration from c in this model can only be done with this squared force. It can be 

quantized in between orbitals or continuously with an electron in free space.  

A photon rolling wheel 
In this model the photon is represented as a rolling wheel, the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle 

has the -𝕘d rotational axle and the e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle side is the spoke which rotates. That 

gives two orthogonal forces. The third force is where the wheel can roll, that can be observed as 

a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse or measured as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. This is like the three forces in the 

right-hand rule.  

Two of work and one of impulse, or two of impulse and one of work 
The wheel can then be two directions of work and one of impulse, or two of impulse and one of 

work, like with the loop and the magnet. In all three orthogonal directions there are no forces, 

the wheel turns with a constant rotational frequency so there is no torque or work. The spoke 

does not change in magnitude so there is no impulse. The photon moves with a constant velocity 

so there is no work or impulse.  

The photon as a sine and cosine wave 
When the photon is represented in conventional physics there are two orthogonal forces 

inducing each other. There is a sine wave which would be from -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, and a cosine 

wave as the inverse which would be the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse but this is not a wave. These sine 

and cosine curves then come from the forces inducing each other, in order to maintain the 

photon as it moves. In this model the cosine wave would have a straight-line force like a spring, 

not as an oscillation.  



 

 

 

The sine and cosine as inverse forces 
In this model E⃗ is e𝕪 -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, it would be e𝕪 as the kinetic electric charge of the 

photon. B⃗ would then be -𝕘d as the rotational frequency. Neither of these are squared because 

the photon has no forces, unless it is observed or measured. When these are represented as a 

sine and cosine wave, they are tracing out squared forces. The sine and cosine here are inverse 

forces, so in between there would be no actual force in the photon.  

A centrifugal force opposed by a centripetal force 
The diagram below could be regarded as an electron having a centrifugal force being held by a 

centripetal force in the atom. That presents its orbital as doing -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and being 

reacted against with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. In this model the forces are not necessary 

because they are inverses. When an electron jumps to a higher orbital the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work 

increases the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electrons, reacted against by the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work of the proton.  

Assuming all forces exist 
The photon can be represented as having these forces with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work and then the 

photon, electron, and proton can be regarded as measuring each other. They can also interact 

with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse where the 

electron is outside the atom.  

A Bohmian pilot wave 
This is like the Bohmian pilot wave theory where the electron is proposed to always be a 

particle with a pilot wave around it. Then it can be measured in a given position, also observed 

at the same time with the uncertainty principle hiding this. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the 

electron would give the -𝕆D kinetic probability of where the electron is. Then the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse would allow this existing electron to be observed.  



 

 

Position and time cannot coincide 
Instead of the particle and wave both existing, this model has a particle/wave duality where an 

iota can be observed at a time or measured at a position. The position and time cannot coincide 

because that would be a Pythagorean Triangle with a zero area. Instead the uncertainty comes 

from only being able to square one Pythagorean Triangle side and use the other to compare it 

to.  

A rolling wheel does not change 
In this model a Pythagorean Triangle such as an electron can change in several ways, it can 

change its time of observation which is measured as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. It can change its 

position which is measured as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. This is consistent with a rolling wheel, the 

-𝕠d kinetic time acts as an axle. Then it can be observed as an impulse with this acting like a 

clock gauge. The rolling wheel has a spoke as e𝕪, this can trace out a circumference of one 

wavelength as to how far the wheel rolls. Then the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the axle gives this work 

being done with the change of position.  

The spoke as a radius 
The e𝕪 spoke would be like a radius, so it would be the circumference wavelength divided by 

the square root of 2π. It is a square root because the wavelength would be observed with a E𝕐/-

𝕠d kinetic impulse by for example stopping the wheel and observing a change in its vector 

direction.  

The second Fiegenbaum constant  
In this model this uses ≈ √(2π) as β the second Fiegenbaum constant. That gives a quantized 

value of a -𝕘d size in -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work so the photon is absorbed into an atom. The observed 

wavelength is then a rotation of the wheel, the change in this wavelength occurs when an 

electron collides with a photon for example. Then this gives a tine value of β as the changed e𝕪 

electron spoke. When the electron is in an atom this is exactly √(2π) as a quantization of its 

orbital. Then the change in e𝕪 as the deBroglie wavelength, such as with a photon absorption, 

increases the e𝕒 altitude of the electron as the radius.  

Orbitals with α  
In this model α is also the ground state of the Hydrogen atom in Biv space-time. It is known to 

be ≈ 1/137 of c as the inertial velocity of the electron in the lowest orbital. In Roy 

electromagnetism α is e-𝕠d which d=1, 1/tanα is ≈ 1/e. That makes tanθ 1/137, the quantized 

values of the circular orbitals are for different values of d in the exponent. When squared as e-𝕆D 

they are integer values of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Three Pythagorean Triangles in the proton 
In Biv space-time the proton gravitational mass is 1836 times the inertial mass of the electron. 

Here 1836-7.506  is ≈ e-𝕠d with d=1. Here 7.506 is ≈ 3 times the second Feigenbaum constant β of 

2.502, there are three orthogonal +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangles as a proton which adds to 

≈ 7.506. Here √(2π) is ≈ 2.5066 so β approaches a regular quantized value as increments of a 

radius. Then the circumference is where the electrons moves with a quantized -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work increments of α.  

Relative strengths of electromagnetism and gravity 
In this model β is the limit of a tine width in chaos, that approaches a constant value like a 

regular quantization. This connects α in Roy electromagnetism with α in Biv space-time as a 

quantized amount of inertial velocity. That comes from the gravitational mass of the proton and 



 

 

the inertial mass of the electron. These proportions then give the relative strengths of gravity to 

electromagnetism here.  

Balancing electron charge and mass 
The three orthogonal +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangles form the proton of a Hydrogen atom 

for example. Each has a quark value, a proton would be two +𝕠2/3 Pythagorean Triangle sides 

and a -𝕠1/3 side. The motion of these quarks is quantized according to the tine values, that 

connects the charge values with e-𝕠d as α. The quarks must have this level of motion and mass so 

that the Pythagorean Equation is balanced in the ground state with the electron charge and 

mass.  

 

Work through a changing window 
In this model the rotating loop has a changing window through which the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

of the magnet is done, that uses sinθ here as the angle rotates not cosθ. The force here comes 

from the spin Pythagorean Triangle side -𝕆D so this uses sinθ in this model. The loop is rotating 

with a frequency ω, with the time t that can be regarded as a squared time -𝕆D. There is a -𝕆D 

kinetic torque on the loop so this rotation is not smooth, the ω frequency is uncertain because of 

the changing acceleration and deceleration of the loop.  

    

 

In (30.29) the ℰcoil would be the difference between the +𝕠d potential magnetic field of the 

protons in the coil and the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field of the electrons in it. In this model the 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is not being measured by the time but by 

changing e𝕒 and e𝕪 positions. As the loop moves these positions changing along with the 



 

 

amount of torque. That gives an AC voltage because the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

differences are changing as the loop turns.  

 

 

 

The change in the potential and kinetic voltage also occurs in a wire in between two terminals of 

a battery or two plates of a capacitor. At different positions on a wire the ratio of the +𝕆D 

potential difference and -𝕆D kinetic difference changes. This is the same as the changing -𝕆D 

kinetic difference as the loop rotates, and the reacting +𝕆D potential difference. It is also the 

same as when an electromagnet is switched on, the -𝕆D kinetic difference changes which makes 

the electrons more likely to be found elsewhere.  

Exponential decay and discharge  
With the battery or capacitor the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference also exponentially 

decay as they discharge, that reduces the likelihood of where the electrons are measured and so 

the kinetic current will slow. As the loop turns the exponential curve comes from where the 

straight Pythagorean Triangle side is squared as E𝕐 compared to -𝕠d with a constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area. With work there is an inverse exponential as a normal curve 

probability, the -𝕆D Pythagorean Triangle side is squared compared to e𝕪 with a constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area.  

 



 

 

Quantized transformer loops 
In a transformer each side does different amounts of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, these are integer 

relations because a loop is complete as 1. The change in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from one side to 

another changes the probability of where an electron is likely to be measured as the current 

flows. The electrons move as waves with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, this is also like electrons in an 

atom changing orbitals with different amounts of -Od kinetic torque and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Alternating current in a transformer 
The alternating current changes the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done on both sides of the 

transformer, the probabilities of where the electrons are changes according to the ratio of the 

coil numbers.  

Quantized gearing 
It is also like gears in Biv space-time, two geared wheels can be turning so one has a -𝕀d inertial 

weight or torque, this rotation is changed into a different rotation rate in the second gear. This 

is also quantized with an integer number of teeth on both sides.  

Impulse and work in gearing 
It is also transformed in the sense that it now can have a faster e𝕧 velocity but a lower -𝕚d 

torque. This is seen in a car when shifting to a higher gear, it is harder to get up a hill because of 

the reduced -𝕀D inertial torque. The +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work is being done against the car 

moving up the hill to a different e𝕙 height or position, +𝕀D is gravitational torque here 

compared to the gearing’s -𝕀D inertial torque. It is also like a satellite’s larger -𝕀D inertial torque 

allowing it to orbit at a greater e𝕙 height.  

A lower gear has more torque but a slower velocity 
This can be regained by shifting down to a lower gear with more -𝕀d inertial weight or torque 

but a weaker impulse. So a lower gear in a car can push people back in their seats more with this 

-𝕀d inertial weight, it has a weaker E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse so the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity is 

lower before changing up a gear.  

 

Transforming the kinetic voltage 
In this model the number of turns in each coil is quantized as a -𝕆D kinetic torque. That is 

reacted against by a +𝕆D potential torque by the protons in the coils and core. There cannot be 

a part turn so these are integers like electron orbitals. The two values of N are like the different 

D values in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in between two electron orbitals. These have a different -𝕆D 

kinetic difference or voltage.  



 

 

 

Metal detectors 
In this model the eddy currents are a +𝕆D potential torque or probability, they add to the -𝕆D 

kinetic torque of the electrons in the transmitter coil which reduces the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

being measured. This gives the strength of the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done in the 

material being detected. 

 

The Henry 
The inductor stores a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic torque or probability in its coil. That 
means electrons are more likely to be measured in different positions with it. Here Θ is the -𝕆D 

kinetic torque, with the +𝕆D potential torque it can also be regarded as -𝕠d and +𝕠d 

respectively. Then (30.31) would be -𝕠d×-𝕠d/e𝕪 or -𝕆D/e𝕪 as kinetic work. As a reaction 

against the current this would be +𝕠d×+𝕠d/e𝕒 from the potential current as +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work.  

The Tesla and work 
This also comes from the Tesla as -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕆D and +𝕠d×e𝕒/+𝕆D as f=ma. That changes 

according to the area of a coil loop which contains the -𝕆D and +𝕆D kinetic and potential 

probabilities respectively. This is divided by A as amperes which is e𝕪/-𝕠d for the kinetic 

current and e𝕒/+𝕠d for the potential current. 

The work comes from the coil geometry 
In this model the potential current as e𝕒/+𝕠d would react with +𝕆D/e𝕒 potential work, that 

comes from the +𝕆D potential torque of the coils. The overall work comes from the coil 



 

 

geometry, there is also a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference driving the current. The 

Henry is then a combination of the wire voltage and the coil geometry.  

 

The inductance is reactive only 
In this model the magnetic flux in an electromagnet comes from the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the 

current, the stronger the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference then the stronger the kinetic 

current is. The inductance reacts against this current, so it is reactive only from the +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work of the coil geometry. This is because the +𝕆D potential torque can only come 

from curved wires in a coil.  

An inductor as a reservoir of electrons 
The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in the coil is the inverse of the inductance, that is not the same 

as the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done by a battery for example with the current. The inductor 

can hold a number of electrons like a reservoir with this reactive +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

Capacitance geometry and impulse 
A capacitor can hold electrons because the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse cannot jump in between the 

plates. The electrons in the negative plate do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as it charges, that can affect 

the probable positions of electrons on the positive plate. This E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse depends 

only on the distance e𝕪 between the plates, their area increases the capacitance only through its 

size like many capacitors in parallel combined into one.  

 



 

 

A changing current 
When the kinetic current is changing, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in the inductor reacts against 

the probable positions of electrons. When this is not longer changing, the potential probability 

no longer reacts as there is no force.  

The quantized Hall effect 
In the Hall effect an external magnetic field orthogonal to a wire does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work on 

the electrons in it. That makes them separate more into steps like orbitals, each with a different 

-𝕆D kinetic probability. That comes from the +𝕆D potential probability as a reaction to the 

external magnetic field. This is like a potential gradient that does not change over time like 

impulse in the current.  

 

Work changes over distance 
In this model the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would be changing over a distance not over time. When 

the -𝕆D kinetic probability is increasing, this is already time squared. Dividing time squared by 

time is like seconds2/second, distances are not in the observation or measurement. As the -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work increases the electrons are more likely to be found in different positions in 

the wire. That is because the work forms a gradient which moves the electrons, when the 

current is constant or stopped then the gradient of work disappears.  

A gradient of electron density 
The gradient of electron density changes according to the strength of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. 

When the magnetic field is no longer changing, then the electron gradient goes back to being 

approximately constant. The angle of this kinetic gradient corresponds to the amount of -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done, also reacting against this with the amount of +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work is a potential gradient.  

A gradient does not change in time 
A change in time is not necessary, the angle is like θ in the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

electrons. When this angle is larger then so is the gradient  with a higher -𝕆D kinetic probability 

or difference.  



 

 

 

The potential gradient 
In the diagram the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current is decreasing, and the e𝕒/+𝕠d potential current is 

increasing as the inverse. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is decreasing as the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work increases, it is like two opposing gradients. The electrons are more probably measured on 

the lower side of the gradient, like falling downhill. They repel each other with a destructive 

interference, that moves them down the gradient. 

Both gradients become horizontal 
The potential gradient reacts against this, when the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work slows the kinetic 

gradient has a shallower slope. The potential gradient increases so the electrons are 

increasingly attracted down the potential gradient, with constructive interference. When the 

current doesn’t change for a time with impulse, then both gradients become horizontal.  

Gradients from a battery 
The wire also has a kinetic and potential gradient when connected to a battery. The kinetic 

gradient has electrons from the negative terminal, these destructively interfere so they move 

downhill away from each other. The potential gradient is from the positive terminal, this is 

higher there so the electrons are increasingly attracted with a constructive interference.  

The charge escalator as gradients 
When the battery was charged the charged escalator was a kinetic gradient moving electrons 

from a source charge to one end of the battery. The potential gradient reacted against this as the 

positive terminal also became charged.  

 



 

 

A potential difference across the inductor 
The inductor has a +𝕆D potential gradient against the kinetic current, this gives a +𝕆D 

potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference along the inductor. That is the same as the potential and 

kinetic difference or voltage from a battery or capacitor.  

The potential gradients of the resistor 
In this model a resistor does stronger +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, its atoms hold onto electrons 

more so they cannot form an electron sea like in metals. That reacts more against any kinetic 

current going through it, they tend to get held around the +𝕆D potential gradient around each 

atom. If the kinetic gradient in the wire is strong enough, then some electrons move through the 

resistor.  

Slowing the electrons in the resistor 
That makes a +𝕆D potential difference on the side of the resistor the current reaches first. The 

electrons reach the first part of the resistor and encounter the +𝕆D potential gradient, as they 

move further each atom’s potential gradient adds to the electron’s kinetic gradient slowing 

them down.  

Slowing against the potential gradient 
When the electrons meet this potential gradient, they slow or stop like a water flow meeting a 

depression. They tend to fall into the depression and then have to climb out again. Some circle 

the depression randomly so the forward E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the electrons is increasingly 

lost. This is -IR where the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current is slowed by the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of 

the resistor’s atoms.  

Impulse changes the gradient over time 
In the inductor the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done by the current is opposed by the +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work, the electrons are not confined mainly in atoms as with the resistor. Instead, the 

electron sea in a metal moves more as particles with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. There would also 

be a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse where the protons are slowing the current.  

A coil slows the impulse 
With a coil there is +𝕆D potential more torque on the electrons, the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of 

the current is slowed. The coil’s inductance is then overcome by a larger -𝕆D kinetic difference 

such as with a stronger battery. The impulse of the current is changing more over time, the coil 

creates a +𝕆D potential gradient which changes with distance not time. Because these are 

inverses the coil geometry slows the straight-line geometry of the wire.  

An decreasing potential gradient 
The inductor has a potential gradient which is largest where the electrons enter the coil. It 

decreases along the coil as the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electrons subtracts more and more 

from the +𝕆D potential gradient of the coil.  

 An inertial gradient 
This is like in Biv space-time where water might be forced horizontally into a pipe coil by the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of a water pump. The coil geometry reacts against this water current 

with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work, that slows the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity of the water by randomizing 

the water direction. The straight-line current encounters a -𝕀D inertial gradient in the coil, it is 

at an angle to the straight water pipe entering the coil.  



 

 

Lenz’s law and inertia 
A straight pipe pointed horizontally into a reservoir, with no coil, is like a capacitor. An E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse forces the water into the reservoir and the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse reacts 

against the kinetic current as with Lenz’s law. If the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is slowed the inertia 

of the water tries to continue along the pipe for a -𝕚d inertial time. If the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

of the water increases, the increase in the current is slowed with the reactive E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial 

impulse.  

An equal and opposite reaction 
That is an equal and opposite reaction to both the water accelerating and decelerating. Here 

there is an action/reaction pair with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. That 

is like the action/reaction pair of a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from a negative battery terminal into 

a capacitor. The positive terminal has a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse making the other capacitor 

plate positive.  

Inductors and capacitors 
An inductor replaces the reservoir with a coil, then the action reaction pairs are -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work and -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work, -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. An inductor 

uses work and a capacitor uses impulse.  

A resistor as baffles 
A resistor is like a horizontal pipe with a series of baffles, these increase the reactive -𝕀D×e𝕧 

inertial work the water does because it changes direction more with a -𝕀D inertial torque. In this 

model work has a force of probability which comes from randomness, the -𝕀D inertial 

probability here can point in different directions slowing the straight-line direction of the water 

flow.  

An inertial battery 
The water coil reacts with a change of the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity of the water, whether it is 

increasing or slowing. If the coil is large, then it would store water pressure in it through inertia 

like +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in an inductor. If the water pressure going into the coil stops this is 

a change in the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. Then the inertia of the water continues for a -𝕚d inertial 

time to have it come out the other end as a reactive E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. That is like an 

inertial battery where the water pressure is like the charge escalator. The water pressure forms 

a +𝕆D kinetic gradient and the coil forms a -𝕀D inertial gradient.  

 

A spark from impulse 
When the switch is opened there is a change in the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse over a short -𝕠d 

kinetic time. That gives a larger E𝕐 kinetic displacement and a spark.  



 

 

 

 

A spark from power 
In this model the spark would come from kinetic power with the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The 

change in the circuit over -𝕠d kinetic time also forms a -𝕆D kinetic and +𝕆D potential gradient. 

That allows the electrons to move across a gap as a wave of probability. If the switch remains 

open or closed there is no change over time, and so there is no impulse. With no impulse there is 

no work and no gradient of voltage.  

 

Power as impulse 
Here the current is changing with respect to time, that would be an E𝕐 kinetic displacement 

with the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. In (30.38) dU/dt would be the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of 

the inductor. In (30.37) this would be e𝕪/-𝕠d × Δ V or 1/-𝕠d, that would be F=ma as e𝕪/-𝕆D 

kinetic work. The inverse of this, with the particle/wave duality, would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse. That is consistent with the change with respect to time.  

Changing with respect to time or distance 
In (30.38) both are changing with respect to time, so both of these would be impulse. The circuit 

is losing a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as the capacitor discharges, that is being transferred to the 

inductor with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. Alternatively, the capacitor is discharging as the ΔV 

voltage decreases, that would be e𝕪/-𝕠d with a change as ΔV. In both case there are active 

forces from the capacitor discharging, then reactive forces in the inductor.  

Rate of change of energy 
In this model energy can change with respect to time or distance, when it change with respect to 

time this is impulse. An electromagnet might be run with ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy, 

at a greater distance the magnet can exert less kinetic energy on another magnet for example. 



 

 

When the second magnet is closer it might be attracted or repelled more than if it was further 

away.  

The inverse square law of time or distance 
In this model the inverse square law is usually over a distance, for example +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work decreasing as a square with a e𝕙 height above a planet. A consequence of this 

is with respect to time, for example a projectile when fired might fall with an increasing 

acceleration with respect to time. As each additional second elapses the projectile falls further 

than the one before. That is the inverse of meters/second2 as meters2/second.  

 

Integrating a velocity 
From this E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse (30.39) integrates with 

respect to the current as e𝕪/-𝕠d, that is like integrating with respect to e𝕧/-𝕚d velocity to go 

from an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse to the ½×e𝕍/-𝕀d ×-𝕚d linear inertia. This is in the typical 

format for kinetic energy in conventional physics. In this model an integration can only be done 

on the spin Pythagorean Triangle side, not on both sides.   

 

The 1/2 factor in energy 
Integrating in this way gives the ½ factor in energy, it is also referred to as the average between 

an initial and final velocity. For example when a -𝕚d inertial mass has a negligible e𝕪/-𝕚d inertial 

velocity, then moving to a larger inertial velocity will have their average half way between them. 

A capacitor and energy 
Here in electric fields a capacitor stores energy, in this model it stores the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse which is part of energy. E2 here would be E𝕐 and E𝔸, ϵ 

is the squared force of impulse.  

An inductor and energy 
In magnetic fields the inductor also stores energy, part of that equation is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. The squared force here is μ. Because the fractions e𝕪/-𝕠d and 

e𝕒/+𝕠d are allowed to be used for integration here, that gives a different answer in calculus to 

this model.  



 

 

The potential in the inductor 
In this model the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work gives the induction force from the protons in the 

wire. In (30.40) UL is the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential energy. The magnetic 

squared force is μ, N2 is the number of windings in the coil and A is another square as an area. 

The windings can be added up into a single turn as -𝕠d, then as an area that is squared to give -

𝕆D as the kinetic torque.  In (30.41) B2 becomes the magnetic force as -𝕆D.  

 

No volume for a magnetic field 
In this model the volume would not be used, l gives the length of the wire which is also in -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

 

Oscillation and quantization 
In this model the LC circuit can oscillate with a quantized value with the inductor. The capacitor 

stores a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, when the switch closes at a -𝕠d 

kinetic and +𝕠d potential time this is making an observation of impulse. The inductor is making 

a measurement of the -𝕆D and +𝕆D kinetic and potential torque in it as a gradient not over 

time.  

An oscillation dissipates with impulse 
In this model an oscillation dissipates with impulse, quantization implies a normal curve with a 

center. It does not spread out because of the quantization, this is like the e𝕪×-𝕘d photon which 

cannot spread out as a wave then disappear. The oscillation of the LC circuit dissipates with an 

exponential decay curve from chaotic impulse.  

Quantized photon exchanges 
An atom would usually be stable with the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of its electrons, a radioactive 

atom is where it becomes too large and some iotas become like particles. This dissipates away 

from the stable quantization over time with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 



 

 

impulse. When atoms are stable with quantization they can exchange e𝕪×-𝕘d photons between 

them, this does not dissipate the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work being done. 

Electrons dissipated chaotically 
When electrons leave the atom they are dissipated chaotically, then e𝕪/-𝕘d photons can collide 

with them. The photons can dissipate their e𝕪/-𝕘d light velocity in these collisions while 

maintaining the same e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity as c.  

Collapsing a wave function 
When a wave function is collapsed into an observation there is impulse observed over time. As 

this time passes there is still impulse, the particle is observed to spread out increasingly like a 

wave. This dissipation occurs because of the particle like state, there is no quantization and so 

the normal curve wave shape can become spread out. If the electron was in an atom its position 

would be describable by a normal curve. 

Friction and impulse 
When there is potential friction in a resistor, this occurs through the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse 

of the electrons moving as particles through it. There is a dissipation of energy through chaotic 

motion, when the wire is a conductor the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

dominate. Then the electrons move more like a laminar flow that changes with a distance not 

over time.  

 

The spring motion and impulse 
In the diagrams the spring moves back and forth with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and a E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse. The E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse comes pulling electrons further apart to a 

greater e𝕒 altitude in the atoms. That would be close to an oscillation here, but being quantized 

it would be chaotic.  

The spring motion and work 
The inductor does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work like the coil shape of the 

spring. There the electrons are twisted with a -𝕆D kinetic torque from their normal positions. 

Because these are quantized there are e𝕪×-𝕘d photons emitted and absorbed so the spring 

moves back to a normalized position.  

The spring motion with work and impulse in Biv space-time  
This is like in Biv space-time where the spring can hang vertically. Then it is pulled downwards 

with a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse, reacting against this is the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. The 



 

 

spring winds and unwinds with a +𝕀D gravitational and -𝕀D inertial torque in +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work and -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work.  

 

The potential and inertia  
In this model the inertia of the spring is reactive, in Roy electromagnetism the E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is reactive like inertia.  

The kinetic and potential voltage 
Here the two voltages are ΔVC as -𝕠d where the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse changes with -𝕠d kinetic 

time. The ΔVL voltage is +𝕠d as the inductor reacts with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. In (30.43) 

the two terms are equal to each other as -𝕠d+𝕠d=0 because the two impulses are equal and 

opposite each other. 

 

The inductor and impulse 
The inductor in (30.44) changes with respect to +𝕠d potential time as impulse. In this model 

the force would be mainly -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work because of torque, 

as with a spring there is also some impulse. The charge of the capacitor is Q/C which changes 

with respect to -𝕠d kinetic time because it is charged with active electrons.  

 



 

 

Work not impulse 
In equation (30.45) Q is -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum in kinetic Coulombs, the e𝕪 kinetic 

electric charge is changing with respect to -𝕠d kinetic time in a e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current. In this 

model e𝕪 is an infinitesimal as a square root, -𝕠d is an instant of time.  That gives e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic 

work here, it would be changing with respect to distance not time.  

 

A second derivative and work 
When the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current is changing with respect to -𝕠d kinetic time, that would be the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. As written below it would be e𝕪/-𝕠d × 1/-𝕠d as e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic work, 

this is the inverse of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse with the particle/wave duality. When the 

second derivative is taken with respect to time that gives work in this model, except it comes 

from a second integral.  

A convention in calculus 
The -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle as an electron can have a first derivative always with 

respect to e𝕪 to give e𝕪/-𝕠d, then a second derivative with respect to e𝕪 gives E𝕐/-𝕠d. In this 

model the numerator is changed in differentiation because the convention is that the straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side is in the numerator and the spin Pythagorean Triangle side is in the 

denominator. In conventional physics it is for example e𝕧/-𝕚d as meters/second, with -𝕚d/e𝕧 as 

seconds/meter then the derivative can act on the denominator. 

The kinetic and potential work as inverses 
In (30.47) Q/C is ΔV or +𝕠d, the second term is the e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work from the inductor. 

Q here is the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum in Coulombs, this can vary according to the charge 

of the capacitor which is e𝕪. That makes it the -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse because C is the capacitor 

charge not a voltage. The -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse would remain on the left-hand side, the 

e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work can be moved to the right-hand side. They are proportional to each 

other where -𝕠d ∝ e𝕒 and 1/E𝕐 ∝ 1/-𝕆D.  

 



 

 

Inertial work and the kinetic impulse 
In (30.48) there is e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work on the left-hand side, that gives the variation of the -

𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum as it oscillates. In (30.49) the left-hand side would be e𝕧/-𝕀D 

inertial work as a reactive force, that is equal to the right-hand side which would be impulse. 

That is because with the -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse e𝕪 in the numerator on the left is proportional 

to -𝕠d on the right, 1/-𝕆D on the left is proportional to 1/E𝕐 on the right. The spring moves 

with a combination of an active -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse and a reactive e𝕧/-𝕀D inertial work.  

Inverting work and impulse 
In (30.49) the left-hand side is changing with respect to time, on the right-hand side as a 

distance x. This would mean the left-hand side is impulse and the right-hand side is work, the 

two terms become their inverses. On the left-hand side then the e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work of the 

spring can be written as the inverse +𝕠d/E𝔸 potential impulse, the right-hand side changes 

from the -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse to the e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic work as an inverse. The equation 

remains equal, the left-hand side is impulse and the right-hand side is work.  

 

A sine wave from work 
In the diagrams there is a sine wave from the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work. In this model that comes from sinθ as +𝕠d or -𝕠d over the hypotenuse of their respective 

Pythagorean Triangles. The cosine is not a wave here, it is like a piston moving back and forth 

with impulse as the work oscillates. 

Impulse and displacement 
The force of this piston is an E𝔸 potential and E𝕐 kinetic displacement, it is chaotic and tends to 

dissipate or break up the quantized oscillation of the work. In (30.51) this can be regarded as 

the frequency 1/+𝕠d and 1/-𝕠d. These spin Pythagorean Triangle sides come from the 

inductance L, inverse to this is the capacitance C as e𝕒 and e𝕪.  

Torque in a wave and frequency 
The force of this inductance would be 1/+𝕆D and 1/-𝕆D so the square root is taken to give the 

potential and kinetic time. The square root of this torque is the frequency, the torque increases 

and decreases as a squared force to give the sine wave.  

Momentum with respect to time 
The change of the charge Q as Coulombs  with respect to time comes from the +𝕠d×e𝕒/+𝕠d 

potential momentum and -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum, here the derivative is taken with 



 

 

respect to the spin Pythagorean Triangle side to give +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. The +𝕠d potential mass and the -𝕠d kinetic mass in momentum is not used here, 

that comes from an integral not a derivative.  

 

Oscillation frequency 
Here the oscillation frequency would come from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse. This comes from the displacement of the spring, there is the spring constant k 

which gives the strength of the squared force as the spring oscillates. Because the square is 

approximately constant, that makes the frequency in the observation of the impulse also 

approximately constant.  

A resonance  
In this model a resonance comes from the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, 

this can transmit the oscillation to a second spring connected to the same surface. That 

synchronization comes from a constructive interference between them.  

Closing the switch 
When a switch has been closed for a long time, then -𝕠d would be larger, that makes the -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the circuit stronger than the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. In the small 

amount of -𝕠d kinetic time the switch closes, there is a stronger E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

The inductor and potential work 
The battery does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work along the circuit, the resistor reacts against this with 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. The inductor can act like a battery as it does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

against the flow of current like the positive terminal of the battery. 



 

 

 

A resistor making turbulence 
Here the voltages are +𝕠d for the resistor and +𝕠d for the inductor, they react against each 

other and the original e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current. The resistor has a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse as it 

directs the electrons in chaotic directions. That breaks up the laminar flow of the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic 

current with turbulence and a drag like friction.  

Resisting the kinetic impulse 
This would be the inverse of the inductor’s e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work. RI would be the -𝕠d/E𝕐 

kinetic impulse of the current, that is proportional to the gives e𝕒/+𝕆D ∝ -𝕠d/E𝕐. Here the e𝕒 

altitude above a proton is proportional to the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field of the electron, 1/+𝕆D 

as the potential probability is proportional to 1/E𝕐 as the kinetic displacement.  

LR and LC circuits 
The resistance here would be observed as the changes in the -𝕠d/E𝕐 kinetic impulse, this 

resistance can also be regarded as the reactions of the +𝕠d/E𝔸 potential impulse. Combining 

these two gives an LR circuit. The LC circuit had the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the capacitor as 

the same force, here there is no resistance. Reacting against this is the same e𝕒/+𝕆D potential 

work as in the LR circuit. This similarity allows for two kinds of circuit.  

 



 

 

Logarithmic decay in work and impulse 
In (30.57) the logarithm is a decay in the current, that comes from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

reducing in the resistor. The +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the inductor also decreases 

exponentially as it is directly proportional to the impulse. The change in the current I is with 

respect to time here which can be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, it can also be regarded as the E𝕐/-

𝕠d kinetic impulse with respect to time.  

Exponential decay and inverse exponential decay 
In this model an exponential comes from impulse as a squared exponent such as eE𝕐 where E𝕐 is 

a real number because e𝕪 is a square root. The normal curve comes from a negative squared 

exponent here as e+𝕆D, because these are proportional to each other they both decay 

logarithmically. As the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work decays this is a probability function, so the 

electrons are less likely to be changed by the inductor over this gradient.  

Quantum tunneling and logarithmic decay 
This proportion is also found in quantum tunneling which decreases exponentially as the e𝕧 

length increases with a barrier’s thickness linearly. The -𝕀D inertial probability of an electron 

being found at the other side of the barrier decreases as a square. When observed on the other 

side as a particle with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, then this is an exponential decay proportional 

to the probabilistic decay of the normal curve.  

L/R as a constant decreases logarithmically 
L as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is divided by the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as R, each decreases 

logarithmically maintaining the same proportional ratio. The E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse has E𝕐 

decreasing as a square while the -𝕠d kinetic time increases linearly. Reacting against this, 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work has +𝕆D as the potential torque or probability in the coil decreasing as 

a square as the e𝕒 altitude increases with a potential gradient.  

A time and distance constant 
As the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse decreases exponentially, the protons in the coil lower their e𝕒 

altitude at which they can have this +𝕆D potential torque or probability affect the electrons in 

the circuit. The gradient then decreases exponentially while remaining proportional to the time 

constant of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse decreasing. There would then be a distance constant as 

the induction gradient shrinks.  

An uncertain proportion 
The proportion is approximately constant with uncertainty, the time constant with the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse changes chaotically. The distance constant with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

changes probabilistically. The chaos comes from β which is ≈ √(2π), the probability comes from 

the normal curve where the exponent values are divided by √(2π) to give an integral area of 1 

under the normal curve.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Changing the Euler equation 
In (30.58) the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is decreasing, that would be eE𝕐-𝕠d. That can be regarded 

as a Pythagorean Triangle with the right angle at the origin not as in the Euler equation. The 

math would be the same, but it is drawn differently.  

A hyperbolic Euler equation 
Also the hypotenuse is no longer constant as the radius of the Euler circle, instead the -𝕠d and 

e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle here is tangent to a hyperbola that is decreasing logarithmically. That 

relates to the area under a hyperbola giving logarithms, for example where e𝕪 is 1 then a 

vertical line up to the hyperbola gives the area e under it.  

A circular Euler equation  
+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is in circular geometry, the +𝕆D potential torque is in the coil. That 

would give ee𝕒+𝕆D, the hypotenuse is no longer constant so the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean 

Triangle remains constant. The circle would be drawn where e𝕒 is the radius not the 

hypotenuse, at right angles to this at the origin or a tangent to the circle is +𝕠d as the potential 

spin. This is squared as an integral area like a force in +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

The angles remain the same, the hypotenuse changes 
In each case the Euler equation remains the same, the main aspect is the angle θ in the -𝕠d and 

e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle and +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle. When isinθ and cosθ are used 

in the Euler equation the angle remains the same if the hypotenuse is no longer constant. The 

Pythagorean Triangle area instead is the constant in constant area trigonometry.  

 

 



 

 

 

A standard deviation in an inverse exponential 
Here the time constant is where the current decreases to e-1, with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work this 

can be where it decreases to the same fraction under the normal curve or as a standard 

deviation of 34.1% being used for both.  

 

Exponentials and squares 
The second standard deviation is 13.6% which is similar to e-2 here. Instead of the impulse 

exponent being a cube here it would be 6 because e𝕪 is a square root, it can then increase as a 

square exponentially.  

 

Integral area under the exponential curve.  
Here the integral area under the exponential curve is related to the integral area under the 

inverse exponential as the normal curve, they would converge more as the times and distances 

increase. The difference between the two is another constant in this model, like Γ as the 

difference between the inverted integers and the hyperbolic area.  



 

 

 

α and e 
In this model e-𝕠d is e-1 as ≈ 1/tanα, that gives ≈ the quantized levels of +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. 

With an exponential decay as e-1 that also gives the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse which is 

proportional to it. Here e-1 as the exponent increases as a square gives the normal curve and 

work. α is proportional to δ as the first Feigenbaum number with cascades.  

Electromagnetic Fields and Waves  

Work is measured over a distance 
In this model Britney is moving with a e𝕧/-𝕠d inertial velocity, Alec measures her doing -𝕀D×e𝕧 

inertial work. Her positive charge is doing +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and so the +𝕆D potential 

probability is the squared +𝕠d potential magnetic field. According to Britney she is at rest, so 

she cannot measure +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work from her charge, there is no +𝕠d potential 

magnetic field for her.  

An external magnetic field is measured over a distance 
When Alec creates a magnetic field, such as with a bar magnet doing -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, then 

the positive charge is moving through it over a distance. There is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done on 

the charge so depending on the direction it would be rotated. For Britney the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work is still not changing over a distance in her inertial and kinetic reference frames. She would 

not measure -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done on her charge.  

 

Vectors and spin 
In this model E⃗ would be e𝕪 as the kinetic electric charge, B⃗ would be -𝕠d as the kinetic 

magnetic field. In conventional physics these two can become confused with each other. With 

this model the e𝕪 E⃗ is a straight-line vector only, -𝕠d as B⃗ is not a vector. It is spin, that can be a 

clock turning in this case to observe kinetic time or squared as a magnetic field with a kinetic 



 

 

torque. As B⃗ is not an actual vector then impulse is only observed over time with a rotation on a 

clock gauge. Here the difference in the reference frame is a change in distance which is work.  

 

Brittney’s reference frame 
Brittney’s potential reference frame would have an e𝕒 altitude and +𝕠d potential time, the 

positive charge can be moved by attracting it with an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle kinetic 

reference frame. It can also have the positive charge move with a repulsion by other protons. 

Here Brittney may have been moved with the active force in a e𝕪 and -𝕠d reference frame, that 

would attract her positive charge. She could also be moving downhill with gravity, then there 

would be a gravitational reference frame of e𝕙 and +𝕚d. If her positive charge was repelled by 

another proton, that would also have an e𝕒 altitude and +𝕚d potential time reference frame. 

Alec’s reference frame 
Alec could also be observed and measured from all four of these reference frames. To move 

from one reference frame to another needs a force, for example with the gravitational reference 

frame Alec may be on a platform and Brittney is walking down a slope. To join Britney he would 

have +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work or a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse move him to her. In an 

inertial reference frame, he would have to use an active force such as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, or a 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, to change his inertia to match hers.  

Changing a reference frame with work and impulse 
The changes in the reference frames require an observation of impulse or measurement of 

work, this force also changes whether E⃗ as e𝕪 or B⃗ as -𝕠d is observed or measured. In Alec’s 

own reference frame there are no forces, except for his atoms with their work an impulse also 

changing with their own individual reference frame. Britney would not measure +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work being done by her charge, it would not be moving a distance with respect to her. 

She also could not observe a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse with her own charge because it does not 

change over potential time.  

Reference frames are relative  
A reference frame is relative as another reference frame requires a force to reach it. That means 

a change of reference frame needs an observable impulse or measurable work compared to 

one’s own reference frame. Here C would have its own four reference frames in comparison to 

Alec and Brittney.  

Integral and derivative reference frames 
Alec has a magnetic field only, so his reference frame is an integral area with e𝕪 as the straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side and -𝕠d as the spin Pythagorean Triangle side. Britney’s reference 

frame is not an area, it is a fraction or derivative. This comes from e𝕒 divided by +𝕠d. Alec’s 

reference frame cannot be a derivative, that would mean his bar magnet would have to be 



 

 

charged. Britney’s positive charge is not referred to as a magnetic field here, so it cannot be an 

integral.  

An expanding universe and reference frames 
In the expanding universe hypothesis, there is a limit of observation and measurement from one 

side to the opposite side. Someone in a galaxy from soon after the big bang could not send a 

signal to another galaxy that accelerated in the opposite direction and side.  Each of these is 

observed and measured to be traveling over 3.5 times the speed of light, that is accounted for in 

conventional physics by postulating an expansion of space. Each would be outside the other’s 

light cone, so with a limit of c the other galaxy could not be observed or measured.  

Biv space-time contraction 
In this model there is no Biv space-time expansion, instead the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean 

Triangle as gravity points backwards in +𝕚d gravitational time towards the hypothesized big 

bang. That has the +𝕚d gravitational time slowing, and e𝕙 height contraction so the CMB 

appears to be like an event horizon of a black hole. This would be a ground state below which 

photons could not be measured or observed, they would be so redshifted they would not move 

electrons enough to be detected.  

An event horizon like a ground state 
In this model gravity has an event horizon like the ground state of the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean 

Triangle protons. This is at a lower e𝕙 height just like the CMB as a limit is further away than the 

ionization boundary of the proton for electrons. As the e𝕙 height contraction occurs there is a 

boundary beyond which photons cannot be observed and measured, this is the CMB according 

to this model. Above an event horizon there is a photosphere analogous to the CMB.  

Limits of the inertial velocity 
These limits of the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle as gravity, and the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean 

Triangle as inertia, are different from the limits of the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons 

and -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons. Distant galaxies can appear to be traveling at 

e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocities greater than c, this approaches the limit of the inertial velocity like the 

event horizon exceeds c. A black hole would have a limit at c as a photosphere, in this model 

under that would be the event horizon with a e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity greater than c.  

A limit of inertial velocity and gravitational speed 
There are two kinds of observation and measurement in these limits. The +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle as gravity has a limit appearing as the big bang and CMB, this is their 

e𝕙/+𝕚d gravitational speed. The galaxies have a limit of -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia, 

this has a limit of the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity. That inertia is proportional to e𝕪×-𝕘d photons so 

light from these galaxies appears to be redshifted by their inertial velocity. The gravitational 

speed appears differently to the inertial velocity, that is the CMB boundary.  

Going towards a black hole 
In this model a rocket falling into a black hole does this with a e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity. As the -𝕚d 

and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia is proportional to the electron’s -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle, the rocket emits light as its e𝕧 length contracts and its -𝕚d inertial time slows. 

Conversely as galaxies are further away, they appear to be moving with a faster e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial 

velocity, this can exceed c both when falling into the black hole and moving away from an 

observer and measurer.  



 

 

A changing inertial reference frame with respect to c 
When the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle as gravity has a greater e𝕙 height approaching the 

CMB, then e𝕙 contracts into the CMB wall. Also the +𝕚d gravitational time is slowed there, e𝕙 

contracts and +𝕚d slows more past this. When galaxies are far enough away then their e𝕧 length 

dilates and their -𝕚d inertial time speeds up. This makes them appear to move faster than c, the 

opposite of falling into a black hole making them appear to be moving more slowly. From their 

own inertial reference frames, they have no e𝕧 length or -𝕚d inertial time change.  

Eternal galaxies 
In this model the galaxies are not younger because they are more distant, their light is not from 

a common time when they were formed after the big bang. Instead, these galaxies are much 

older, that implies the heavy elements in stars must be recycled back into Hydrogen and Helium. 

One proposal is from around the black holes in the galaxies tearing apart higher elements. A 

galaxy would then last forever, or reform into other galaxies such as with collisions.  

 

Impulse from one reference frame to another 
In equation (31.1) there is a change from one reference frame to another with impulse. That is 

because these are derivatives with respect to spin Pythagorean Triangle sides, with time as 

1/dt. They can also transform with work between them, then there would be integral changes 

with respect to a distance as straight Pythagorean Triangle sides. In conventional physics these 

work changes would also be written as derivatives, in this model they are integrals because they 

represent an area or field. The answers would be the same, there is a change in distance in 

moving between reference frames instead of time.  

Accelerating from one reference frame to another 
In this model there can be a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in changing between reference frames, this 

is with respect to time or dt as in (31.2). With the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse for example this 

would be in meters2/second, the force comes from the squared straight Pythagorean Triangle 
side. With e𝕧/-𝕀D inertial work the time component is squared as -𝕆D to give meters/second2. 

That is the format in F=ma from Newton.   



 

 

 

Two kinds of forces 
In this model there are two kinds of forces, work and impulse. When a magnetic field 

accelerates a charge this can only be -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the spin of the magnet’s electrons 

makes the charge change its direction. The charge is not regarded as a particle by Alec, instead it 

moves with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as a wave. For Alec to observe Britney’s positive charge as a 

particle, he would need to observe it. That could not be done with a magnet, he could only 

measure its e𝕒/+𝕆D potential work. From Britney’s reference frame she is accelerating with a 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse with her positive charge.  

 

Moving in free space 
In this model Alec can be regarded as moving backwards compared to Brittney. If this was in 

free space, then the magnet pushing on Brittney’s charge would move Alec in an arc clockwise 

for example while pushing her counterclockwise in an arc. This is like a cyclotron making a 

positive charge turn, it cannot make the positive charge accelerate in a straight-line. 

Two forces 
There are two kinds of forces here, the positive charge moves with impulse because it comes 

from the straight Pythagorean Triangle side. The magnet moves with work as it comes from the 

spin Pythagorean Triangle side. The positive charge’s velocity and impulse would not change 

from the magnet, this would move in an arc at the same velocity. Brittney would not feel an 

acceleration from Alec, she would measure a centrifugal force from the positive charge turning.  

Straight and rotational reference frames 
In space an electric charge as impulse and a magnetic field as work cannot swap by changing 

one straight reference frame for another. The change would still be observed as electric charges 

only. If a rotational reference frame is changed to a second rotational reference frame, such as 

by changing the rotational frequency with a torque, then this can only measure the effects of one 

magnetic field on another.  

A bar or electromagnet 
Instead of Alec having a bar magnet, it could instead be an electromagnet. Then Alec has both a 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of electrons in the magnetic coil and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as a magnetic 



 

 

field inside the coil. He measures the magnet’s effects as work on a charge only by making 

Britney’s positive charge turn in an arc. He could also regard this arc as coming from the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse of the electromagnet’s electrons coming from the battery. Alec observes 

Brittney moving with her positive electric charge in an arc from the effects of his electromagnet, 

that can be regarded as doing work on her charge or changing its impulse.  

A rotational to a straight-line reference frame 
Looking from above, Britney’s positive charge moves in an arc from Alec’s electromagnet. This is 

in a rotational reference frame, the force can only be described as torque. Changing this 

reference frame by 90° it becomes a straight-line reference frame, Alec observes Britney’s 

positive charge seeming to decelerate. That would be as it turns more towards him. This 

deceleration can only be impulse. This would appear to be his electromagnet exerting an 

electrical displacement on her positive charge.  

Moving parallel to the electromagnet 
Britney moves parallel to the electromagnet, she measures the magnet’s -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

as being zero as it is not accelerating her charge. She could also observe the electrons in the 

electromagnetic coil moving roughly orthogonally to her, the protons in the coil are reacting 

against the electrons moving.  

No change in both the rotational and straight-line reference frames 
Because the electrons are moving orthogonally, they cannot be moving her parallel to the 

magnet. The electrons also move in all directions orthogonal to her motion, so they should not 

be deflecting her charge’s motion. A rotational reference frame from above shows no -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work being done, changing this by 90° to a straight-line reference frame there is also no 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse affecting her positive charge.  

At an angle to the electromagnet 
If she was at an angle to the magnet in a straight-line reference frame, then her positive charge 

would be acted on by the electrons in the coil with the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. That would tend 

to turn her positive charge because the electrons are attracted to her proton asymmetrically as 

they move around the curve of the coil. The protons in the coil would also change her direction 

with positive charges repelling asymmetrically.  

An electric coil or a magnet 
Changing the reference frame by 90° makes it rotational, that would be from above the 

electromagnet. Now as her positive charge moves it no long appears as a straight-line motion 

accelerating. It appears as an arc where the electromagnet exerts a torque on it. That can only 

be from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, from this rotational reference frame the electromagnet has a 

magnetic field. From the straight-line reference frame there was no magnetic field in the coils, 

only an electric charge.  

A gravitational reference frame 
Her motion is the same, in the straight-line reference frame there is a straight-line force turning 

her charge in an arc. This would be like a projectile fired from a cannon, it moves in an arc 

trajectory as gravity pulls it straight down with a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse. In the 

rotational reference frame, there is a torque turning her positive charge. That would be like 

gravity turning the projectile with a +𝕀D gravitational torque into an arc path.  

 

 



 

 

A loop can have a torque 
In a bar magnet there is no battery and coil, instead the electrons do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as 

individual fermions in its atoms. The -𝕆D kinetic probability or torque of the electrons is the 

same as the -𝕆D kinetic difference of the battery and circuit. The wire of electromagnet’s circuit 

is a loop, that allows for the battery’s +𝕆D potential difference and the -𝕆D kinetic difference to 

be a torque. That potential and kinetic torque moves electrons around the loop from the 

rotational reference frame above it.  

A straight wire has no torque 
Changing this to a straight-line reference frame the loop appears as a straight wire from the 

side. Now the electrons appear to accelerate and decelerate with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse only, 

the battery repels them with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from the negative terminal and attracts 

them with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse from the positive terminal. The loop cannot be observed 

from the side so there can be no measurable torque or voltage, just a current and impulse.  

A bar magnet has no current flow because there is no loop 
 The bar magnet has the same +𝕆D potential torque and -𝕆D kinetic torque as in the battery 

and loop. The +𝕆D potential difference is in each nuclei, the -𝕆D kinetic difference is in each 

fermion producing the magnetization. There is no current flow as the electrons do not move in 

the bar magnet’s metal like an electron sea with impulse, unless the bar magnet is hooked up 

with wires in a circuit.  

A circuit has a magnetic field 
There is no loop of wire so there is no voltage. The +𝕆D potential difference and -𝕆D kinetic 

difference produce a magnetic field like the battery and electromagnetic loop did, this is a pure 

magnetic attraction and repulsion. The loop as a circuit also has a magnetic field from this 

potential and kinetic torque, as Faraday discovered.  

Moving a magnet in a circuit 
When a magnet is moved in a coil, connected in a circuit, that can make an ammeter needle 

move. This is from a rotational reference frame above the circuit loop so it comes from a -𝕆D 

kinetic torque. That is from the bar magnet when it moves over a distance with work, it appears 

to produce a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference or voltage in the circuit.  

No acceleration in a rotational reference frame 
The bar magnet cannot appear to make voltage with acceleration here. With a rotational 

reference frame there is no straight-line motion, so impulse cannot be observed. There is only a 

change in position as points and a change in torque as voltage.  

Turning to a straight-line reference frame 
Turning 90° to a straight-line reference frame, the loop is viewed from the side. There can be no 

torque and no work, only the acceleration and deceleration of the current in a straight-line. That 

acceleration is from a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as it changes over time. The bar magnet appears 

to produce electricity as its position changes with an acceleration and deceleration over time.  

No voltage in a straight-line reference frame 
Changing the reference frame then also changes a voltage into an acceleration of the current 

with power. The straight-line reference frame cannot measure voltage as it can only observe a 

straight-line edge of the circuit. Without a loop there can be no measurement of voltage.  



 

 

A magnetic loop 
If the bar magnet was twisted around into a loop, there would no longer be a north and south 

pole. The magnetic field would be canceled out and it could not attract another magnet. There 

are no change of positions on a straight-line ruler on which the magnet could do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work. An elliptical loop could be partially magnetized like having a hole along a magnet’s core.  

Observing electrical changes in the magnet over time 
In the straight-line reference frame, Britney could observe a small E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from 

the bar magnet as her positive charge disturbed each atom. The bar magnet is electrically 

neutral so this would not give her an impulse. With an electromagnet it would cause some 

electrons to move in the circuit and coil as they are attracted to her positive charge.  

Impulse from the battery 
This would also be happening because of the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse from the battery. If a circuit switch was opened as a change with respect to time, then 

she would no longer observe a force from the battery. Changing 90° to a rotational reference 

frame, opening the switch removes the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference or voltage 

from the battery. There can be no torque in the circuit as there is no closed loop.  

No time in a rotational reference frame 
The torque in the loop can be measured in a rotational reference frame, but changes cannot be 

observed over time. This is because a clock gauge only works with rotation, it would be 

comparing spin in a circuit to the spin of the clock hands. There would be no work measured 

because there is no straight-line ruler in the rotational reference frame. All torque forces would 

appear to be the same as there would be no straight-line distance to compare them with.  

No work in a straight-line reference frame 
Work cannot be measured in a straight-line reference frame, it would be comparing an 

acceleration over a distance only as the rotational clock could not be used. Then all different 

accelerations over the same distance would appear to be the same force.  

A magnet does constructive interference to protons with both poles 
In this model, fermion electrons in a bar magnet have the same orientation. Each pole would 

tend to turn the proton’s magnetic orientation with its +𝕠d potential magnetic field. This would 

not accelerate the proton with either pole or turn its straight-line velocity into an arc. It would 

change the direction of the proton’s magnetic poles or make them precess.  

Larmor precession 
In this model an external magnetic field can make electrons in an atom precess. This is from a 

rotational reference frame as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from the magnet. This is called Larmor 

precession, work cannot move the electron in a straight-line direction, the magnetic field can 

only change its spin. This leads to a precession as the third orthogonal direction available after a 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and the quantized electron spin. A larger precession can lead to the 

electron flipping over from the -𝕆D kinetic torque, then flipping over again to return to the 

original state.  

 



 

 

Biv space-time reference frames 
This also happens in Biv space-time with reference frames. Alec and Britney can be moving in 
free space. Alec is rotating with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work in an orbit, his -𝕆D inertial torque allows 

him to move in a circle around a planet. The spin is like with electrons spinning in magnetism.  

This could also occur without gravity, then his rocket might move him in a circle. 

Britney in a straight-line reference frame 
Britney is moving with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse as an equal and opposite reaction from 

burning rocket fuel, she is moving directly towards the center of the planet orthogonal to Alec’s 

orbit. That is like a Coulomb electrical force as a square. She sees Alec moving in a circle doing -

𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work, the force is a -𝕀D inertial torque.  

Changing her reference frame 
Britney then changes her inertial reference frame 90° so she is edge on to Alec’s orbit. Now she 

observes Alec seemingly moving from side to side like a spring oscillating. His motion now 

seems to be like a Coulomb electrical force. On the left side of his orbit the spring seems to be 

compressed, on the right side the spring seems to be expanded. He appears to move with an 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse with a period according to -𝕚d inertial time.  

Electric charge/magnetism duality 
This is like the electric charge and magnetism duality, the positive electric charge can only move 

with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and the magnetism can only do +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. 

When the reference frame is changed, the potential clock gauge of the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse is changed to the ruler e𝕒 with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. This happens because the +𝕠d 

and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle is now viewed orthogonally, the force also changed orthogonally 

from E𝔸 to +𝕆D.  

Changing a reference frame requires a force 
The change from one reference frame to another requires a force, in moving 90° the observation 

of the positive charge’s E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse changed to +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. If not, 

then the change of force would not be conserved. Here Britney moved from being orthogonal to 

Alec’s circular orbit to edge on, that required a rotation or torque so she did -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial 

work for this.  

Rotating her reference frame 
The amount of -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work she did is equivalent to the amount needed to changing her 

measurement of Alec’s -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work to her observing this as an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. 

Initially she was in a rotational inertial reference frame because she could measure Alec’s -



 

 

𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. When she changed 90° she reached a straight-line reference frame because 

now she could observe his E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

No unique position like a particle 
She could not observe Alec’s E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse from the rotational reference frame, she 

could only measure his -𝕆D inertial torque. His orbit did not appear as a particle, his rocket 

could have been at any e𝕧 position on his orbit and the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work would have been 

the same. His position was then being measured as doing the same -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work 

anywhere on the orbit. No mattery what e𝕧 position Alec had on the circle, this could not be 

defined as unique just as with a wave.  

Velocity and speed 
His rocket moved like a wave with a speed not a velocity. In this model a velocity is straight-line 

motion, a speed is curved motion. Here Britney’s inertial velocity would be e𝕧/-𝕚d, Alec’s inertial 

speed can be regarded as an integral -𝕚d×e𝕧. The -𝕚d×e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial momentum here is a 

combination of velocity and speed, e𝕧/-𝕚d is a derivative and -𝕚d×e𝕧 is an integral.  

Momentum 
Alec moves with an inertial momentum where his -𝕚d inertial mass gives the orbit its shape. 

Britney moves with an inertial momentum where her 1/-𝕚d inertial time gives her velocity. Her -

𝕚d inertial mass is not relevant because her inertial velocity is constant. His -𝕚d inertial time is 

not relevant because his orbit is not changing over time as a constant circle. To calculate his 

period of rotation, as a 1/-𝕚d inertial frequency would require a e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial speed. But then 

this would not be constant edge on to his orbit.  

Alec’s straight-line inertial reference frame 
Alec looks at Britney’s rocket coming towards him edge on to his orbit, as he goes around the 

planet, her ship seems to oscillate side to side like a spring. This is because he watches her ship, 

he would need to turn his head side to side to keep his eyes on it. Alec would be observing her 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse with an acceleration and deceleration. This is like an electric charge, 

with the straight-line Coulomb force. 

Alec’s rotational inertial reference frame 
If Alec was in an equatorial orbit then he could change it 90° with a -𝕀D inertial torque to a polar 

orbit. In viewing Britney’s rocket it no longer appears to be moving from side to side, it is now 

orthogonal to his orbit whereas before it was edge on to his orbit. Her rocket now appears to be 

spinning as a -𝕀D inertial torque doing -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. This is like a change from an 

electric charge to magnetism.  

Charge as acceleration 
In this model a charge is like acceleration. The Coulomb force accelerates two charges towards 

or away from each other. This is different from magnetism and mass, each only gives a curved 

path, for example a rocket approaching a planet tends to curve around it or go into orbit. 

Electromagnetism is created with a coiled wire.  

Acceleration is not torque 
The acceleration is not a torque, the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from an electron is proportional to 

an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse such as rocket fuel propelling a rocket. A E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse 

attracts an electron to accelerate towards it, this is like a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse 

attracting Britney’s rocket.  



 

 

Electrons not colliding 
In this model a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse directly moving towards a gravitational mass 

turns into +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work. This is like two electrons moving towards each other 

with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, when the e𝕪 distance between them is small enough the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work from the orthogonal rotational reference frame gives them a -𝕆D kinetic torque.  

Quarks not colliding 
In a proton the +𝕠2/3 up quarks would move towards each other with a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational 

impulse, with a smaller e𝕙 height between them this would change to +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational 

work so they would not collide.  

Straight special and curved general relativity 
There are then two reference frames, one is only in a straight-line and one is only curved. These 

are also analogous to straight-line special relativity and curved general relativity. Special 

relativity only occurs in straight lines as a consequence of the higher e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of a 

rocket. General relativity only occurs in curved space as a consequence of the higher e𝕙/+𝕚d 

gravitational speed of a rocket near an event horizon. 

Moving towards an event horizon 
When a rocket moves towards an event horizon with its Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse there is a 

slowing of +𝕚d gravitational time. The rocket can then appear to be frozen in position. When the 

e𝕙 height becomes small then the +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work of the event horizon is stronger 

like with the electrons. This stops the rocket moving closer as the +𝕀D gravitational torque is 

stronger. It would then go into orbit around the event horizon like with photons in the 

photosphere. A rotating event horizon would have the rocket appear to be moving in this orbit.  

The barn paradox 
In special relativity there is a paradox, a 20-meter-long pole can seem to fit into a 10-meter-long 

barn. It can be regarded as accelerating with a rocket on the back of it.  

The time to traverse the barn 
Sitting at the back of the barn, Alec would observe the pole moving towards him with a -𝕚d 

inertial time slowing, he cannot see a e𝕧 length contraction because it is moving directly 

towards him. This is a straight-line motion, so Alec concludes this is the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse 

of the pole. He had calculated the time it would take for the pole to enter the barn and reach the 

back wall. He concluded this would need half the time needed for all of the pole to get inside the 

barn.  

A straight-line reference frame 
When he observes the time the pole takes to reach the back it seems to take twice as long as he 

had calculated. He concludes that is enough time for the pole to fit inside the barn before hitting 

the back wall. He can only calculate the time, he cannot see the e𝕧 length contraction because it 

is coming directly towards him.  

A rotational reference frame 
Rotating the reference frame by 90° gives a side on view, now the pole is moving from left to 

right for Britney as it enters the barn. The pole is e𝕧 length contracted because now this can be 

observed, she cannot accurately observe the time the pole takes because the length has changed. 

The pole looks as if it was moving more towards her, the e𝕧 length contraction from this change 

in perspective allows it to fit inside the barn.  



 

 

Gravitational reference frames 
In terms of gravity there is also two reference frames, Alec can be moving in a low orbit around 

the planet with a constant e𝕙/+𝕚d gravitational speed. That means he has a fixed e𝕙 height 

above the ground and a fixed +𝕚d period of rotation. The planet does +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational 

work on him in moving him around with a +𝕀D gravitational torque.  

Freefall and weightlessness 
Britney’s rocket is stopped on the ground after she landed, she only observes a Eℍ/+𝕚d 

gravitational impulse straight down. If she jumped off the rocket’s ladder to the ground then her 

free fall would be a straight-line impulse. When Alec is directly above her he is rotated 90° to 

her. He measures weightlessness in his rocket, there seems to be no force pulling him 

downwards. Britney observes free fall when she jumps, she is not weightless because she is 

being accelerated towards the ground.  

A field of torque 
The gravity would seem to be curved space as a geodesic in general relativity, it could also be 

regarded as a field of +𝕀D gravitational torque holding Alec in orbit. This is also a +𝕀D 

gravitational probability that Alec would be somewhere on this circle, the e𝕙 height is the same 

so it would not change the strength of the torque and probability. His position is not definable 

from the +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work, any position on the circle would have the same torque 

and probability so this is a wave. Alec’s +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work cannot be measured with a 

gravitational clock gauge because he seems to be suspended in the air relative to his e𝕙 height 

above the ground.  

Linear time with a spring and displacement 
Britney would observe this downward force like a spring expanding, her Eℍ height 

displacement defines her starting and final positions like a particle. The displacement force can 

only be observed in a gravitational clock gauge, otherwise different accelerations could not be 

differentiated from each other. Because they can be differentiated, they are derivatives, and so 

this is the Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse.  

Weightlessness becomes weight  
Alec can join Britney by firing his rocket until he lands, then he is stationary like Britney and her 

rocket. Now there is a force downwards he could not feel before. If he jumps off his ladder he 

feels weightless like in orbit, but now it comes from gravitationally accelerating downwards 

with a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse.  

Weight to weightlessness 
If instead Britney fires her rocket and goes into orbit, she joins Alec’s reference frame. Then she 

becomes weightless in orbit next to him, her downward force is gone even though the planet’s 

gravity has not changed. She formerly experienced the equivalent of the straight-line electrical 

force, now there is a force like magnetism that only works in circles. Her free fall experienced in 

jumping off the rocket ladder has gone, now she does not fall when in orbit.  

Einstein’s elevator 
Einstein said that gravity and acceleration were equivalent, a person in an elevator could not tell 

them apart. In this model the inertial acceleration of the elevator would come from the E𝕍/-𝕚d 

inertial impulse. Here gravity is pulling the elevator’s occupant straight sown, that would be the 

Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse.  



 

 

Space station inertial impulse 
A large space station could have rings with different radii, it rotates to give an artificial gravity 

with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. Alec could enter the center of the space station feeling weightless as 

it rotates around the planet doing -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. In moving in a radial or spoke-like tube 

towards the outer ring he observes an increasing E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse moving straight 

downwards. He is in a straight-line reference frame as his motion is in a straight-line down the 

spoke. This is a squared acceleration like the Coulomb electrical force.  

Space station inertial torque 
Britney is outside the space station at 90° to Alec, she measures him spinning around from her 

rotational reference frame. As he moves to a different e𝕧 position down the spoke his -𝕀D 

inertial torque increases. She concludes his -𝕀D inertial probability increasingly makes it more 

likely he moves towards the end of the spoke as artificial gravity. That is not an inertial 

acceleration to her, the -𝕀D inertial torque is making him move in an exponential spiral. This 

torque is like magnetism to her, such as in a generator or electromagnetic coil.  

Potential freefall for the electron 
The proton and potential also have two reference frames. An electron can be in a higher orbital 

around the proton, from the proton’s straight-line reference frame the electron emits a e𝕪×-𝕘d 

photon. It seems to move downwards with the proton’s E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. Turning 90° 

to a rotational reference frame looking down on the proton, and orthogonal to the electron’s 

orbital, the electron appears to experience a +𝕆D potential torque from the proton. This makes 

it drop to a lower orbital at a lower e𝕒 altitude, the +𝕆D potential torque is stronger there.  

Potential weight for the electron 
If the electron was in free space it can be attracted towards the proton with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse, then there seems to be a straight-line force on it whereas in the orbital there is an 

electron cloud with no straight-line impulse. The electron would be observed as being a particle, 

from the proton’s straight-line reference frame, as it was displacing from an initial to a final 

position over a time.   

An electron spring 
An electron edge on in a circular orbital could also appear as a particle like a spring oscillating 

back and forward. Turning 90° it would appear as a circle, the forces holding it in this orbital 

would appear as a wave of -𝕆D kinetic torque, or a +𝕆D potential torque from the proton. The 

electron typically is measured as a -𝕆D probability wave, an energetic photon can knock out of 

of an orbital as if it is a particle. From the straight-line reference frame of the photon the 

electron is collided with, that moves out of the atom with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

A photon’s reference frame 
In this model a photon can be regarded as a rolling wheel. From above the e𝕪 light spoke, it 

seems to oscillate backwards and forwards like a spring with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. If this 

collides with an electron in free space, that can change the size of the photon’s and the electron’s 

e𝕪 spoke. Turning 90° to a rotational reference frame, the photon appears as a wheel turning 

with a -𝔾D light torque. The photon does -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work when being absorbed by an atom, 

that increases the -𝕆D kinetic torque of an electron in an orbital.  

A transverse or longitudinal wave 
In this model an ocean wave from the side has a -𝕀D inertial torque, the water spins with a 

vortex under it with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. This is not from the water particles, instead it is the 

motion of the water as a whole wave. Changing 90° to a longitudinal reference frame, a buoy on 



 

 

the water would appear to move backwards and forwards like a longitudinal motion as an E𝕍/-

𝕚d inertial impulse. The water molecules would also move backwards and forwards as they 

accelerated then reversed direction.  

A magnet only turns charges 
Alec and Britney changed their reference frames, from a straight-line reference frame to a 

rotational reference frame, or vice versa. The magnet can only turn charges. It cannot turn a 

positive charge moving parallel to it because its torque is acting on all sides of the charge. It is in 

effect trying to turn the positive charge in opposite ways, these cancel out with destructive 

interference. When her positive charge’s path is no longer parallel to the magnet, then the 

magnet’s destructive interference is not canceled out. The positive charge is then more -𝕆D 

kinetically probable to change its path.  

Curving her path to across the magnet 
To do this Britney had to curve her straight-line reference frame to rotational, from a parallel 

path to at an angle across the magnet. Then the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would make her positive 

charge spin in circles like with a cyclotron. According to Britney she sees Alec with the magnet 

orthogonal to her. The magnet makes her path curve, but she only sees the magnet getting close 

just as if it was a negative charge attracting her. From the magnet’s rotational reference frame, 

Britney would seem to oscillate from side to side with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse.  

Work cannot accelerate in a straight line 
In this model -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from the magnet can only turn the charge’s path, it cannot 

accelerate it in a straight-line. That is why a stationary charge is not moved by a magnet, and 

why when it moves parallel to the magnet it is not accelerated. The straight-line motion would 

be a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse from the magnet, this can only come from a positive or negative 

charge in the magnet itself.  

A rotational reference frame 
To make a straight-line motion appear curved, that would require a rotational reference frame. 

This could be created by Britney moving at an angle to Alec, this can be measured at 90° from 

above the magnet. Then her positive charge would be turned with a torque from work.  

Changing the angle of the reference frame 
To change from an electrical impulse to a magnetic work from torque, the reference frame 

needs to be turned 90°. That is because the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons, and -𝕠d 

and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons, in the magnet have work at 90° to impulse in a 

Pythagorean Triangle. When this angle changes, such as with Britney moving more across the 

magnet, then there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done on her charge which would tend to make it 

move in circles like with a cyclotron.  

Work and impulse from the electromagnet 
In Figure 31.5 the positive charge would have -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in it in both cases, the 

magnet’s electric charge would separately have an impulse that moves the positive charge here. 

There would be a rotational reference frame with the magnet, and a straight-line reference 

frame from the electric charge.  

Two electrons with work and impulse 
When two electrons approach each other in this model, they can almost collide with a E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse as particles. When they get close to each other the distance is small, then the -𝕠d 

kinetic magnetic field of the electrons is much larger. The forces then become -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 



 

 

work on each other, the electrons destructively interfere. They would be at a small angle at least 

from uncertainty, the -𝕆D kinetic torque would make them turn in an arc.  

Quantization between electrons colliding 
As they approach each other the electrons have quantized increments like orbitals, they emit 

e𝕪×-𝕘d photons in between each other which is proportional to the -𝕆D kinetic improbability of 

them being close together. The -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work between the electrons cannot be removed by 

a direct collision between the electrons. If these photons were emitted, then the electrons would 

lose impulse in an inelastic collision. That can happen with two large negatively charged masses, 

photons can be emitted as heat which reduces their inertial velocities after the collision.  

Approaching c has a higher impulse 
If they were collided at near c then the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse would be larger than the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work, this is from c as e𝕧/-𝕚d and e𝕪/-𝕚d. Here e𝕧 and e𝕪 approach their maximum, but -

𝕚d and -𝕠d also have a minimum. The electrons would move like particles, in a collider particles 

can show more particle internal structure when high inertial velocities are used.  

Structure inside particles 
At lower velocities iotas act more like waves and are repelled with interference so there is less 

internal structure observed. Electrons colliding at high inertial velocities with protons would 

make both more like particles, so a quark structure can be observed.  

Collisions at higher inertial velocities 
The electrons would do some -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as they collided, they would get closer 

together because the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons would have the angles θ 

changing as they decelerated. When -𝕠d is large enough then the -𝕆D kinetic probability 

destructively interferes with a repulsion, this is also a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse collision when 

observed as a change over -𝕠d kinetic time. Collisions like this can create additional iotas, these 

come from the higher E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the electrons.  

 

Using a scale or a gauge between reference frames 
When there is a transformation from an electrical force to a magnetic force, or vice versa, there 

is also a change in the scale used. The electrical force uses impulse which is observed over time, 

the positive charge would be observed to move with a velocity. When there is a magnetic force 

then work is done, the positive charge turns with a measurable change over a distance.  

 



 

 

Changing the angle between the reference frames 
In (31.5) the positive charge in not moving in Alec’s reference frame A. This is the electric 

charge so in this model he would be observing the charge, not measuring an electric field. In the 

rotational reference frame Brittney, she measures the turning the magnet relative to her as its -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. Her direction of motion is changing her angle to Alec, so this acts as a 

rotation. This is dividing by r2 so it is a second derivative of impulse.  

 

A fraction only changes a magnitude 
In (31.7) μ would be the squared magnetic force, it is multiplied by the vector v⃗ which would 

be an integral. A torque cannot be created by a division or derivative, a fraction only makes 

something larger or smaller like a vector changing its magnitude. With multiplication an area 

can be created, for example μ here is a squared value giving B⃗.  

Parallel lines cannot enclose an area 
For this to give a force there must be a motion that is not parallel, parallel lines cannot enclose 

an area. When that is for example at 45° it creates an area between them that allows for a 

magnetic integral field. That is why, in this model, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the magnet can 

only be measured when the positive charge moves at an angle to it.  

 

The Biot Savart law and rotation 
Here the Coulomb force would be a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of the positive charge’s motion. 

That changes into a rotational reference frame, if the charge was moving parallel to the magnet 

it would remain in a straight-line reference frame. By rotating this becomes -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work which uses the Biot Savart law. In (31.6) this uses a vector r̂ to give the direction of a 

charge, that can be moving at an angle which gives a rotational reference frame.  



 

 

 

ϵ and μ as distance and time 
In this model ϵ and μ combine together to give s2/-𝕚d×e𝕧/-𝕀D, then ϵ can be regarded as s2 or E𝕍 

as a length squared. That makes 1/m2 as 1/seconds2 which would be μ. When the square root is 

taken these are two squared constant forces, that gives c. From e e=mc2 that gives e=m×μ×ϵ. 

These squared forces give work and impulse in this model. Taken as ϵ×μ=E𝕍/-𝕀D multiplying 

this by the mass m as the -𝕚d inertial mass this is the ½×e𝕍/-𝕀d ×-𝕚d linear inertia. 

Newtons and inverted Newtons 
In this model energy is not used except as an approximation, ϵ as E𝕍 comes from the E𝕍/-𝕚d 

inertial impulse and μ as 1/-𝕀D comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. A Tesla reduces to Newtons 

which is f=ma, that is -𝕚d×e𝕧/-𝕆D as -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. With ϵ the units are divided by 

Newtons 1/(-𝕠d ×e𝕪/-𝕆D) as the force. The inverse of Newtons would be impulse, that 

becomes e𝕪×E𝕐/-𝕠d. Now the -𝕚d inertial mass has become e𝕪 as temperature or an electric 

charge from Coulombs. The E𝕐 kinetic displacement is a square as ϵ, from Newtons 1/-𝕆D is μ.  

 

Not using 1/c2 
In this model 1/1/(√ϵ×√μ) would not be used as ϵ×μ, the E⃗ electric charge’s straight-line 

reference frame would be impulse as a derivative fraction. The B⃗ magnetic rotational reference 

frame would be work as a multiplied integral.  

 



 

 

Reference frames are not at rest 
In this model two reference frame cannot be entirely at rest with each other. Each corresponds 

to one of four main reference frames, as the potential, kinetic, gravitational and inertial. Because 

each has a time component, for example the gravitational reference frame has +𝕚d spin, moving 

to a second gravitational reference frame has a different gravitational time.  

Reference frames cannot share an axis 
Two +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangles cannot share a Pythagorean Triangle side, they also 

could not have the same e𝕙 height. Moving from one to another requires +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational 

work or a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse.  

A macro body is not a single reference frame 
There would not be a single reference frame for a planet, as an example. Instead that is made up 

of many +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangles where each is also a gravitational reference frame. 

Each Pythagorean Triangle has two different aspects, E⃗ is like the e𝕙 height and B⃗ is like +𝕚d 

as the gravitational field.  

 

Negative charges with special relativity 
In this model negative charges would correspond with special relativity, positive charges would 

correspond to general relativity. In the equations below, E⃗A has 1/ϵ, this corresponds to the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse for the negative charge. B⃗A has μ in the numerator, that gives -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work so the two together give the e=mc2 energy equation. When ĵ and k̂ are orthogonal 

they correspond to the different -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle sides.  

Removing ϵ or μ  
In transforming from one to another an equation may have 1/ϵ and μ as an approximation. A 

transformation from B⃗A to B⃗B is from one rotational reference frame to another. That can be 

with a torque, a probability, or a difference as voltage. In (31.11) 1/(ϵ×μ) is 1/c2, the subtracted 

part of the equation has 1/ϵ so removing this leaves μ for that part. This leaves two rotational 

reference frames each with the squared constant μ. Removing one of these changes the equation 

away from energy to work or impulse. 

Combining ϵ and μ  
When there is a transformation from a straight-line to a rotational reference frame, or vice 

versa, then both 1/ϵ and μ can be combined in the same equation. The fraction of each can 

depend approximately on the angle between the reference frames. When this is 90° then for 

example 1/ϵ might be removed so that there is no E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as a square. 

Alternatively μ might be removed so there is no longer -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  



 

 

Changing from impulse to work as a squared factor 
The distance between the two charges is r2, that would come from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. 

Instead, there might be -𝕆D as the squared time in between the reference frames, that would 

convert it to an approximate shared rotational reference frame.  

 

At rest 
At rest can refer to no change in position or time. When the positions is not changing there is no 

work, when the time is not changing there is no impulse. Each measurement and observation is 

limited by the uncertainty principle. Here E⃗B has only 1/ϵ so it is the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

from the Coulomb force.  

 

The Pythagorean Triangles and relativity 
In this model the Pythagorean Triangles conform to general and special relativity, when the 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse increases there is a -𝕚d inertial time slowing. When -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work 

increases there is a e𝕧 length contraction. When the Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse increases 

there is a +𝕚d gravitational time slowing, such as near an event horizon. When +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work increases there is a e𝕙 height contraction. 

 



 

 

The loop moves in a straight-line reference frame 
In the diagram the loop moves with a straight-line reference frame. That is with an E𝕍/-𝕚d 

inertial impulse, against this is a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse where the protons in the loop react 

against the kinetic current. Observing the magnet under the loop, this has no magnetic field 

because that is only in a rotational reference frame. It would move opposite the loop with an 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. 

The magnet and loop have a rotational reference frame 
In the rotational reference frame of the magnet, the loop is also measured as a rotational 

reference frame. The motion of the loop cannot be measured as this is a straight-line reference 

frame or velocity. The magnet’s rotational reference frame can measure rotating electrons in the 

loop as a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic voltage or difference. It cannot observe electrons as 

particles, only as probabilities and the torque in the loop.  

The change in the magnetic fields cannot be measured 
The change in the magnetic fields cannot be measured, that needs a straight-line reference 

frame with respect to time. This change can happen with impulse, if the magnet is an 

electromagnet, it can be switch on. Then there is a e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current because there was a 

before the closed switch and after. That gives a straight-line reference frame with a change in 

the E𝕐 kinetic displacement of the electrons. 

Observing the electrons in the straight wire 
In the rotational reference frame of the loop, the magnet has a -𝕆D magnetic field from the 

electron spins. It cannot observe the magnet moving backwards under the loop as it moves to 

the right. In the straight-line reference frame of the loop, the electrons can be observed to move 

along a straight-line segment of it.  

A current is a derivative fraction 
These move with a e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current, the -𝕆D kinetic difference is not measurable in this 

reference frame. This can only happen with impulse because e𝕪/-𝕠d is a fraction and derivative. 

With work there is only -𝕠d×e𝕪 which as an integral does not change with time.  

The loop and magnet have a torque 
The loop and magnet have a torque in them, the -𝕆D kinetic torque comes from the magnet and 

this is reacted against by a +𝕆D potential torque. This could also occur if the magnet was an 

electromagnet being switched on. That changes the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities in the magnet, also 

the +𝕆D potential probabilities in the loop. The change over time as the electromagnet is 

switched on, that cannot be measured in the rotational reference frame.  

Faraday’s law 
This is then Faraday’s law, switching on an electromagnet, or closing a switch, and getting a 

current in a circuit. When the switch is on for a while the straight-line reference frame of the 

switch is unchanging, it is increasingly a rotational reference frame with a change. That longer 

time as -𝕠d means the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the circuit is stronger and the derivative e𝕪/-𝕠d 

kinetic current stops.  

Bar magnet in a coil 
The same can happen with a bar magnet moving in a coil, there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in 

the coil with a rotational reference frame. This cannot measure the motion of the bar magnet 

back and forth. If the magnet stops moving the straight-line reference frame is not changing, 



 

 

then the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the coil also stops because the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities 

become constant there. 

A battery on a circuit 
When there is a battery or capacitor hooked up to a circuit, but with a switch closed, there is 

only a rotational reference frame around it. The +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference in the 

circuit remains in the attached battery or capacitor. This is because they are unchanging, they 

represent a torque in the circuit.  

Closing the switch 
When the switch is closed these differences convert into a straight-line reference frame, as the 

e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current moves through the circuit with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse it decreases. 

When the battery or capacitor are depleted, then there are no changes, the +𝕆D potential and 

the -𝕆D kinetic difference or torque is constant.  

 

A change of E⃗  
In (31.13) there is an initial state, that would be the rotational reference frame shown here as 

E⃗. That can mean the distances over which the work is measured. Then there is a change of 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that comes from v here as a derivative velocity. This is a straight-line 

reference frame, that can come from B⃗ which is moving a magnet to a different position. That 

changes the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of where electrons are. After this motion there is again a 

rotational reference frame.  

Special and general relativity 
The second equation would be from the rotational reference frame, this cannot measure a 

change in time. It also cannot refer to 1/c2 as that would be a squared velocity in a straight-line 

reference frame. It does use c2 but as an integral, in this model special relativity is in a straight-

line reference frame and general relativity is in a rotational reference frame.  

An electric field as impulse 
The loop’s reference frame is ambiguous here, the electrons can be observed moving in the 

straight line segments of it. That is referred to here as an induced electric field, in this model it 

would be a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the moving electrons as particles not a field. A magnetic 

field cannot change in this model, that is because measuring it cannot occur over time but of 

distance. The electric field here is an electric displacement as impulse.  

 

 



 

 

 

The potential Gaussian surface 
The Gaussian surface around a proton would do +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, the electric field lines 

would be the e𝕒 altitude the work is measured with. This is not actually doing work unless there 

is a change in relation to other iotas, such as an electron in an orbital. The +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work is not changing over time, only over a distance as an inverse square law. To induce an 

electric current there would be a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, that changes over +𝕠d potential 

time.  

A moving flux as impulse 
Inside the Gaussian surface there is a rotational reference frame. When electrons enter this, 

such as in electron orbitals, then they are also in rotational reference frames as waves. A flux 

can only move through this surface with a straight-line reference frame, then it can change over 

time with impulse.  

The line integral 
In (31.14) the line integral would be from this +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, the e𝕪 kinetic electric 

charge would be the boundary of the +𝕆D potential probability or torque. This would be where 

the electron was in its orbital, that gives +𝕆D×e𝕪 as the line integral. Contained inside the line 

integral is a rotational reference frame which is not changing. 

Through the line integral 
Here the force is 1/ϵ which is E𝔸 from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. This would be from the 

straight-line reference frame at 90° to the rotational reference frame. This has a squared 

displacement force as 1/ϵ. When this refers to flux moving through the line integral, then it is 

changing over time. This is conserved because in a given time the same number of electrons 

would be observed going into the line integral as would be coming out.  

The net change in a rotational reference frame 
The net change over the line integral is zero, from the rotational reference frame at 90° the 

electrons are only measured as probabilities that do not change. The field lines can be loops in 

the rotational reference frame, leaving and entering so there is not change over time with 

impulse. 

The charge Q 
With a -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum of the electrons in Coulombs, this is a combination of a -

𝕠d×e𝕪 rotational reference frame and at 90° a straight-line e𝕪/-𝕠d reference frame. This allows 

for momentum to not change like a rotational reference frame, such as with a rolling wheel. It 



 

 

can also change by rolling in a straight-line reference frame. It then represents two reference 

frames with no forces at 90° to each other.  

Three reference frames with the wavelength 
To that can be added a third straight-line reference frame, a spot on the rolling wheel can be the 

end of the e𝕪 spoke as it rotates. This can extend between two crests of the sine wave being 

drawn as the wavelength. This is unchanging in the rotational reference frame as the frequency 

of the rolling wheel axle is not changing. It is changing in the straight-line reference frame as the 

wheel draws new wavelengths as it moves over time.  

deBroglie wavelengths 
An electron in an orbital can have deBroglie wavelengths in this straight-line reference frame, 

that means the electron has the same wavelength at different times. The electron can have a -

𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum where it rotates as a rolling wheel with the rotational reference 

frame. The -𝕠d kinetic axle is at 90° to the wavelength. It can also move with a straight-line 

reference frame around the orbital, that can be observed with h as -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d with a discrete 

spectrum.  

 

Magnetic fields in rotational reference frames 
Here magnetic fields are loops so they are in rotational reference frames. Starting and stopping 

refers to time, that is in a straight-line reference frame at 90° on an electric charge. There are no 

north and south poles in this model, an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron has only one 

spin Pythagorean Triangle side. This can be viewed from above or underneath as a north and 

south pole. If a top could only spin clockwise, then its spin from above would seem always 

different from its spin from underneath. 

A change in between two rotational reference frames 
In (31.15) the area A does not change as this is an integral field. In (31.16) Faraday’s law is a 

change with respect to time which would be in a straight-line reference frame. In this model a 

switch would change in a straight-line reference frame. That would be in between two 

rotational reference frames as magnetic fields.  Here dΘm would be a change in the rotational 

reference frame integral, from one magnetic field to another.   



 

 

 

Sign conventions 
The sign convention here is positive when the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons are 

greater in number. They are negative when the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons are 

greater. When a magnetic field changes it does so only over a distance, the -𝕆D kinetic 

probability density would be larger closer to a magnet.  

Measuring reality only as fields 
Much of the world can be explained only in terms of +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work and -𝕀D×e𝕧 

inertial work in Biv space-time. Then there is only a present with no past and future.  

Quantum field theory 
Where there are objects, they can be regarded as more dense fields like in quantum field theory. 

These are quantized so that the objects are solid, they resist other objects going through these 

quantum states. This ignores motion which would be in straight line reference frames only. A 

quantized level is like a plane or wall, a plane wave is also like an integral area.  

Flat surfaces and gradients 
Under +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work a liquid would have a flat surface like an integral. The atoms 

would have -𝕆D probability densities of electrons, without motion they would have stable 

molecular bonds between the atoms. Gases would be stable in equilibrium. The +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work of a planet would be like a +𝕀D gravitational gradient, this becomes denser 

as the e𝕙 height decreases around the planet to form a geodesic.  

No need for a past and future 
When there are changes, these can be interpreted without needing a past and future. Then the 

present changes the positions of where the Pythagorean Triangles probably are. There is no 

time, as the present does not allow for the passage of time to be observed on a clock gauge. 

Instead, the probabilities change when measured at points or positions.  

Velocity over time or distance 
A velocity can be regarded as occurring over a distance or of time, it can be meters/second or 

seconds/meter. Light years are the time light takes to travel a distance, that defines it as e𝕧/-𝕚d 

inertial velocity. But it could also be defined as the distance light travels in a year, then discard 

the idea of a year. This might be called a light reay as the opposite of a year. Then cosmology can 

be measured in light reays everywhere, they would contract around event horizons. In special 

relativity only the e𝕧 length contraction would be measured not the -𝕚d inertial time slowing.  



 

 

Riding a bike at different velocities 
If someone rides a bike from a first to a second position, then this can be measured only as a 

distance. If they road faster then they would accelerate more quickly initially. That can be fully 

described as a stronger -𝕆D kinetic torque on their wheels and then when stopping a reversed 

torque. That makes different accelerations distinguishable, that is because the work is always 

the inverse of the impulse. It can be more cumbersome, but with some uncertainty the 

description of the universe would be similar.  

Motion as movie frames 
Representing motion as a series of integrals, in rotational reference frames, there can be a series 

of movie frames. These are like quantization in that they show no motion in a frame, some might 

be blurred indicating uncertainty or changing probability densities. A journey on a bike would 

be measured as these stopped rotational movie frames. By removing continuous motion then 

changes over time can be measured as quantized intervals of distance. 

A strobe showing rotational reference frames 
For example if people were looking at a disco with a strobe light they would see only stationary 

events. The atoms composing these events would be in different positions like the bike’s motion. 

Each would have some uncertainty, and a probability density, as the motion in between the 

rotational frames occurred.  

Quantized levels like movie frames 
This is like in quantum mechanics where e𝕪×-𝕘d photons are emitted and absorbed only in 

quantized levels, there is no continuous change in between them and so work can describe 

them. The -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work is emitted and absorbed with -𝔾D light probabilities, the 

rotational movie frames are not showing objects but probability densities. It is not known 

exactly where these atoms where, the space in between the frames allows many probable paths 

they could have followed. 

Least action and least time 
These are like the path integrals, each path has a probability of occurring. Many of these pair up 

on either side of the path of least action, then they cancel out destructively to leave a single path. 

Here the least action is like the shortest path while impulse would observe the least time 

between objects moving.  

Path integrals 
However one of these destructively interfered paths could still have occurred with a given 

probability. These were regarded by Feynman as being probable paths between double slits, as 

more and more of them were added between a light source and a screen. In describing Roy 

electromagnetism only with rotational reference frames, electrons move in between orbitals 

which are like these movie frames. What they do in between them is only measured with 

probabilities and interference.  

Emitting and absorbing photons as work 
E𝕪×-𝕘d photons are emitted and absorbed between these atoms, which are themselves only 

described as concentrations of probability densities like in quantum field theory. The photons 

move between these atoms as a distance in reays, no time elapses for them in their rotational 

reference frames. In measuring a photon, it appears stationary as a vortex or spinning wheel. Its 

position can be measured on a Gaussian curve.  



 

 

Fitting together movie frames 
This is why, according to this model, photons do not change over long distances. There is no 

time to change when they are measured by their emission and absorption. Measuring the 

universe in this way requires putting movie frames in a row, it appears to take up more space 

than reality does. In this model this is because the 90° straight-line reference frame is removed. 

Then there are only integral fields, the passage of time is represented by straight lines of these 

movie frames. 

In between the movie frames is impulse 
To add the straight-line reference frame the spin Pythagorean Triangle sides must be observed 

on a clock gauge. Then the rotational reference frame moves without forces as the passage of 

time. That happens in between the movie frames so some events become continuous, this allows 

for e𝕪/-𝕘d photons to have a continuous spectrum.  

Small distances and rotational reference frames 
In this model small distances are mainly measured by work, there is little impulse. The universe 

described by work only, as only a rotational reference frame, is how these small distances 

operate. This leads to unusual phenomena with electric charges and magnetic field, while in the 

macro world they change over time over small distances they are mainly field densities.  

Small distances require rotational reference frames 
This is why atoms have electrons around them in orbitals, because they are small. In Biv space-

time stars have planets around them because these distances are small compared to the 

distance to the CMB.  

Turning fields into particles to observe them 
In quantum mechanics field densities and quantization dominates, they need to be perturbed 

with observations to turn them temporarily into particles to be observed. In general relativity, 

gravity is best described by a geodesic of curved lines. That gives no straight-line reference 

frame.  

Problematic terms and reference frames 
With the differences between the rotational and straight-line reference frames, some terms 

become problematic. Using the word “because” implies a cause-and-effect relationship over 

time. That happens only over time in a deterministic way with no probability.  

Logic is deterministic 
Logic is derived from this cause and effect, quantum logic is where probabilities can measure 

the same events but in a rotational reference frame. To measure events in work the concepts of 

before and after, therefore, must occur, etc should be avoided. If they become necessary that 

indicates a straight-line reference frame is needed, and a change of 90° to the other Pythagorean 

Triangle sides.  

Newtonian physics 
To represent the universe only in straight-line reference frames, this gives the clockwork 

universe of Newtonian physics. There are no fields, particles can be observed at the same 

instant of time while the positions are uncertain as a displacement. This is because there is no 

quantization, particles can collide, a point between them is common to both at the same time. In 

the rotational reference frame at 90° these are separated by a quantized distance, the time is 

uncertain as a probability.  



 

 

Gravity was not observable 
Only having straight-line reference frames led to problems even in Newton’s time. Planets 

moved in circular and elliptical orbits, there seemed to be something between them and a star 

that was not observable. It was thought gravity was an instantaneous force, but how it acted at a 

distance was not understood. Light seemed to be like particles according to Newton, later Young 

showed that they could diffract like waves.  

The infrared catastrophe 
As electrons collide, they can emit a continuous spectrum of e𝕪/-𝕘d photons, this led to the 

ultraviolet catastrophe with blackbody radiation and quantization. Conversely describing a 

blackbody only with rotational reference move frames could be regarded as an infrared 

catastrophe. The quantized levels would seem to disappear and the spectrum would become 

continuous.  

A changing electric field 
Because of this a changing electric field is problematic according to this model. It spans two 

kinds of reference frames, it says that electric fields in rotational reference frames can change 

over time. But in this model only particles can change over time, and only in straight-line 

reference frames at 90°.  

 

Changing integrals and voltage 
In the diagram there is a +𝕆D potential probability or difference around the wires, also a -𝕆D 

inertial probability or difference to give a current. That is in the rotational reference frame, it 

can be regarded as integral area like in the diagram. These change in between the terminals of a 

battery or capacitor, closer to the negative terminal or plate there is a higher -𝕆D kinetic 

difference. Closer to the positive terminal or plate there is a higher +𝕆D potential difference. 

Impulse and current 
The line integrals are rotational reference frames, at 90° to that is the straight-line reference 

frame of the current. This would have a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse towards the positive 

terminal of a battery, and a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse towards the negative terminal of a battery.  

Movie frames of voltages 
The line integral in (31.17) has μ as the squared constant, that means the current is moved with 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from these rotational reference frames. They 

can be regarded like the movie frames, each has a different +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

probability of where the electrons are measured in it.  

Displacement in between rotational movie frames 
A displacement can occur from one rotational movie reference frame to the next with the 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. This model is consistent with using a 

battery or capacitor, also with turning on an electromagnet or moving a bar magnet in a coil. 

Turning on and off a switch can also change these rotational reference movie frames of voltages, 

in between at 90° there is a change in the displacement of the electrons.  



 

 

 

The wire turn as a rotational reference frame 
In the diagram the wire turns, that gives a rotational reference frame. The closed surface on one 

side would have a higher -𝕆D kinetic probability or distance than the other, also a higher -𝕆D 

kinetic torque with the turn.  

The wire turn as a rotational reference frame 
The current is in a straight-line reference frame only, in the middle of the turn it has changed by 

90° so there is a rotational reference frame component. That is because there can be three 

orthogonal reference frames through a point or instant. The turn then gives an additional 

rotational reference frame, this allows for a magnetic field to turn the current around with a 

torque.  

The Archimedean screw 
An analogy for voltage would be an Archimedean screw where the torque of its rotation is the 

voltage moving the water like electrons with work. There is a rotational reference frame moving 

the water forward with torque, at 90° the water moves with a straight line reference frame as a 

velocity or current. 

Movie frame turning with the wire 
In the closed curve the net distance is canceled out as e𝕒, so the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work done 

in this segment is zero. Each part of the curved volume can be regarded as a rotational movie 

reference frame, here they would curve as the wire turns instead of all being in straight lines. 

Each movie frame is at 90° to the straight-line reference frame the current movies in.  

An additional torque 
There is no need for an electric field changing with time, according to this model. The movie 

frames measure an additional torque at 90° to them, the third orthogonal direction. That would 

also be work, like a generator turning in a circle. A rotary pump works in a similar way, it turns 

water around in a circle in between an inlet and an outlet pipe.  



 

 

 

The space between the plates as work 
In this model the charging occurs over time in a straight-line reference frame. At 90° to this 

from above there is a rotational reference frame. This covers the space between the plates. 

When the impulse changes over time in the straight reference frame, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the rotational reference frame changes its probability 

densities over positions. That occurs in between the plates as well as there is an integral field 

between them.  

Work in between protons and electrons in an atom 
It is like a Hydrogen atom, there is +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work from the proton and -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work from the electron as fields that do not change. This is also a gap that the probability 

densities can occupy as integrals.  

Movie frames and charging 
When the capacitor is charging in the straight-line reference frame, the rotational reference 

frame changes as a series of quantized movie like frames. In between these at 90° the straight-

line reference frame charges continuously. The squared quantized values of +𝕆D and -𝕆D have 

a dual identity, they are a squared spin Pythagorean Triangle side but can also be a squared 

straight Pythagorean Triangle side.  

Squares as both straight-line and rotational 
That allows for a continuous change through the quantized levels with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. When it passes through the quantized values it can only do 

so as a displacement, so -𝕆D and E𝕐 can have E=D, +𝕆D and E𝔸 can have E=D as well.  

The squares remain separate 
However the quantized values in the rotational reference frame cannot be measured in the 

straight-line reference frame as a displacement, and vice versa.  

Sign addition and vector addition 
The difference is in the signs, +𝕆D and -𝕆D can be added as plus and minus. E𝔸 and E𝕐 can be 

vector added, if they are opposed then the answer is the same as an absolute value. Also when 

they are at an angle with vector addition, this can be equivalent to adding the constructive or 

destructive interference between the probabilities as an inverse of this.  



 

 

 

No volume around a wire 
In this model there is no volume around the wire surrounding the wire and a plate. That would 

combine a straight-line reference frame and an integral at 90° to it. This can be done as a cell in 

the Pythagorean Triangle where a derivative and integral are multiplied together. That gives 

permutations and combinations, also coefficients and powers in formulae.  

Integral movie frames between the plates 
Instead, there is a straight-line reference frame in the wire, this terminates at the end of the 

plate. At 90° to this is the negative plate for example. This is an integral, in between this and the 

positive plate there would be integrals like movie frames that are each at 90° to the wire. In this 

space there is no wire, so there is no straight-line reference frame there unless there is a spark 

across the plates. The plates are part of a loop, that gives a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

torque to the protons and electrons to move onto the plates.  

Changing probabilities as the plates charge 
When the plates are charging the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

increases the number of -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons on the negative plate. This 

leaves the positive plate with more +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons. As this happens 

there are changing +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic probabilities in the integrals at 90° to the 

wire.  

Probabilities in the gap 
The -𝕆D kinetic probability of measuring an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron between 

the plates is approximately zero. This is because the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse would require an electron to move there with a current. Instead, there is only a 

rotational reference frame, the probabilities are ≈ zero but there is still some chance of 

electrons tunneling through the gap.  

 

Looking along the wire 
In the rotational reference frame from above, there is a magnetic flux in between the plates. 

Measuring along the wire the rotational reference frame also appears at 90°, it is like a plate at 

different points along the wire. This terminates at the plates themselves, looking along the wire 

it appears as if there is a final rotational reference frame at the positive and negative plates.  

In between the plates 
In between the plates there can be more rotational reference frames as integrals at 90°, from 

looking down the wire. The -𝕆D kinetic probability of measuring an electron in the gap drops to 

≈ zero as before. Because the electrons are only measured here as probability densities, not 



 

 

particles there is still some probability they will appear in the gap or tunnel across. That means 

there is a constructive interference in between the plates, the -𝕆D kinetic voltage on the 

negative plate appears to attract the +𝕆D potential voltage on the positive plate.  

Voltage at a distance 
This is like voltages in a battery making electrons move along a wire, even though the battery 

can be at a distance. It is also like electrostatic forces, such as with a van de Graff generator, 

causes someone’s hair to stand up at a distance. The same happens with charging a glass rod 

with wool, then using it to pick up pieces of paper.  

The voltage changes differently to the electron collisions 
The rotational reference frames from the battery, charging the capacitor, still create a voltage 

even though the wire’s electrons as particles are not colliding with the electrons in the negative 

terminal. That can also be accounted for by collisions in between electrons in the straight-line 

reference frame. However, the voltage moves the electrons faster than the collisions can occur. 

An elongated loop 
This can be shown with an elongated loop, a battery is hooked up to a loop that extends 

kilometers on both sides of it. From above the rotational reference frame is measured to be a 

large ellipse, the major axis is much larger than the minor axis. Opposite the battery there can 

be a lamp centimeters away. When the loop is connected to the battery the lamp lights before 

the electron collisions can get to the lamp in their straight-line reference frame. 

A changing quantized gradient along the wire 
The rotational reference frame from above would measure +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work moving across to the lamp. This occurs in quantized levels along the wires 

on either side. These appear as a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic gradient that changes in these 

movie frames.  

Moving across the gap between the battery and lamp 
The work done moves at a limit of c as e𝕪×-𝕘d photons, they move straight over to the map in a 

straight-line reference frame with a e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of c. from above this appears as e𝕪×-

𝕘d photons which are integrals, if they collide with the wire around the lamp then there would 

be a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. More usually they would be absorbed into the wire around the map 

with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. 

The plates attract each other 
The plates would tend to come together if allowed as the capacitor charges. This is like in an 

atom where the constructive interference between the proton nucleus and electron leads to an 

attraction. There is no orbital here and so the two plates would attract each other. In an atom 

there is a -𝕆D kinetic torque where the electron orbits at a constant e𝕒 altitude. The elliptical 

wire would also tend to narrow the distance between the battery and lamp with constructive 

interference.  

 



 

 

 

Torque and interference 
In the diagram there is a rotational reference frame from above. The magnetic field points in 

and out of the page as a distance. Each would have a -𝕆D kinetic torque from the electrons 

acting as electromagnets. Looking along the wire there is a second rotational reference frame, 

the integral appears like a -𝕆D kinetic torque around the negative plate. Looking down the 

positive wire there would be an opposing +𝕆D potential torque around the plate. The two 

plates interfere constructively and so they are more likely to move towards each other. 

 

Electric and magnetic flux 
In the rotational reference frame Φ=EA becomes -𝕆D for the area A of the negative plate, this is 

multiplied by e𝕪 as a distance E. The electric flux then becomes the magnetic flux with work. 

The plate size doesn’t change the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work here when there are a fixed number of 

electrons. They are spread out more but do the same -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work over a distance e𝕪. 

This is because the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities add up with a constructive interference in the 

direction of e𝕪. They interfere destructively with each other, that makes them move apart with a 

repulsion.  

ϵ and μ in different reference frames 
In (31.18) the force is 1/ϵ in the straight-line reference frame, from above at 90° it is 1/μ in the 

rotational reference frame. Here 1/ϵ equals E𝕐 from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 1/μ equals -

𝕆D from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Q as two reference frames 
The charge Q is the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum, that combines the straight-line reference 

frame with e𝕪/-𝕠d and the rotational reference frame with -𝕠d×e𝕪.  



 

 

 

The derivative and integral of the momentum 
In (31.19) the derivative is with respect to time as 1/dt, that is in a straight-line reference frame 

so the squared force is 1/ϵ. With dQ/dt as a derivative, that is the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic 

momentum which removes -𝕠d in the numerator to leave e𝕪/-𝕠d as the kinetic current. 

Dividing this by ϵ makes it E𝕐/-𝕚d as the kinetic impulse. Conversely taking the integral of the -

𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum removes -𝕠d from the denominator to leave -𝕠d×e𝕪. Dividing 

this by μ gives e𝕪/-𝕆D as kinetic work, it does not change the value if -𝕆D is moved from the 

numerator to the denominator.  

 

Electrons as a compressible fluid 
In this model electrons can act like a compressible fluid. They repel each other with a 

destructive interference, this moves them apart. With an atomic gas the collisions occur with an 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse, when the atoms get close together the electrons in them repel each 

other with a -𝕆D destructive interference. Proportionally the atoms repel each other with a -𝕀D 

destructive interference as well.  

No velocity with repulsion 
This happens in a rotational reference frame, the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity of the electrons and the 

gas are not measured here. Instead there is the -𝕆D kinetic and -𝕀D inertial destructive 

interference as a repulsion. Then the electrons and gas atoms can move in a straight-line 

reference frame as a current like a fluid.  

Two reference frames combined 
In (31.21) there are two reference frames combined, this is because the magnetic flux is added 

to Maxwell’s electric flux. In this model that would have μ as the squared magnetic force in a 

rotational reference frame. That would be at 90° to the current and also at 90° to the 

displacement in between the capacitor plates and when the wire turns 180°.  



 

 

Changing the force by 90°  
Instead, the displacement force is changed to be ϵ, the electric flux Φ then is the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse in the straight-line reference frame at 90°. The two forces combine so that the 

displacement force in between the plates moves at c.  

 

Separate reference frames 
The two reference frames are used to give the gap between the capacitor plates. In this model 

the two reference frames remain separated, the gap is composed of integral fields of a rotational 

reference frame. These are like movie frames quantized at 90° to the current. When the current 

is not changing then this rotational reference frame gives a constant constructive interference 

between the plates. 

Quantized movie frames 
When the current is changing over time this gives rotational reference frames along the wire at 

different positions. These are different like quantized move frames. In between the plates these 

movie frames give changing probability densities. When the current changes several times the 

movie frames would appear as the different probabilities with e𝕒 and e𝕪 linear vectors between 

them giving the sequence in which they would occur. In the straight-line reference frame the 

current would be changing over time. 

 

Connecting the current in the gap 
Here the displacement current as e𝕪/-𝕠d would be -𝕠d×e𝕪 as a kinetic field. It is continuous in 

the sense that changing 90° in the gap allows for the current to connect through it. This is not a 

flow of charge as a e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity, instead the change to a rotational reference frame 

occurs in the gap.  



 

 

 

As if there were an electric flux 
In the left diagrams B⃗ is like e𝕪 in the straight-line reference frame. At 90° to this there is the 

rotational reference frame referred to as E⃗ here. In the right diagrams there is a straight-line 

reference frame between the plates, this changes as if there was an electric flux. If there were 

electrons in this gap they would be accelerates with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in this frame, not 

as an electric field.  

Changing probabilities and acceleration 
At 90° to this there are movie like frames of integral probabilities, this are additions of the +𝕆D 

potential and -𝕆D kinetic differences which change across the gap with μ. That change in the 

straight-line reference frame is equivalent to electrons there being accelerated with a square ϵ 

force. 

  

A single rotational reference frame 
In this model a changing magnetic field occurs as successive movie like frames in the rotational 

reference frame. This induced magnetic field is the same rotational reference frame, as the 

changed electric field.  

 

Electrons as particles not a field 
In this model there is a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse through the coil when a battery for example is 

connected to it. This is in the straight-line reference frame, the e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current increases 

after the connection. There is no electric field, the electrons are observed as particles. They can 

collide with each other to move the current, much like with an ocean current.  



 

 

The electron sea 
Because there is an electron sea outside of the atoms, this moves primarily in the straight-line 

reference frame. The electrons remaining in the atoms are primarily in a rotational reference 

frame. The electron sea is moved by the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference in the 

rotational reference frame by the battery. This is like the ocean current being moved by tides as 

a change in the +𝕀D gravitational gradient from the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work of the moon’s motion. 

No spin direction 
There is no particular direction to the spin in this model, the rotation can be measured in either 

direction by changing the position from under it to over it. The opposed spin can come from 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Lanz’s law and the spin direction 
When the battery is connected, the induction in the coil reacts against the change according to 

Lenz’s law. This would be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work against the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the 

current. This is in a coil, so the rotational reference frame has a positive or negative sign. In the 

wire the current does not have a plus or minus sign, the electrons collide with each other as 

vector addition and subtraction. 

No electric field in the gap 
In the capacitor there is no electric field, according to this model, so there is no opposing sign to 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work in the coil. The electrons move into the negative plate with vector 

addition, in the straight-line reference frame. The distance across the plates is a straight-line 

reference frame as well, unlike the rotational reference frame of the coil.  

A rotational reference frame from above and below 
From above there is an integral field around the wire and through the plate gap, this is also a 

rotational reference frame. This gives the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of where the electrons would 

be measured, it can be rotated around to the sides and underneath to cover all the measuring 

positions.  

The inverse square law 
These probabilities decrease as squares according to μ at larger positions away from the wire 

and plates. All these rotational reference frames are at 90° to the straight-line reference frame 

along the wire and in between the plates. The -𝕆D kinetic probability also decreases as a square 

with a larger gap, this is the same as with quantum tunneling. If the plates were very close, then 

there could be more electrons tunneling as in some transistors.  

Quantum tunneling and the inverse square law 
Looking down the wire the rotational reference frame is measured at 90°, there is an integral 

area of changing work at different positions along it. When this gets to the plates there is no 

more measurement of a magnetic field, there is no more current. In the plate gap there are more 

rotational reference frame integral areas. These gives the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of measuring 

electrons there, which is low but they are still at 90° to the current in the wire. The -𝕆D kinetic 

probability again decreases as a square through the gap, this allows for some electrons to 

quantum tunnel through it as waves.  

Destructive interference and repulsion 
When the current stops the plates are full with no changes over time, then there are only the 

rotational reference frames. These give the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of where the electrons are. 
With the destructive interference between them, these are spread out in the negative wire and 



 

 

plate. In the gap there are some +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of where electrons 

and protons might tunnel through it. 

The coil and the capacitor 
The coil reacts against the current with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work, so its spin has the opposite 

sign to the active -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electron current in the gap. In both cases the two 

spins are there and are subtracted.  

Work and impulse do not create each other 
In this model impulse and work do not create each other, they are a straight-line reference 

frame and at 90° a rotational reference frame. Creating each other implies a change over time 

with impulse only. Also in the rotational reference frame the straight-line reference frame does 

not appear at any position. It is not then at a definable position in this frame. 

The rotating wheel 
When there is no force, the photon can appear as a rolling wheel from the side with an integral 

area. The e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle can be regarded as rotating around its -𝕘d axle, the 

spoke of the wheel is the e𝕪 straight Pythagorean Triangle side of the photon. This has no 

straight-line reference frame, there is only spin.  

The wheel has no velocity 
The wheel can be spinning in one place like a rotating projectile, or it can be moving at a velocity 

in the straight-line reference frame like a spinning projectile fired from a cannon.  

The velocity has no wheel 
From above with a change of 90° there is a straight-line reference frame, the spoke appears to 
move backwards and forwards as a particle. This seems to accelerate and decelerate, changing 

direction like a piston. The e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of a photon is separate from the rotational 

reference frame of the -𝕘d frequency of the photon. That allows the photon to be emitted and 

absorbed with different -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work from atoms without changing its velocity as c.  

Frequency can change without affecting the velocity 
This frequency can then change without affecting the velocity. For example, two balls can be 

spinning at different rates but move through the air at the same velocity. This spin is in the 

rotational reference frame only.   

Same velocity different RPM 
Two cars can move at the same velocity, one is in first gear and the other is in second gear. The 

crankshafts rotate at different frequencies in a rotational reference frame. Their pistons move 

back and forth in different straight-line reference frames, their accelerations and velocities are 

different for each car. 

Different spectrums, same inertial velocity 
The photon can be absorbed into an atom when its rotational reference frame is measured by 

the electron’s rotational reference frame. The electron rotates around an orbital, so it can only 

be in this rotational reference frame. When it leaves the atom it moves in straight lines, so it can 

only be in a straight-line reference frame.  



 

 

Conserving reference frame changes 
Because the -𝕘d rotational frequency is the inverse of the e𝕪 wavelength, the rolling wheel can 

change while conserving the same inertial velocity as c. For example if a rolling wheel has 

double the spoke length and rolls with half the frequency, its inertial velocity will be unchanged.  

 

Induction in logic 
In this model the straight-line reference frame is deterministic, from that there is an induced 

rotational reference frame. This is similar to the dictionary definition of induction where a 

probabilistic inference come from premises. The rotational reference frame is like a set of 

axions, the straight-line reference frame is in effect deduced with deterministic logic from this. 

An induction of inferences 
For example the straight-line reference frame has electrons observed with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse, in the rotational reference frame there are -𝕆D kinetic probabilities as an induction of 

inferences from that. A coil with this rotational reference frame is called an inductor. 

Measurements as axioms in logic 
These measurements are like axioms in logic which cannot themselves be proven 

deterministically. These lead to a deductor as a capacitor, the electrons are deducted from one 

side of the wire and a battery like in bookkeeping. Because they are particles they can be 

counted like numbers in accounting as deductions.  

Godel’s theorem 
The difference between the two reference frames leads to an interpretation of Godel’s theorem. 

There some things can be true but not proven, as axioms they are assumed and then 

deterministic logic is derived from them in straight-line reference frame. But there is no way to 
derive some of the axioms. As Aristotle said, the chain of proof would be endless if it did not 

stop at assumptions or axioms.  

Zeno’s arrow 
In this model it is like Zeno’s arrow, in the rotational reference frame there is no motion so the 

arrow is stationary. This is like an axiom or starting point for it to begin moving at 90° in the 

straight-line reference frame. In logic an axiom has no motion, it is where the chain of 

deterministic logic or mathematics begins. 

A moving arrow as a derivative 
A moving arrow is in the straight-line reference frame, its velocity is a fractional derivative like 

e𝕧/-𝕚d. It can collide with other arrows like vectors in a deterministic chain of cause and effect. 

To stop, its e𝕧 would have to become zero, then the straight-line reference frame would cease to 

exit.  



 

 

Stopped axioms cannot be reached 
It cannot get to some axioms as they are outside this deterministic chain of logic or 

mathematics, these are true but not provable in that straight-line reference frame. There are 

then stopped positions, like with Zeno’s stationary arrow, that the moving arrow cannot get to.  

An unstoppable force overshoots an immovable position 
It would overshoot these positions because it would become an immovable position when it is 

an unstoppable force or velocity. The process of Godel’s theorem occurs over time with cause 

and effect. This computation cannot reach some axioms which are not in this deterministic path.  

The halting problem 
It is also like the halting problem in computation, that occurs with a straight-line reference 

frame over time. This cannot calculate whether it can halt or not, like Zeno’s arrow it moves 

forever unless it reaches an axiom that tells it to halt. For example if a particular answer or limit 

is reached as an axiom, then it can stop.  

A limit cannot be calculated 
It cannot calculate what that limit is, such as in calculating π or an infinite sequence summing to 

2. If it reaches 3 in calculating π that can be an arbitrary axiom telling the computation to halt. 

This also happens in renormalization in physics, calculating the mass of an electron leads to 

infinities by getting closer to it. Having a cutoff point of where the particle is observed stops this 

calculation.  

An infinite loop does not begin or end 
An infinite loop is in a rotational reference frame where it connects back to the beginning of the 

computation like circular logic. In a sense this does not halt as it does not have a beginning, any 

position in the circular code can be regarded as a starting point and assigned a probability.  

 

Combining two reference frames 
In this model, Maxwell’s equations are a combination of line integrals in a rotational reference 

frame, with fractions in a straight-line reference frame. 

 



 

 

 

The Lorentz force law 
The Lorentz force law says that there are two Roy electromagnetic forces, from magnetism and 

electric charges. This begins with the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum as q, in this model that is a 

combination of an integral and a derivative. This momentum can be changed by two forces, here 

the electric charge come from E𝕐/-𝕠d as the kinetic impulse. This force only moves in straight 

lines, unlike charges move together and unlike charges repel each other.  

The Biot Savart law and a rotational reference frame 
That is added here with a velocity times B⃗ as the magnetic force. This velocity is the e𝕪/-𝕠d 

kinetic velocity, for that to change with magnetism this model has e𝕪/-𝕆D as kinetic work. That 

comes from the Biot Savart law where a particle can be moving with a velocity, according to the 

angle of the magnetic field this can either turn the particle or it is not affected. That force is then 

in a rotational reference frame.  

Forces from two reference frames 
Together the particle is acted on in two reference frames, in the straight-line reference frame it 

can be accelerated and in the rotational reference frame a torque is exerted on it. These can be 

seen with a planet orbiting a star, from above it might appear as a circular orbit in a rotational 

reference frame with +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work. The Lorentz forces are in relativity in 

between gravity and inertia.  

The circle becomes an ellipse 
Turning 30°, the orbit appears as an ellipse, this is also rotating a conic section from a circle to 

an ellipse. It cannot become a parabola at 45° because that would mean the planet escaped the 

gravitational field of the star by rotating the reference frame. This ellipse is then a combination 

of the straight-line and rotational reference frames, that would apply to an electron in an 

elliptical orbital.  

The circle becomes a straight-line  
When turned 90° the planet appears to move back and forward with an acceleration like a 

spring, this is like the Coulomb force as the Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse. It is also like a planet 

moving past a star with no rotation, if the acceleration is strong enough this would leave the 

gravitational field of the star.  

Inertia becomes stronger than gravity 
That would be where the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse of the planet was stronger than the Eℍ/+𝕚d 

gravitational impulse of the star.  



 

 

A hyperbolic trajectory 
When that happens, the planet would have a hyperbolic orbit at 90° in the rotational reference 

frame. That would come from the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work of the planet being stronger than the 

+𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work of the star.  

The hyperbola approaches the parabola 
Rotating this reference frame, the hyperbola would narrow to approach a parabola, it could not 

reach this because that would mean rotating the reference frame would have the star capturing 

the planet. In between the straight-line and rotational reference frames there is a parabola, that 

is where one Pythagorean Triangle side is squared and the other remains linear as y=x2.  

 

Combining Roy and Biv  
In this model Newton’s laws of motion relate to inertia, that comes from the -𝕚d and e𝕧 

Pythagorean Triangle. The laws of gravity come from the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle. 

Maxwell’s equations are from -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangles as electrons, some are from -
𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and some from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean 

Triangles as protons attract the electrons to give a circuit.  

 

Gauss’s law 
In Gauss’s law, charged particle have a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 

with this model there is no electric field only particles. This is referred to as an electric flux 

around charges, in this model that is a magnetic field in a rotational reference frame. A straight-

line reference frame is a straight-line in between charges, they can accelerate each other over 

time.  

Faraday’s law 
In this model a changing magnetic field appears like a series of separate rotational reference 

frames that are quantized. These can be in a straight-line or curve, then it can appear to be an 

electric field.  



 

 

Gauss’s law for magnetism 
With Gauss’s law for magnetism there are no north and south poles in this model, electrons spin 

in one direction. Because they can be viewed from above or below this can appear to be 

clockwise or counterclockwise.  

Ampere Maxwell law first half 
With the Ampere Maxwell law a current is in a straight-line reference frame. When this current 

goes through a coil there is a rotational reference frame measured at 90°.  

Ampere Maxwell law second half 
When the electric current changes, such as by closing a switch, then there is an increased 

current in the straight-line reference frame as impulse. In the rotational reference frame at 90°, 

there are quantized changes in the work done as a magnetic field.  

Lorentz force law first half 
Here an electric force comes from impulse, there is no electrical field because that would be an 

integral. Instead electric charges can collide as particles. This Coulomb force cannot turn a 

charge with torque, it can only accelerate it in a straight-line.  

Lorentz force second half 
The magnetic force can only turn a charge with a torque, it cannot accelerate a charge in a 

straight-line.  

 

Maxwell’s equations as work and impulse 
In this model Maxwell’s equations reduce to work and impulse with the +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangle protons and the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons. Newton’s 

laws are no simpler here, they are reduced to work and impulse with the +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle for gravity and the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle for inertia. 

Zeno’s stationary arrows 
The rotational reference frames in Roy electromagnetism give quantization, this is where there 

is no time and so there can not be a continuous change. Zeno’s arrow would appear as a series of 

stationary arrows in a line, the force moving it would be work over a distance.  



 

 

Stationary electrons 
In an atom the electrons are stationary as they do not change over time, they are only 

probability densities separated like the arrows. If an electron absorbs a photon it jumps to the 

next orbital, there is some impulse because it has been observed that this change takes some 

time.   

Zeno’s points on a line 
This also relates to Zeno’s paradox as points on a line. The quantized points would be separated 

with no continuous lines between them, this would be in a rotational reference frame where the 

points were like circles. They have no length and like an electron are points only.  

A circle as a point or a line 
When a circle is measured in a rotational reference frame, there is no way to observe the 

straight radius and so there cannot be a size. When it is observed in a straight-line reference 

frame at 90° it appears as a continuous line as with Zeno, there is no way to measure a point.  

Zeno’s arrow cannot stop 
In the straight-line reference frame there is only a line, Zeno’s arrow cannot stop at a point so it 

is in continuous motion. The line has no points in it, there is only a displacement from the start 

to the end of the line over a time with impulse.  

An arrow is a line 
The arrow itself is also referred to as a line by Zeno, because the arrow is contained in the line 

from its tip to its end it cannot move. In the moving straight-line reference frame the arrow has 

a limit of being stationary, that would be observed by a second arrow moving parallel to it at the 

same velocity. But then if it appears stationary, then so is the second arrow. The two arrows 

could only move by jumping together from one quantized position to the next like a movie 

frame. 

A continuous spectrum like a line 
The line is like a continuous spectrum of e𝕪/-𝕘d photons, such as from collisions in blackbody 

radiation. It was assumed that atoms would emit light as an oscillator with an infinite number of 

frequencies. This is in a straight-line reference frame where there is a motion in an oscillator so 

it can change an infinitesimal amount with its frequency.  

A discrete spectrum as a series of points 
As the wavelength decreases in this model it is like a line getting shorter, it approaches a point 

in size. Then the rotational reference frame becomes stronger, the spectrum becomes discrete 

like the movie frames. An oscillator is frozen with one value, then it jumps to the next value like 

the movie frames.  

Achilles and the tortoise 
In another of Zeno’s paradoxes, Achilles is running after a tortoise. He has a faster velocity, but 

he cannot reach the same position as the tortoise. In the straight-line reference frame, Achilles 

cannot be stationary nor can the tortoise. If Achilles gets next to the tortoise, then it will appear 

stationary to him, but then he cannot pass the tortoise. If so then his velocity could not have 

been faster than the tortoise’s. This is like Zeno’s arrow but where it can move but cannot stop.  

The barn paradox in special relativity 



 

 

A person is on a long pole moving towards a barn at 99% of the inertial velocity of c. The pole is 

too long for the barn, the front end would hit the back of the barn before the back end was 

inside it. Yet the person finds the pole fits inside the barn after all. 

Observing the time in the straight-line reference frame 
In the straight-line reference frame they look along the pole and can observe its velocity 

relativity to the approaching barn. There is a clock gauge on the back of the barn wall, this is at 

90° to the pole’s motion. It is in a rotational reference frame, but here the clock is used to 

observe the time in the straight-line reference frame. 

The clock is running slower 
He knows it would take 2 seconds to get the trailing end of the pole in the barn but the front end 

would hit the barn wall in 1 second. These times are not accurate, they are used here for 

illustration. The clock on the barn wall appears to be running slower, they observe that 2 

seconds have passed before they hit the barn wall. They conclude that the back end must have 

gotten into the barn before they hit the barn wall.  

A clock at the barn entrance 
Looking back along the pole there is another clock on the barn entrance wall, this is also at 90° 

to them. As they enter the barn they observe the clock is running more slowly, 2 seconds pass, in 

this time they observe the back end of the pole inside the barn.  

Stationary movie frames 
In the rotational reference frame another person looks from above, at 90° to the pole’s motion. 

They cannot observe the pole’s motion, so it appears to be stationary at different points like 

movie frames.  

The pole is half the length 
They know it would take 2 seconds for the pole to fit inside the barn, they measure the pole as 

being half its original length in each frame. In one of these frames the pole is inside the barn 

before it hits the back wall. Here the pole is in the straight-line reference frame, but it is only 

used to measure the distance not the displacement.  

The second hand is frozen 
As a variation of this there is a moving clock at 90° to the measurer. The second hand on the 

clock appears to be frozen, this is because speed and velocity cannot be observed in the 

rotational reference frame. It appears with different orientations in each movie like frame.  

The rotating spoke on a photon 
This is like the rotating e𝕪 spoke on the e𝕪×-𝕘d photon as a rolling wheel. Here the clock need 

not be rolling, instead the second hand is rotating.  

The clock hand is half the length 
The measurer knows the width of the clock, and that it is twice as wide as to be able to fit into 

the barn. Nonetheless they measure the second hand when it points forward and backward in 

two movie frames. It is half its previous length, they conclude the whole clock would fit inside 

the barn.  



 

 

The clock as an ellipse 
Also the circular clock gauge appears as an ellipse, as if it has rotated to one side with the minor 

axis being small enough to fit inside the barn. The major axis points up and down, this is not 

contracted, it remains twice as long as needed to fit inside the barn.  

A hyperbola and hyperspace 
This would have a limit as a line, becoming a straight-line reference frame. Beyond this would 

be a hyperbola, like a hyperspace past c. A circle is a rotational reference frame as a conic 

section, different circles represent electron orbitals. As these circular orbitals increase there are 

also more elliptical orbitals, a combination of a rotational and straight-line reference frame. 

A hyperbola as a straight-line reference frame 
This makes electrons act more like particles with an impulse. At the ionization boundary this 

turns 90° to become a hyperbola as a straight-line reference frame. The electron then acts like a 

particle outside these orbitals.  

Two sides of a reference frame 
When the observer was in the straight-line reference frame, they could observe the clock gauge 

at 90° to the pole’s motion. This is because each reference frame is composed of a straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side like the pole and a spin or time Pythagorean Triangle side like the 

clock’s rotation. When they were in the rotational reference frame they could measure the 

length of the pole or second hand, this was at 90° to them.  

Changing the velocity 
When the second hand pointed upwards it was not contracted, that is because the pole was not 

moving in that direction. When it was at 45° to the wall it appeared more contracted, when 

pointed at or away from the wall it was measured to be half its length when pointing upwards.  

The displacement is observed 
Even though both Pythagorean Triangle sides are in each reference frame, the result is different. 

This is because, in the straight-line reference frame, the displacement over time determined 

whether the pole would fit inside the barn. That would be observing the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

The torque or probability is measured 
In the rotational reference frame the turning of the clock’s second hand gave its length 

contraction, if the clock hand stopped then there was no way to measure this. So, the torque in 

turning the second hand was the force here as -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. Also, there would be a -𝕀D 

inertial probability is which direction the second hand would be pointing.  

The length is not the displacement 
The length contraction of the pole would allow it to fit inside the barn, it is not necessary to 

observe the pole’s displacement as it moves. Its length would be short enough, so this is no 

longer an observation of the pole’s E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. Instead, the amount of work 

required to move the pole half the distance would be halved. 

Displacement and position 
This is like the difference between a displacement and length on a ruler, according to this model. 

Moving from a 1 centimeter mark to a 2 centimeter mark is a displacement like the pole’s 

motion across the barn. The positions of the 1 and 2 centimeter marks are not a displacement, 

there is no motion described between them. The pole was contracted in the rotational reference 



 

 

frame, but this was not observed with a displacement. Instead, it was like a contracted ruler 

where the marks were closer together.  

Torque and time 
In the rotational reference frame there would have been a torque between the successive movie 

frames, otherwise the second hand would not have moved. This need not have been a constant 

turning rate, it would have been accelerating and decelerating in between each movie frame. 

Torque is required to give the duration between one number on the clock face and the next. If 

there is no duration then it can only describe one instant of time there. 

Different torques with the same orientation 
An instant of time was of no use in measuring the second hand in the movie frames. For 

example, it might have been turning twice as fast, and yet shown the same second hand 

orientations. The duration of time would have been half as much with this double speed, the 

torque in starting and stopping the second hand would also have been doubled. Only by 

measuring the torque of the second hand could there be an accurate measurement, the clock’s 

velocity could not be observed in the rotational reference frame.  

The barn paradox in general relativity 
This would come from the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle as gravity, proportionally also the 

+𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle as the proton. There is a silo on a heavy planet, this gives an 

e𝕙 height contraction and +𝕚d gravitational time slowing on the surface. A rocket moves down 

towards the surface to go into the silo. As with the pole, it is too long to fit into the silo. Instead 

of the pole moving at close to c, here it is assumed the planet is very dense.  

Observing the silo clock 
The rocket moves downwards in the straight-line reference frame with the silo under it. This is 

like the pole approaching the barn. It observes a clock at the bottom of the silo, the crew have 

calculated at their inertial velocity only half the rocket will fit into the silo. They have their 

onboard clock which is their proper time. It is assumed the rocket can move downwards at a 

constant inertial velocity, hitting the floor without damage.  

Slower gravitational time 
As they descend, but still at a large e𝕙 height, they observe the clock in the silo is moving more 

slowly than their own on board. It should take a second for the rocket to reach the bottom of the 

silo, leaving the upper half protruding from the top. Instead, the clock shows it takes 2 seconds 

to reach the bottom, they conclude the silo appears to be twice its original depth and the rocket 

should fit inside.  

A contracted height 
A second rocket remains in orbit, they are in a position at 90° to the rocket’s descent. This is a 

rotational reference frame, they are outside the planet’s gravitational field. The measure the 

rocket as being only half the length it was before it began its descent. They conclude the rocket 

should completely fit into the silo. For example, the silo could be on the equator, the second ship 

is far away above the north pole.  

Redshifted and curved light 
The light would also be redshifted and curved in climbing out of the gravitational well. As the 

rocket becomes further away then the time the light takes to come from the rocket increases. 

That would appear as if the clock on the rocket is slowing down, but this would be corrected for. 



 

 

The light would also be in a curved path as it would need to move parallel to the equator before 

reaching the second rocket, this would also be corrected for.  

 

The gap in the capacitor 
In this model the electromagnetic waves are in rotational and straight-line reference frames. 

The wave component here is only in the rotational reference frame, the electric fields in this 

model are also magnetic fields. The discovery of electromagnetic waves came from something 

being in the gap of a capacitor, here this is from work and impulse.  

Emitting a discrete spectrum 
In the rotational reference frame these photons would be quantized like movie frames, when 

electrons are placed in the gap there would be the emission and absorption of e𝕪×-𝕘d photons. 

That comes from the voltage between the plates as the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

differences, these are the same as in an atom giving quantized electron orbitals.  

Emitting a continuous spectrum 
The electrons are also accelerated by the plates in a straight-line reference frame. This comes 

from a current between the plates mediated by the electrons in it. That causes the electron to 

emit and absorb e𝕪/-𝕘d photons with a continuous spectrum. Some electrons would be in this 
rotational reference frame as waves, others would be in the straight-line reference frame as 

particles. This acts like a blackbody where electrons are emitted with both kinds of spectrums.  

Ionized photon emissions 
There can also be whole atoms in this gap, then the voltage causes them to ionize with a discrete 

spectrum such as with a neon lamp. Some electrons would also be emitted and absorbed as the 

neon atoms collided with each other.  

Two spectrums in the gap 
From the side at 90° the electrons would be measured only in movie frames as quantized levels. 

The e𝕪×-𝕘d photons emitted would have a discrete spectrum. In the straight-line reference 

frame these would be accelerated electrons with a continuous spectrum. The two reference 

frames would be told apart by whether work was being measured or impulse was being 

observed. That would be a change over a distance or of time.  

The blackbody 
A blackbody has a combination of a discrete and a continuous spectrum, at lower frequencies 

the e𝕪 distance between these levels is smaller as the left side of the blackbody going to zero. 

This decreases like the side of a normal curve or inverse exponential. The right side is from the 

straight-line reference frame, this is a continuous spectrum becoming an exponential decay 

curve.  

Two kinds of photons emitted 
In this model there would be two kinds of photons emitted from the blackbody, depending on 

the reference frame. Those in a rotational reference frame come from quantized electron orbital 

changes. They are emitted as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, but those e𝕪×-𝕘d photons can collide with 

atoms to also have a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. Other e𝕪/-𝕘d photons are emitted from electron 



 

 

collisions, these can be absorbed into atoms where the remaining frequency is emitted as 

Raman radiation. 

Emitted as light work or impulse 
Each photon is the same, they are emitted either as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work or a e𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse. With -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work they transmit the change in -𝔾D light torque as electrons 

change orbitals, this gives them the discrete spectral frequencies. The e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse 

comes from atomic and electron collisions from the heat of the blackbody, these have a 

continuous spectrum. 

Temperature and the spectrum type 
The heat of the blackbody comes from the e𝕪 temperature in a straight-line reference frame. 

When this increases the continuous spectrum is more common as electrons are liberated from 

atoms. This can be difficult because of the Fermi energy in the atoms, at lower temperatures the 

photons are emitted in the rotational reference frame. The changing temperature shifts the 

shape and distribution of the blackbody curve.  

Photon inertial velocity 
In both cases the photons are the same, they have the same inertial velocity in a straight-line 

reference frame. This comes from the constant e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle area, when the 

-𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle side is larger there is more -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work from electron orbitals.  

The photoelectric effect 
This higher -𝕘d frequency light also liberates more electrons with the photoelectric effect. When 

the intensity of the photons is increased, but not the frequency, then the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work 

does not change and no more electrons are emitted by them. In the blackbody the lower 

frequency photons do not liberate more electrons and create electron collisions with a 

continuous spectrum.  

 

Free space with photons and gravis 
In this model free space would contain the four central Pythagorean Triangles, e𝕪×-𝕘d photons, 

e𝕣×+𝕘d virtual photons, +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravis, and -𝕘d×e𝕧 iners. Each can transmit changes as fields 

with work, or particles with impulse, e𝕣×+𝕘d is added to e𝕪×-𝕘d, it cannot be observed or 
measured by itself. -𝕘d×e𝕧 is subtracted from +𝕘d×e𝕓, also cannot be observed or measured 

by itself.  



 

 

Two observable and measurable Pythagorean Triangles  
That leaves two observable and measurable central Pythagorean Triangles, the e𝕪×-𝕘d photon 

and +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravis as fields, the e𝕪/-𝕘d photon and e𝕓/+𝕘d gravi as particles.  

Probable e𝕪×-𝕘d and +𝕘d×e𝕓 locations 
e𝕪×-𝕘d and +𝕘d×e𝕓 still have constant Pythagorean Triangle areas, they are measured in 

various positions according to a probability density. It does not mean they are everywhere 

filling Biv space-time, the most highly probable measurement is along a straight path from their 

source. This is because e𝕪 and e𝕓 are straight rulers for measurements, they can also be 

measured on a geodesic like with gravitational lensing around galaxies. 

Motions from torque 
These fields are in rotational reference frames, do not use time in terms of a starting and final 

time to be observed. Their motions can be described with a torque, such as the -𝕆D kinetic 

torque of an electron emitting -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work as it drops to a different torque of a lower 

orbital. The +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravis can also be a +𝔾D gravitational torque, for example neutron stars 

spiraling in towards each other.  

Destructive interference in path integrals 
With these fields there is a -𝔾D light probability in the photon being measured on either side of 

the path of least action. This decreases as an inverse square on either side, they interfere 

destructively to produce the central path.  

A field becoming particles 
When a photon is measured closer to a proton’s gravitational field, it can be observed as an 

electron and positron in the straight-line reference frame. The area of the e𝕪 and -𝕘d 

Pythagorean Triangle would then be the difference between the electron and positron, similar 

to a change in an electron orbital. If the electron and positron recombine, this is like an electron 

joining with a proton emitting its -𝕆D kinetic torque as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work photons.  

Path of least action 
Then one probable path might be measured even when not on this path of least action. Here 

action would be from work and impulse, also referred to as energy. The e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean 

Triangle has a constant area and does not have an additional area to be measured far off this 

path. This follows from a conservation of work and impulse, combined as a conservation of 

energy.  

Probability and time 
There is an uncertainty in between work and impulse, or position and time. For example, in 

Blackjack shuffling the cards occurs over time in a straight-line reference frame. This can scatter 

some of the patterns in the cards, with a deterministic collision between them in the shuffling 

process.  

A long time shuffling 
If this continues for a long time the cards become increasingly random in a rotational reference 

frame. Then when the cards are dealt in a straight-line reference frame they are evenly 

distributed like a gradient or probability density. This is like closing a switch in a circuit, the -

𝕆D kinetic probabilities in a current change which can produce a magnetic field. When this is 

closed for a long time the -𝕆D kinetic gradient in the circuit becomes constant and the magnetic 

field disappears.  



 

 

 

Tired light 
When the e𝕪/-𝕘d photons and e𝕓/+𝕘d gravis are observed they are in a straight-line reference 

frame, their changes would be observed over time in light years for both as c. In the rotational 

reference frame they are not moving, without outside influences the angles θ in them does not 

change. In a gravitational well photons can be redshifted, also when the +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle as gravity approaches its maximum e𝕙 height. The +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravis would 

be affected electromagnetically by the proton, changing its angle θ.   

The Doppler shift and the Hubble constant 
The photon appears to develop an increasing redshift when the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean 

Triangle has a large e𝕙 height approaching the CMB. This is because it is affected by gravity as 

the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle, such as with a bent path around a star. It is also 

redshifted in climbing out of a gravitational well, such as with an event horizon.  

The Hubble constant as a square 
With a greater e𝕙 height above the observers and measurers, or a greater distance from them, 

the photon is redshifted with its e𝕪 wavelength according to the Doppler shift. This appears as a 

Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse acceleration, here v is e𝕙/+𝕚d and bringing D as e𝕙 over to the 

left-hand side makes it Eℍ/+𝕚d as a constant.  

Squared constants 
This is a squared constant like μ and ϵ, here the Hubble constant is proportional to ϵ. It acts over 

a longer distance than Roy electromagnetism, it is also connected to c. There would be another 

constant here proportional to μ, that comes from -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work where e𝕪×-𝕘d photons 

lose their -𝕘d rotational frequency as a square as the e𝕙 height increases.  

Work and impulse both decrease 
Both decrease, this is not the same as a constant Pythagorean Triangle changing work and 

impulse inversely to each other. The long distance is observed as a redshift with a square, it is 

also measured as a frequency change as a square. They need to remain inverses of each other, 

this appears as if the Pythagorean Triangle area has decreased.  

Both reference frames change 
This is because the straight-line and rotational reference frames have each changed, like a 

photon climbing out of a gravitational well. That can be represented by e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse 

where the photon particle redshifts, it can also be a geodesic around the gravitational source. 

Then the change in -𝕘d photon frequency corresponds to the different e𝕙 heights above a planet 

for example.  

A change in the angle θ must be a force 
The +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle must be observable as a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse, 

and measurable as +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work. The longer distance or e𝕙 height to the CMB 

then must itself change photons in their work and impulse. When different heights are observed 

or measured, this is comparing two values of work or impulse. In between there must be a 

redshift or photon frequency change. 

Comparing reference frames 
It is like comparing two reference frames, the work or impulse in moving from one to the other 

must be included. A redshift can only be observed by comparing it to another redshift value, 



 

 

there is then a difference in the Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse between these two +𝕚d 

gravitational times.  

 

The CMB 
When a rocket moves to the CMB there would be a contraction in the increments of e𝕙 height 
along this path. This is from the rotational reference frame where it began its journey. This 

appears as a contraction of Biv space-time, conversely from the CMB to the local reference 

frame there appears to be an expansion of Biv space-time.  

A contraction in the geodesic 
This is like a rocket moving into an intense +𝕚d gravitational field around a black hole, as it gets 

closer to the event horizon it is measured as having a decreasing e𝕙 height. The +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work increases as a +𝕀D square. That can be regarded as a contraction of Biv 

space-time around the black hole with the gravitational geodesic. In general relativity this 

contraction gives a gravitational attraction, then relativistic effects of a e𝕙 height contraction 

and +𝕚d gravitational time slowing.  

An implosion or explosion 
In this model gravity moves backwards in time towards the past. Conversely when the time 

direction is reversed, the rocket would appear to be pushed away from the black hole with an 

expansion of the geodesic. As the rocket moves towards the CMB it appears to contract or 

implode with its e𝕙 height. The galaxies around it appear like an explosion that occurred going 

forwards in time as the big bang.  

An explosion in any direction 
This is the same in any direction, the rocket has its e𝕙 height contracting because of the increase 

of e𝕙 in the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle. This decreases the angle θ, so the Eℍ/+𝕚d 

gravitational impulse is observed to increase exponentially like an explosion.  

Moving to the CMB  
As Eℍ increases as the gravitational displacement, then the +𝕚d gravitational time slows down. 

When e𝕙 approaches its maximum around the CMB this results in a frozen surface like an event 

horizon. If a rocket moved to the CMB area instantaneously, according to this model, it would 
appear like local Biv space-time with normal galaxies. It would also appear like this around the 

proposed time of the big bang 18 billion years ago.  

Kinetics as the inverse of gravity 
When gravity moves backwards in +𝕚d time it appears like a contraction, or big crunch where 

the universe would contract back down to a singularity. The inverse of this appears like a Biv 



 

 

space-time expansion as if from a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. This is 

because the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron has active forces which are the inverse of 

gravity. This explosion would appear to be from photons, the contraction from gravis as 

inverses. The explosion then appears to be from a large amount of energy and heat which 

becomes galaxies.  

An explosion against gravity 
When time is reversed, in this model gravity expands outwards, so the big bang appears as an 

explosion going forwards in time with inertia. This appears as gravity trying to hold the smaller 

universe together against the kinetic and inertial force of the big bang. If this gravity was 

stronger, then the universe would contract again into another singularity. Here inertia is 

stronger going forwards in time, that would appear as the universe continues to expand forever.  

Galaxies coalescing after the big bang  
In the big bang hypothesis galaxies coalesced under this local gravity from the big bang, as the 

explosive force was spread over a larger distance according to the inverse square law. One 

problem with this is that galaxies close to this big bang have been shown to be of normal size. In 

this model galaxies can form from dust coalescing at any time, not from the big bang.  

A steady state 
This model gives the same kind of redshifts as with the Hubble constant. There is no big bang 

and explosion, so galaxies were never formed in one. Instead, there would be a steady state 

where Hydrogen is used up in stars and replenished in some way. Here matter would fall into 

the event horizons in the center of galaxies, this area has a denser +𝕚d gravitational geodesic 

from so many stars there.  

Hydrogen forming in black holes 
This allows stars and gases to flow in an out of the event horizons, the tidal forces tear apart 

some heavier elements to produce new Hydrogen. These black holes are relatively stable, if 

matter falls into them then it would have enough inertia for some to move out again as a 

balance.  

The CMB and general relativity 
In this model the CMB would appear as a e𝕙 height in a +𝕚d gravitational geodesic, this is often 

modeled with a rubber mat like in the diagram. Closer to this there would be a e𝕙 height 

contraction as in general relativity, that would be like the straight lines radiating away from the 

center. These lines are like rulers in the rotational reference frame with +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational 

work.  

Approaching the event horizon 
With this +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work the angle θ dilates toward a maximum, then large 

increases in the +𝕀D gravitational torque and probability only have a small change in the e𝕙 

height. This approaches a limit like an event horizon. Above this there is a e𝕙 height where the 

CMB would be. Below it would be like inflation in the big bang hypothesis.  

Gravitational time as the circles 
The slowing of +𝕚d gravitational time would be represented by the distance in between the 

circles. A circle is like a +𝕚d gravitational clock gauge, the distance in between the rings can be 

regarded as a second of time. When they get closer together this becomes like a half second, 

then smaller increments like slowing time.  



 

 

Creating new hydrogen 
In the straight-line reference frame this would appear like falling towards the CMB, the time 

slows until the rocket would appear to reach the CMB wall of a e𝕙 height contraction. This is 

like where heavier elements would be torn apart by a galactic black hole, when it moved 

outwards it would reform as Hydrogen to make new stars in an eternal cycle. There would be a 

strong inertial rotation, the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work of the atoms allow them to move in and out of 

this event horizon.  

A CMB above a black hole 
In conventional physics the CMB is where Hydrogen atoms would form, being able to emit 

photons for the first time. The process is the same in this model, the CMB is created by 

approaching the maximum e𝕙 height of the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle from gravity. With 

an event horizon there is a kind of CMB where the heavier atoms are torn apart and reformed as 

Hydrogen.  

The quark gluon plasma 
There may also be a quark gluon plasma in the black hole at lower e𝕙 heights, this goes down 

until it reaches the e𝕙 limit.  

The mass of the proton in a dense center 
The same happens in protons according to this model, the main mass of the proton is in a dense 

center. That is proportional to the limit of e𝕙, deeper than the radius of the proton in Roy 

electromagnetism. The proton has gravity because the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle is 

proportional to the proton’s +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle, the lower limit of gravity makes 

this denser center. 

The planet as the singularity 
There would be no actual planet like in the diagram, but the big bang model could portray this 

planet as being like the singularity before it exploded. Then it would be a small point at the 

center of the mat. This larger planet could be regarded as like the expanding universe soon after 

the big bang. Then there is a e𝕙 height contraction and slower +𝕚d gravitational time around it.  

The CMB as many blackbodies together 
The CMB level around an event horizon would have a blackbody curve, like the CMB 18 billion 

years ago. This Hydrogen creates new stars, which also have blackbody curves. Together this 

gives galaxies beyond the distant CMB, together they give it the same blackbody curve as an 

individual star. The CMB in this model would be where distant galaxies are contracted into a 

wall that has this blackbody curve, they would remain unaffected by this. Those galaxies would 

be similar to local ones, with similar sizes and characteristics.  



 

 

 

Light from another galaxy 
In the space between stars and galaxies there would be these two active central Pythagorean 

Triangles, these are the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photons and the +𝕘d and e𝕓 

Pythagorean Triangle gravis. They can be measured with work such as in a double slit 

experiment, also as impulse by trying to observe one of the slits. 

Changing the reference frame of the other galaxy 
 Light from another galaxy can be measured as giving an interference pattern, if one of the slits 

is observed then this changes 90° to a straight reference frame and the interference pattern 

disappears.  

Gravis in a double slit experiment 
There would also be +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravitational fields according to this model, these transmit 

changes in the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle gravity and -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle 

inertia for example in between stars and planets. These could in principle be measured with a 

double slit experiment, matter should be able to shield a screen from these fields except for a 

double slit. In the rotational reference frame, there would be an interference pattern of gravis 

on a screen.  

Not shielding against gravity 
This is not the same as shielding against gravity, the gravis would be absorbed by protons like 

photons are absorbed by electrons. That should allow some to go through double slits in an 

experiment.  

Observing gravis with no interference pattern 
Observing one slit should produce an e𝔹/+𝕘d gravi impulse similar to gravitons. These would 

be in the straight-line reference frame, the interference pattern would disappear as with 

photons from that galaxy.  

Line integrals and impulse 
In (31.22) there are line integrals, these are associated with work and rotational reference 

frames here. On the right-hand side they can correspond to an impulse as a straight reference 

frame. The first equation has an electrical field, in this model both equations would be magnetic 

fields.  



 

 

Comparing reference frames 
The left-hand side would be -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work in empty space as photons, in the rotational 

reference frame there is no motion. The photon is measured like a stationary rolling wheel, the 

squared constant force here is μ. On the right-hand side there is the straight-line reference 

frame with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, the squared constant force here is ϵ. These can change 

inversely to each other as the angle θ of the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon changes. 

Because these are inverses, they do not change the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of c.  

An electron’s squared forces 
The -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron also has ϵ and μ as squared forces, with -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work there is μ and with the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse there is ϵ. When an electron is 

accelerated this is with ϵ in the straight-line reference frame. The rotational reference frame 

changes along with this so the Pythagorean Triangle area remains constant.  

A rocket in both reference frames 
In the rotational reference frame a rocket can then accelerate with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work from a 

rocket. This is measured as changes in positions like movie frames without time. In the straight-

line reference frame time is observed with continuous changes in displacement. That is because 

a displacement includes the positions in between, measuring those individual positions must be 

quantized even if the separate positions were irregular.  

Quantization is regular from multiplication 
They are regular in this model because work only has whole numbers, it cannot contain 

derivative fractions because they are impulse only. So the fractions in between these whole 

numbers are in the straight-line reference frame, they can change continuously because they 

cannot jump with quantized amounts as in multiplication.  

Photons transmit changes in work or impulse 
In this model the photon transmits the changes in between iotas, these can be electrons in 

atoms with work. Then that is a rotational reference frame, the photon must be able to transmit 

those changes with μ to another atom. It can also transmit the changes in a straight-line 

reference frame, the electron outside the atom is no longer a wave. The photon can then collide 

with the electron, it transmits the change in ϵ from there to another electron in the straight-line 

reference frame. 

ϵ and μ are inverse forces 
If instead the photon is absorbed by an electron in an orbital, then μ is the inverse of ϵ. That 

comes from the constant Pythagorean Triangle area of an electron, whether inside or outside 

the atom. The inverse relation of the Pythagorean Triangle sides comes from the constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area, this allows for the particle/wave duality to be conserved. 

A photon has a ratio of ϵ and μ  
As the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon moves it contains this ratio of the two 

Pythagorean Triangle sides, with a constant Pythagorean Triangle area. This can be regarded as 

ϵ×μ, the inverse ratio maintains the constant Pythagorean Triangle area. This is not the same as 

1/(√ϵ×√μ) in conventional physics which represents a fraction of c as its inertial velocity. √ϵ 

has been inverted, so 1/√ϵ would be e𝕪 in this model and 1/√μ would be -𝕘d. 



 

 

Squared constants with work and impulse 
The e𝕪 side when squared gives a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse with ϵ. The -𝕘d side when squared gives 

-𝔾D×e𝕪 light work with μ. As inverses the ratio of these forces can change without affecting the 

inertial velocity of c. 

The photon’s inertial velocity does not change 
That allows the photon to have its inertial velocity of c to be conserved, also because α is ≈ 

1/137 of c then the photons can remain able to be absorbed with quantization in the atom. This 

also allows for the photon to slow down in a denser medium, around +𝕚d gravitational masses. 

This is because the photon transmits changes between the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

electron and -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia.  

Gravity slows the photon’s frequency 
Gravity is the inverse of inertia, so a stronger +𝕚d gravitational field slows down the -𝕘d 

rotational frequency of the photon. In -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work this imparts a -𝔾D light torque onto 

the photon in its rotational reference frame. Then it curves around a star or can be trapped in 

the photosphere around an event horizon.  

A rocket moves towards an event horizon 
From sufficiently outside the event horizon’s gravitational field, a rocket can move to a lower e𝕙 

height. In the straight-line reference frame this redshifts the photons coming from the rocket. In 

the rotational reference frame the +𝕀D gravitational torque on the rocket curves the photon 

paths, that slows their -𝕘d rotational frequency to conserve the changes. Observing at 90°, this 

curve appears as a straight-line where the photon is accelerating upwards slowed by the 

Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse of the event horizon.  

A past and future of photons 
In this model the straight-line reference frame has c as e𝕧/-𝕚d. Because this is a derivative 

fraction, then different fractions can be compared as pasts and futures. To change a fraction 

impulse is needed in this model, otherwise they are like stationary points in Zeno’s line paradox. 

With e𝕧/-𝕚d this would be the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. The photon can then collide with an 

electron, then deterministically transmit this change over time to a second collision. This motion 

would be observed as light years.  

Light years and light meters 
In the rotational reference frame, the photons are emitted and absorbed by electrons in atoms. 

These change from one quantized position to another as whole numbers, multiplied like -

𝕘d×e𝕪. Instead of light years these would be light meters, a light year would be approximately 9 

quadrillion meters so it might be referred to as a light quad to use an equivalent value in meters 

to one light year.  

A photon in the present 
This light quad has no past or future, it refers only to a present in a rotational reference frame. 

The photon is like a stationary wheel or vortex, the ratio of the e𝕪 spoke to the -𝕘d axle gives the 

size and area of the wheel and its frequency. Because it is only in the present it does not change 

over time, such as with tired light, without an external force. 

The rolling wheel 
When the wheel is rolling in a straight-line reference frame it always moves at c, this is because 

the radius e𝕪 and frequency -𝕘d are inverses.  



 

 

The gravi 
In this model the +𝕘d×e𝕓 gravi is also like a rolling wheel, e𝕓 is the spoke and -𝕘d is the 

rotational frequency. This transmits gravitational changes in the e𝕙 height or e𝕓 depth of for 

example a planet. The rotation of its moon might move their center of mass, the change in the 

planet’s inertia would subtract a different amount of -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work from its +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work over a period of rotation.  

The gravi moves at c 
This would be transmitted as +𝔾D×e𝕓 gravi work, it would be measured as a stationary 

+𝕘d×e𝕓 wheel. In the straight-line reference frame, it would also move at e𝕙/+𝕚d as c. This is 

the same c value as e𝕧/-𝕚d in inertia, that makes the two inverses and balance each other such 

as in a photosphere.  

α and c 
This comes from α as the ground state of the Hydrogen atom, for simplicity. As e-𝕠d where d=1, 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electron would be measured as a whole number of 1. 

Conversely the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the electron would also be 1 to balance this. Because 

the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia is proportional to the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle electron, this gives a proportional value of α to -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work.  

Gravity and inertia both use c 
That conserves the -𝕚d inertial mass the electron as it changes orbitals. Inversely to this, the +𝕚d 

gravitational mass is also 1 with respect to this ground state. That is proportional to 1 with the 

proton’s +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. With α as ≈ 1/137, the same in Roy electromagnetism and 

Biv space-time, then c is the same for both inertia and gravity.  

 

Electromagnetic particle/wave photons  
In this model, an electromagnetic wave has a straight-line and rotational reference frame. This 

gives the photon a particle/wave duality, the particle from the straight-line and the wave from 

the rotational reference frame. They do not induce each other, that came from Maxwell where a 

magnetic field appeared to induce an electric field. Instead it transmits changes in between 

electrons, its constant Pythagorean Triangle area means the two reference frames are 

connected together at 90°. 



 

 

 

Transverse work and longitudinal impulse 
In this model the induced magnetic field is in the rotational reference frame. Perpendicular to 

this there is the electric straight-line reference frame that observes particles not fields. The 

rotational reference frame of -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work is a transverse wave, the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse 

of a straight-line reference frame is a longitudinal impulse.  

Moving at 90°  
These are transmitted in a third 90° direction as the photon moves. This also has a rotational or 
straight-line reference frame, the photon can then react with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work or have an 

E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse in Biv space-time. 

 

The e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle box 
The Gaussian box has a 90° angle between the E⃗ or e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle side and the B⃗ or -

𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle side. These are the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon 

Pythagorean Triangle sides, each corner of the box can be regarded as being connected to e𝕪 

and -𝕘d/  

Observing and measuring the box 
Here photons can be regarded as entering and exiting the box, in the straight-line reference 

frame they would be observed with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. That would use the -𝕘d or B⃗ side to 

observe the time these photons entered and exited. They can also be measured with -𝔾D×e𝕪 

light work using the e𝕪 box side as a distance. Then -𝔾D is the light probability of whether the 

photon is measured inside or outside the box.  

Pythagorean Triangle area and side ratio 
Because the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon has a constant area, the number entering 

and exiting is conserved. This area is an integral in the rotational reference frame, connected to 

this is the Pythagorean Triangle side ratio as inverses in the straight-line reference frame. When 



 

 

these sides are inverses, the area is constant. This allows for the photons to be observed or 

measured as they go through the box.  

Vectors and scalars 
In this model a straight-line reference frame uses force vectors, they are observed with time as a 

scalar. This is because the time is a rotating vector, it cannot be observed as a vector itself. In the 

rotational reference frame torque is a scalar, in the sense that its rotation cannot be a vector in a 

direction. This is measured with a straight-line vector like a ruler. In conventional physics time 

and mass are scalars, as they are here. As a magnitude they would not be the length of a vector, 

but the time that is observed as the vector moves. 

 

Three axes at 90°  
Here the yz plane is analogous to the e𝕪×-𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle area, a point on this plane 

would be e𝕪 using the y axis. At 90° to y there is z as -𝕘d, this can be the rotational axle of the 

photon so that y turns around z at 90°. At 90° to both y and z is x, this would be the direction of 

the photon’s motion with an e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity. The origin can also be regarded as the 

corner of the box to observe and measure photons as they enter and exit.  

  

From the axis origin 
Taking the axis origin, a photon can go through the box on the x axis. The z axis is then moving 

along the x axis in the rotational reference frame, while remaining at 90° to x. As z moves, the y 

axis would be moving up and down like a piston in the straight-line reference frame. This is like 

a longitudinal wave at 90\degrees to z as the transverse wave. Here y is not a wave, the 

acceleration up and down comes from impulse.  

Different reference frames in the box 
In the diagrams E⃗ can be regarded as e𝕪 moving up the y axis. B⃗ moves along the z axis. Each 

e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon is conserved in number, as one enters another would 

exit the box. Moving upwards on y can be the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse where photons are observed 

as particles. Moving horizontally on z can be -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work where photons are measured as 

waves.  



 

 

   

Electric charge and magnetic fields 
In this model the vertical photons would be observed as particles in the straight-line reference 

frame. The horizontal photons would be measured as waves in the rotational reference frame. 

The straight-line reference frame is not an electric field here, in this model the electric field in 

Maxwell’s equations is a magnetic field.  

 

Snapshot measurements 
Here the magnetic flux is in the rotational reference frame, there is no continuous motion in and 

out of the box. Instead, there would be snapshot measurements of where the magnetic field is 

likely to be. This can vary, for example there might seem to be more going into the box than 

going out, but with electrons this would have a lower -𝕆D kinetic probability. 

Destructive interference of probabilities 
Also, there can be a lower -𝕆D kinetic probability of more coming out of the box than going in. 

These two kinetic probabilities tend to interfere destructively like with path integrals, the most 

kinetically probable measurements are where an equal number of -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle electrons go in and out of the box. This is not measured with time, but in snapshots the 

normal distribution would show this as an average. 

Parts of a wave 
The wave here would be in the rotational reference frame. There cannot then be part of a wave 

going into the box and a different segment of a wave going out, that would appear like an ocean 

wave for example. This would need the wave to move over time, in this model that only happens 

with particles in a straight-line reference frame. Those particles can be observed and counted so 

the numbers are conserved over time.  

A flux in a rotational reference frame 
Gauss’s net flux here would only apply to rotational reference frames, so there can be a low 

probability of asymmetric measurements at positions inside the box. This is like a box where 

gas molecules flow in one side and out the other. In the straight-line reference frame there are 

collisions between the molecules, over time the numbers going in and out match. These 



 

 

collisions are chaotic, they result in a scattering of concentrations of molecules into a smoother 

gradient of pressure everywhere.  

Boltzmann’s and Planck’s constant 
This is from Boltzmann’s constant as e𝕪 /-𝕆d ×-𝕠d, in the rotational reference frame the -𝕆D 

kinetic probabilities of the molecules follow a normal distribution. In the straight-line reference 

frame this occurs from the particle collisions and scattering. These two reference frames are 

inverses of each other, the inverse of e𝕪 /-𝕆d ×-𝕠d is -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d as Planck’s constant.  

Photon collisions 
As with the gas molecules, photons can be observed and measured going in and out of the box. 

In the straight-line reference frame, they collide with electrons in the air. That gives a scattering 

of e𝕪/-𝕘d photons like with the gas molecules. These photons are associated with -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d 

as Planck’s constant, they are emitted when an electron particle is observed in an atom at a 

quantized orbital.  

Gas molecules in the box 
The interactions between gas molecules in the box can also be described by the Boltzmann 

constant, then as the gas moves the quantized molecular bonds tend to form between other 

molecules. This can act like a drag or friction.  

Gas condensation and torque 
This could make the gas condense into a liquid, instead here it would impart a -𝕆D kinetic 

torque in between the molecules in the rotational reference frame. That creates a normal 

distribution of molecular velocities.  

Light work in the box 
In the box e𝕪×-𝕘d photons also do -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work in the rotational reference frame. This -

𝔾D light torque is the same as a light probability, the photons can interfere with each other 

constructively and destructively. As snapshots of measurements, there would be an average -𝔾D 

light probability of the photons entering and exiting with the same probability densities.  

The double box experiment 
This can be compared to the double slit experiment, as a double box experiment. There would 

be a barrier around each box so no photons would be able to go in between the boxes. Then it 

would be expected that the flux would go through the two boxes the same as it going through a 

double slit.  

Comparing a light source and a screen 
The photons would be observed or measured on a screen, the amount of light being emitted 

from a lamp would be calculated. If the two match then overall the light’s magnetic flux is the 

same in entering and exiting the boxes. 

An electric field at 90°  
This creates a problem with the electric field, it is said to be at 90° to the magnetic field. The 

same double box experiment can be done with electrons. If there is an electric field, then the 

electrons should be measurable as both kinds of fields. There is no other 90° to see this electric 

field, there is only the direction of motion at 90° to both.  



 

 

Capacitors and inductors 
The electric field in conventional physics is associated with a capacitor, the magnetic field with 

the coil of an inductor. These oppose each other in a circuit, Maxwell said that the gap in a 

capacitor would have an electric field in it, he called it a displacement current. This model has a 

magnetic field in the gap not an electric field. This is because the rotational reference frame of a 

field is at 90° to the straight-line reference frame of a particle.  

Electrons in the double box experiment 
In the double slit experiment, electrons from a circuit can be sent through the air and through 

these double slits. If attempts are made to observe which slits the electrons go through, like 

which of the double boxes, then they do not make an interference pattern on the screen. They 

act like particles like they often do in a circuit. These cannot jump over the gap in a capacitor, 

they cannot be an electric field because there is no interference pattern from a field. 

Which box the electrons go through 
When there is no observation of which slit, or which box, the electrons go through, then they 

make an interference pattern on the screen. This would be from the magnetic field of the 

electrons, that is known to be a field and act like a wave.  

Capacitors in parallel 
This double box experiment is like capacitors in parallel, they are next to each other so an 

electric field should create an interference pattern with neighboring capacitors. The anode of 

the capacitor has electrons like with a cathode ray tube, inside this there should be an electric 

field going to the cathode. If there is no electric field, the electrons would move as particles in a 

straight-line reference frame in the capacitor and cathode ray tube.  

Interference patterns between capacitors 
With two capacitors in parallel, then trying to observe which one the electrons in the current go 

through should remove an interference pattern between them. With no observation, the two 

capacitors should interfere with each other constructively and destructively. The double slit 

experiment was not known of in Maxwell’s time, after Planck it was shown that electrons and 

photons have a particle/wave duality. This is not an electric field/magnetic field duality. 

Entering one box and exiting the other 
With the double box experiment, the flux is supposed to be the same entering and entering the 

boxes. Two boxes should be the same as cutting one box into two pieces. If photons and 

electrons can be measured as fields, then they might enter one box and exit the other. To see if 

this happens then one box can be observed, but then the interference pattern on the screen 

disappears.  

 



 

 

 Faraday’s law and a closed curve 
Faraday’s law refers to a closed curve, this is in a rotational reference frame. There is then a -𝕆D 

kinetic torque where the electrons are turned through this curve. They would do this as electron 

waves with a magnetic field.  

The rectangle is not a curve 
The rectangle below is not a curve, the area would be an integral in the rotational reference 

frame if it was surrounded by a wire loop. Looking edge on to this loop it would appear like a 

single line in a straight-line reference frame. It would be expected that a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 

such as from moving a bar magnet, would have electrons being observed as particles in this 

straight-line section.  

A magnetic field from a bar magnet 
This magnetic field can come from a bar magnet in a stationary position. If the bar magnet is 

moved to a different position over time, that creates a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the edges of the 

rectangle if it is a wire loop. That is not an electric field in this model, in the straight-line 

reference frame at 90° the electrons move as particles. This is a change with respect to time like 

dΦ/dt but as electron particles. Then dΦ would be an electrical displacement E𝕐 not -𝕆D as a 

magnetic torque.  

  

Motion of a magnet 
Here the line integral is with respect to a distance s⃗, that would be e𝕪 with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work. That can be measured at 4 sides of the rectangle, that remains in a rotational reference 

frame. At 90° to this is the straight-line reference frame, where B⃗ is shown in the z direction. 

There would be motion in this direction, like an electromagnet being switched on or a bar 

magnet moving over time.  

Line integrals and points 
In this model a line integral combines a stationary and a rotational reference frame. The line 

comes from Zeno’s points on a line, it is continuous. A point has an area around it because it is 

not a line, this is like a probability density of the points with work. If the points are evenly 

spaced then this is like quantization.  

Overlapping point distributions 
If not, then additional points can be included to make them all quantized. This is not necessary 

as there can be multiple fields overlapping with interference, then the points are measuring 

different integrals.  



 

 

Two reference frames in a line integral 
The line integral then combines two references frames, work and impulse, like with energy. The 

change in the electric field as an integral over a distance s here is work. Then the electrical field 

comes from the spin Pythagorean Triangle side, so it must be a magnetic field here.  

Rotating around the rectangle 
Here the line integrals rotate around the rectangle, this is in a rotational reference frame. The 

sign would remain the same in this model, for example -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would always be 

negative. With +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work this is positive from the protons, that can be opposed to 

-𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. 

  

Integral at 90° to the line 
The integral here begins on the left edge, then over a distance x+Δx the change is measured as 

the integral area. There would be a -𝕠d Pythagorean Triangle side at 90° to all points on this 

line, pointing inwards into the rectangle. That is like inside a coil in an inductor, if there was a 
current moving around the rectangle that would create a -𝕆D kinetic torque at 90° to it. 

Changing the wire loop dimensions by Δx would change the -𝕆D kinetic probability and torque 

inside it as an inverse square law.  

Δx and e𝕪 as infinitesimals 
Δx would be an infinitesimal, with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work the positions of e𝕪 are on a straight-line 

like the lines around the rectangle. An increment of e𝕪 is an infinitesimal, many of these would 

be a series of points not a line.  

No straight-line boundaries on a field 
With the whole rectangle, the change in distance as e𝕪 here would be at 90° along z not x, like B⃗ 

which is e𝕪 in this case. Then the integral rectangle is -𝕆D as a kinetic probability, it has no 

boundaries as straight lines unless there is a wire loop.  

Moving in the x direction 
If the loop was moving in the x direction instead, and there was a magnet pointing along z, then 

moving the loop would create a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the wire. Inside the loop would be the 

changing -𝕆D kinetic probability from the magnet, as this changed the electrons would be 

measured in different positions as a current. 

Inducing a current 
A magnet can move along z with the rectangle remaining stationary, this changes the -𝕆D 

kinetic torque and probability density in it. If there is a rectangle there as a wire loop, then this 

would induce an e𝕪/-𝕚d kinetic current in it.  



 

 

Measuring a point on z 
That current would be at 90° to the magnet’s E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse motion, that would come 

from moving the magnet along z as a change over time. The integral area of the rectangle is in a 

rotational reference frame, at 90° to the motion of the magnet along z. That does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work.  

Iron filing measuring a magnetic torque 
This is like iron filings on paper. At 90° to a magnet they show its magnetic field.  The iron filing 

pattern is in circles in a rotational reference frame. Looking edge on to the paper, this would be 

in a straight-line reference frame. Then as the iron filings moved, they would be observed to 

accelerate with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  

The paper as the rectangle 
The paper can be regarded as being like the rectangle, the iron filings represent what the 

magnetic field is doing. The shape of the iron filings does not correspond to the rectangular 

piece of paper, the sides of that are a straight-line reference frame. When the magnet moved 

along z it could come closer to the paper, then the iron filing might move as the stronger -𝕆D 

kinetic probability overcome friction on the paper. 

Moving the paper along the x axis 
Moving the magnet on the x axis, the iron filings would move along the paper in that direction. 

Looking edge on in the straight-line reference frame, the iron filings would be accelerating then 

decelerating with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

Moving the paper does work 
The edge of the paper is analogous to (31.25), The change in the magnetic field is like moving 

the paper a distance of Δx. This does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in moving some of the iron filings to 

a more kinetically probable position.  

  

Derivatives in calculus 
In this model the calculus equation below would not be used, this has Δx in the denominator. 

Instead, this would be with respect to time as -𝕠d with the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

electrons. This is an integral that comes from the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle, the 

infinitesimal e𝕪 is like Δx and -𝕠d is like a fluxion.  

A change in a derivative needs a force 
A change in the derivative needs a force, this is observed over an instant of time as the fluxion. 

Then the difference between x and Δx would be a displacement as E𝕐. When Δx goes to zero 

then the displacement force disappears, then E𝕐 becomes e𝕪.  

Δx as points on a line 
In this model then, x would be a point and adding Δ x to it would be another point. These still 

remain separated even though Δx is infinitely small. This is the same as with Zeno’s points on a 

line, the points are like Δx, there can always be more Δx points added between them. It never 

becomes a lines, here then E𝕐 is a line as a displacement between two points.  



 

 

Separating derivatives and integrals 
In this model the Pascal's Triangle calculus is used, each cell in Pascal’s Triangle is a derivative 

multiplied by an integral. For example in line 3, there is x3, 3x2y, 3xy2, y3.  3x2y is composed of 

3x2, which is the derivative of x3 to its left, and y1. Moving one cell to the right 3x2 becomes 6x, 

then the integral of y is 1/2y2, multiplying these together gives 3xy2 which is the correct value. 

The next derivative of x is 6, the next integral of 1/2y2 is 1/6y3. Multiplying this by 6 gives y3. 

Creating the concept of an infinitesimal 
In this model the calculus process of using Δx, which goes to zero, is used to remove the integral 

in the Pythagorean Triangles cell. Then only derivatives need to be calculated. A similar process 

can remove the derivative so the integral can be calculated.  

Defining y 
The function below can then be 3x2, taking the derivative needs to get the correct answer 6x 

here. This is the same process as moving a cell to the right and then removing or ignoring the 

integral section. Using x and y in the Pythagorean Triangle that is done by setting y to equal an 

infinitesimal. This allows the integral to not change the function. 

An infinitesimal definition 
The next cell in the row changes by this infinitesimal Δy here, 3x2 times y becomes as before 6x 

times 1/2y2. Then as an infinitesimal y2 is the same as 1/2y2, also the same as y. As an 

infinitesimal Δy is in a sense the same as zero, but multiplying by zero would make 6x also zero 

here. That means y=1 or y=0 cannot be used here, but the custom definition of an infinitesimal 

works. The result is that the derivative of 3x2y here becomes 6x. 

The Pascal's Triangle calculus  
It seems likely Newton knew this as he invented calculus and used Pascal’s triangle. This also 

connects to probability because the cells relate to permutations and combinations. A line can 

give probabilities which goes to a normal curve distribution. Horizontally it becomes a Taylor 

series to calculate derivatives to different approximations.  

The Taylor Maclaurin series 
This also gives the Taylor series, the denominator is like the increasing coefficient of the y 

integral in moving to the right one cell at a time. This can be used for example with the third row 

of the Pascal's Triangle calculus, here f(a) is a function set to zero which is called a Taylor 

Maclaurin series. The variables here are f(a) as a, and x. Calling a f(a) allows for it to be 

separated from the integral in each cell.  

A function like an infinitesimal  
That gives a3, 3a2x, 3ax2, x3. The first cell as a3 is f(a), it is set to zero but it still acts like a 

function to avoid multiplying by zero. The next cell is the derivative of a3 which is 3a2, this is 

multiplied by the integral as 1/1! times x. Then the next cell is added as the second derivative of 

a3 which is 6a, that is multiplied by the integral of x as ½!x2. To this is added the third derivative 

which is 6, that is multiplied by the integral as 1/3!x3.  

 



 

 

The Taylor series with complex numbers 
The Taylor series can also use a nonzero a here, for example by making x=0. Then the Pascal's 

Triangle calculus has (a-ai) at the top as a complex number. Using xi as an imaginary number 

instead of x, along with ai instead of a, then xi-ai would be an imaginary number here. The real 

numbers a give the derivatives as straight Pythagorean Triangle sides and a straight-line 

reference frame. The integrals as ai give spin Pythagorean Triangle sides and a rotational 

reference frame.  

Obscure and Intangible numbers 
Instead of using complex numbers, this model would use Obscure and Intangible numbers. 

These would be from the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle proton, the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle electron, the 𝕠d- and 𝕟 Pythagorean Triangle neutrino, the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean 

Triangle photon, the e𝕒 and +𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle virtual photon, the +𝕘d and e𝕓 

Pythagorean Triangle gravi, the e𝕧 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle iner, the +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle as gravity, the 𝕚d and e𝕥 Pythagorean Triangle as the space-time part of 

the neutrino, and the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle as inertia.  

Rows of Pythagorean Triangles  
Each of these has the first term as the straight Pythagorean Triangle side, the second as the 

rotational Pythagorean Triangle side. This works like a+bi as a complex number. For example 

with gravity the first three rows would be e𝕙+𝕚d, Eℍ +𝕚d×e𝕙 +𝕀D, e𝕙3 +𝕚d×Eℍ, +𝕀D×e𝕙, 

+𝕚d3, and so on with additional rows. When these terms in a row are summed with the Taylor 

series, the positive sign comes from the cells here. Using for example e𝕧-𝕚d then the terms 

would be negative after the first one.  

A function like an infinitesimal 
Here the Taylor Maclaurin series has a function acting like an infinitesimal, the calculus 

definition used Δx which also acted like an infinitesimal. In both cases they act like zero, but 

they obey the rules of multiplication and division. Here the function is kept separate, it can then 

be calculated and reduced to a value before using it in this equation.  

Separating the integrals to use derivatives 
The same can be done to separate the integrals from the derivatives. Then the integrals as x/1! 

+ x2/2!+x3/3!+… become ∫(x)+∫∫(x)+∫∫∫(x)+… . That allows for the rules of derivatives and 

integration to be the same as in conventional calculus. When combined they give the binomial 

theorem going to the normal distribution in the rows. Vertically the cells are linear as 

logarithms.  

The exponential function in the Pascal's Triangle calculus  
The Pascal's Triangle calculus here would also give the exponential function for example. This is 

a sequence of the integral parts of each cell. In this model x here would be -𝕠d for example, then 

the sequence gives the spin Pythagorean Triangle side. When this is divided by the hypotenuse 

it gives an angle of the Pythagorean Triangle, that is sinθ in this model.  

The exponents from the Taylor series rows 
When the inverse of this is used then it becomes derivatives, the exponents reduce by one in 

each term, the coefficient increases as n!. That gives the straight Pythagorean Triangle side 

number in the exponent such as e𝕪, together each term would be multiplied together to give the 

cells of the Pascal's Triangle calculus from ee𝕪-𝕠d.  



 

 

Constant area trigonometry 
Because there is a constant Pythagorean Triangle area, the two sides change inversely to each 

other, In constant area trigonometry, the hypotenuse is no longer constant to allow for the area 

instead to be constant. This does not change the angles in trigonometry, nor the changing from 

cosθ to sinθ as derivatives and integrals.  

The exponent from the Maclaurin series 
Because the Pythagorean Triangle sides here are inverses, then the exponent such as ee𝕧-𝕚d 

works differently to the Euler equation. In that the Pythagorean Triangle is inscribed in a circle, 

the hypotenuse remains constant, and the exponents as complex number rotate the hypotenuse 

in the circle. When the Pythagorean Triangle sides are inverses they go into the exponent with 

the formula below.  

Tracing a spiral 
That means the circle’s hypotenuse is not constant, as the angle changes it traces a logarithmic 

spiral. When the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle is used, this has the right angle at the origin. 

Then a hyperbola is traced out at points on its hypotenuse. The area in the hyperbola gives e like 

the series below.  

 

Expressed in sines and cosines 
This can be expressed in sines and cosines. The first cell in the Pascal's Triangle calculus row is 

from the straight Pythagorean Triangle side, for example e𝕧3. This continues on to give cosθ 

with the add cells. On the right-hand side the cell is -𝕚d3, going to the left as even numbers these 

give sinθ.  

The exponents connect to the angle θ  
That makes e𝕧-𝕚d as ee𝕧-𝕚d equal to cosθ+isinθ in conventional trigonometry, here isinθ can be 

written as cosθ-𝕚sinθ. If the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle was used as gravity this would be 

+𝕚sinθ. When added together the odd and even terms alternate to make this value of ee𝕧-𝕚d an 

angle θ in cosθ-𝕚sinθ.  

The same in constant area trigonometry 
Here this is in constant area trigonometry, the e𝕧 and -𝕚d Pythagorean Triangle sides vary 

inversely so the hypotenuse is not a constant. The angle is the same as is the formula with sines 

and cosines.  

The product rule for derivatives 
In conventional calculus taking the derivative of a product xy gives dxy+xdy. The second row of 

the Pascal's Triangle calculus is x2+2xy+y2. Then the central term 2xy, moving this to the right 

takes the derivative of 2x to give 2. Then the integral of 2y is 1/2×2y2 which is the third term in 

the row. Going to the left the same way, because this is derivatives for both x and y, this gives 

the derivative of 2xy with respect to y as 2y, then the integral is ½×2x2 or x2 the first term in the 

row. So taking the central term, the product rule adds the terms on both sides.  



 

 

 

The product rule for integration 
This is written as ∫xdy=xy-∫ydx. This becomes xy=∫xdy+∫ydx as with derivatives. The dx part 

is treated like a derivative, so this combines derivatives and integrals as in the Pascal's Triangle 

calculus cells. Starting again with 2xy, this can come from x2, moving this to the right gives 2x×y. 

When starting from y2, moving to the left gives 2y×x. Conversely the integral for 2xy is 

multiplied by the derivative of y, this gives x2×1. The integral for 2y is multiplied by the 

derivative for x which gives y2×1.  

Differentiation and integration in opposite directions 
The answer is the same, the direction is the opposite here as with derivatives. They start from x2 

and y2 to arrive at 2xy. Here 2xy is the starting point to arrive at x2 and y2. That allows for the 

derivative to be taken to arrive at the central Pascal's Triangle calculus cell as a derivative. Then 

the integral is taken to arrive at the integral cells, and so on back to differentiating.  These are at 

90° to each other because the Pythagorean Triangle sides are at 90°.  

Lumping and splitting 
The straight-line reference frame here comes from differentiating, this is a splitting up into 

objects that are separate. The same definition is in common language. When these are put back 

together they function as a whole, this is called integration in a rotational reference frame.  

 

Approximating a function 
The Taylor Maclaurin series here would grow larger where [f(a)+x]n is the top of the Pascal's 

Triangle calculus. This gives a way of approximating the overall function of a and x, by 

continuing this along the row this can be stopped to give a reasonable approximation.  



 

 

Fractional dimensions 
In this model the exponent of a row is usually an integer, this is quantized with the rotational 

reference frame. When the exponent is a fraction, this is where fractals can be modeled. This 

uses fractional derivatives and integrals.  

Moving off the row 
In this model other polynomials can be created by moving off a single row, for example 

a3+4a3x+10a4x2+6a2x2+x7. Each can be regarded as a multiplied derivative and integral, then 

the derivative function f(a) can be calculated separately to the integral. This should make it 

easier to find the roots of the polynomial. Where the coefficient is different this can be 

multiplied to make it fit to a suitable cell for the exponents.  

Pythagorean Triangles and the Pascal's Triangle calculus  
In this model the top of the Pascal's Triangle calculus is each Pythagorean Triangle. For example 

(e𝕪-𝕠d)n gives permutations and combinations, the rows approach the normal curve as an 

inverse exponential. The columns approach the exponential curve.  

  

No derivatives of both position and time 
In this model there cannot be a derivative of both position and time. with respect to position 

that would be an integral such as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. With respect to time there would be a 

derivative such as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. In (31.27) E would be proportional to x because 

both are straight Pythagorean Triangle sides, B is proportional to t because they are both spin 

Pythagorean Triangle sides.  

Removing the integral 
The area hΔx of the rectangle is like the integral in the Pascal's Triangle calculus that is 

removed, that only leaves the derivatives here.  

Calculus and the Pythagorean Equation  
This model has a different version of calculus, that is because the integral areas and slopes come 

from Pythagorean Triangles. When the integral is taken this squares a Pythagorean Triangle 

side, that happens in the Pythagorean Equation. When the derivative is taken this is a small 

Pythagorean Triangle tangent to a curve, this would have a squared straight Pythagorean 

Triangle side as impulse. Together they are squaring both Pythagorean Triangle sides which 

gives a squared hypotenuse.  



 

 

  

 

Measuring a wave’s position with a probability density 
In (31.28) this is at 90° to the previous rectangle. Because this is with respect to time it would 

be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of electrons, with light it would be the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. The 

flux is changing because a single electron or photon particle can go through the rectangle. A 

wave has an uncertainty as its boundaries are not defined like a particle, part of one wave might 

enter the rectangle while part of another leaves it. This cannot be defined by time, a position on 

the rectangle can have a probability density associated with it. Then these can be added to give 

an average position of the flux.  

  

Changing electric flux as a magnetic field 
In the diagram the change with respect to a distance is in the rectangular integral as -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. Changing 90° to the straight-line reference frame gives the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

change with respect to -𝕠d kinetic time. However in this model the electric flux through a closed 

curve is the magnetic field as well, the curve has a -𝕆D kinetic torque with electrons. Each 

electron can be measured in a rotational reference frame, or observed in a straight-line 

reference frame. The rectangle can then be changed 90° to the one below, also at 90° to the 

previous rectangle.  

  



 

 

The same line integral 
The line integral here is the same as the previous one. In this model that is because they are 

both magnetic fields. Here Δx again goes to zero, that removes the integral from the Pascal's 

Triangle calculus. If the integral remains, then permutations and combinations can be used with 

the impulse and work here.  

Permutations and combinations 
Permutations would be used where there are collisions in a straight-line reference frame. These 

can happen only one way as the particles cannot go through each other. Combinations occur 

with waves in a rotational reference frame, the permutations can be added to as there is no 

deterministic sequence with particles. The waves can pass through each other so that they 

combine with constructive and destructive interference. 

Rotational reference frames in rows 
Multiplying the derivatives and integrals in cells also allows for a rotational reference frame as 

an overall row. This is the binomial theorem of probability approaching a normal curve. That 

comes from squaring the spin Pythagorean Triangle sides such as -𝕠d as an exponent. The 

formula for e is also derived from a row with a Taylor series above. These combinations then 

connect to the integrals here. 

Vertical columns as straight-line reference frames 
Vertically the columns are linear as logarithms, so they are exponentials. The permutations can 

be like collisions in a chain reaction leading to exponential growth over time in a straight-line 

reference frame.  

Columns and rows at 90°  
At 90° to this is the rotational reference frame of the rows, the normal curve is an inverse 

exponential. This inverse comes from the Pythagorean Triangle used have sides as inverses of 

each other. 

Entropy 
Entropy is also in the Pascal's Triangle calculus, this is the number of possible paths. The cells 

can be regarded as being like branches of a tree, there are different routes through the branches 

to get to a particular cell. With more paths the entropy is higher, that happens when the allowed 

rows are wider with probability. The scattering of the branches selected occurs vertically in a 

straight-line reference frame deterministically.  

The Taylor series with sines and cosines 
The Taylor series also gives an infinite series for sinθ and cosθ in the Pythagorean Triangle 

used, for example with the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle proton. Starting from the left, the 

odd terms give cosθ and the even terms give sinθ. These correspond to the angle θ in the 

Pythagorean Triangle used, if this angle changes then the d:e ratio in the +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangle would change also in the Taylor series for cosθ and sinθ.  

Differentiating and integrating sines and cosines 
These are composed of derivatives and integrals, so cosθ and sinθ can change into each other by 

moving one cell left or right in a row. This corresponds to an additional derivative, and one less 

integration, in moving to the right for example.  



 

 

 

Inverses in the electromagnetic wave 
Taking this as a constant c2, that can be on the right-hand side of the equation. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse would be on the left-hand side. In this model the two 

would be written as inverses, so as -𝕆D increases then E𝕐 decreases inversely as the square of 

the e𝕪 photon spoke.   

The ratio of ϵ:μ  
In the photon this would be E𝕐/-𝔾D=c2=ϵ×μ. If E𝕐 increases then the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse is 

stronger in the straight-line reference frame, photons are observed more as particles. If -𝔾D 

increases then -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work increases in the rotational reference frame as waves. The 

inertial velocity of c does not change because the two squared forces are at 90° to each other.  

Changing this ratio in two reference frames 
This is like in the rolling wheel model, the wheel can double in size as E𝕐 increases, then the 

rotational frequency squared as -𝔾D halves. In the straight-line reference frame the wheel 

moves at the same inertial velocity. In the rotational reference frame the wheel rotates half as 

fast tracing out a circumference twice as large. This comes from 2πr when the radius e𝕪 is 

doubled. That sweeps out the same circumference, for example initially a full circle was 

completed, then with double the radius half the circle is completed.  

The circle’s area as work or impulse 
Instead of being an area, πE𝕐 as πr2 can be regarded as a force vector times π. Then the 

rotational frequency -𝕘d can be drawn as the radius r, then the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work has the 

integral area of the circle as a -𝔾D light torque. These become inverses of each other, so 

doubling the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse would have -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work.  

 

Rearranging the wave equation 
In equation (31.31) this can be rearranged to give ∂x2/∂t2=v2, the displacement D comes from 

the separation of the squares of time and distance. In this model displacement is moving from a 

starting to a final position, the actual distance between these positions. For example, in moving 

between two positions on a ruler, displacement refers to the interval between them.  



 

 

Motion in between two points 
Also the motion in between two points implies an acceleration or force, to leave the first 

position requires a force otherwise the two positions would not be connected. This happens in 

work according to this model, the positions are used to measure torque at them. In impulse the 

displacement is observing the motion of a particle in between those positions over time.  

The wave equation at c 
In (31.34) the velocity squared is substituted by 1/ϵμ which is c2, then the displacement is 

substituted here by E. That would represent the photon as a wave moving at c. In this model x2 

would come from the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse of the photon, 1/t2 would come from -𝔾D/e𝕪 light 

work. This would give E𝕐/-𝔾D, that would be proportional to E𝕍/-𝕀D as the inertial velocity c2 

here. 

Displacement as E and B 
In (31.32) the displacement D is substituted by two forces as E and B. These would be the 

electric displacement here as E𝕐, B would be -𝔾D as the light torque or probability of the 

photon. That would also be the magnetic component of its electromagnetism. Taking the 

numerators, and moving B to the left-hand side gives E/B=c2=E𝕍/-𝕀D. That means the electric 

force E as E𝕐 is proportional to the squared inertial displacement E𝕍, the magnetic force B is 

proportional to the squared -𝕀D inertial mass.  

Changing division to multiplication 
Because the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle as the photon has a constant area, also with the -

𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle, that gives an equation E/B=E𝕐/-𝔾D∝E𝕍/-𝕀D. When the 

division is substituted by multiplication this gives an integral field as E𝔹=-𝔾D×E𝕐∝-𝕀D×E𝕍.  

Pythagorean Triangle area and side ratios 
This is allowed with this model because now it refers to the areas of the Pythagorean Triangles, 

not the ratios of the sides. Because the Pythagorean Triangles are the same this is now in the 

rotational reference frame. Now with the constant Pythagorean Triangle area, if -𝔾D doubles for 

example then E𝕐 halves, the photon can then change its frequency and wavelength inversely to 

each other. This still equals -𝕀D×E𝕍 so the photon still moves at c2.  

A constant velocity 
When the photon moves near a +𝕚d gravitational field it is slowed down, so here E𝕍/-𝕀D 

changes its ratio just as E𝕐/-𝔾D did when the photon changed its frequency and wavelength. 

This means that c is no longer a constant, when it is slowed down near an event horizon the 

photon’s frequency and wavelength are not changed in its own reference frame.  

The inertial velocity changes 
So in the first case the frequency and wavelength changed without the inertial velocity changing. 

Now the inertial velocity is changing without the frequency and wavelength changing. This 

follows from the constant Pythagorean Triangle areas.  

Faster than c 
In this model the photons can be slowed to under 1/c approaching the limit of the -𝕚d and e𝕧 

Pythagorean Triangle angle θ. They can also increase to greater than c without them changing in 

their own reference frame. A rocket would then move faster than c without light changing in 

between people on the rocket.  



 

 

Changing the frequency and wavelength 
When the frequency and wavelength of a photon changes, this requires a force. That can be the 

e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse in the straight-line reference frame such as a photon colliding with an 

electron. It can also be through -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work when a photon is absorbed and emitted from 

an atom. The e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse changes with 1/ϵ or E𝕐 here as a squared constant, -𝔾D×e𝕪 

light work changes with μ or 1/-𝔾D.  

Changing the inertial velocity 
In (31.34) then ϵ and μ are squared forces, they are not limits but the strengths of how these 

forces change. In this model c comes from α as ≈ 1/137, so ≈ 137 times the inertial velocity α is 

c. This is a constant here because it transmits information in between electron orbitals as 

quantized increments of α as e-𝕠d. So c can change here, it can slow near an event horizon and 

distant galaxies can be moving greater than c.  

Redshift 
This is done by work and impulse as well. The event horizon has a strong Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational 

impulse, this pulls the photon downwards with its e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse changing. As Eℍ 

increases then E𝕐 decreases inversely, if the photons were emitted from a rocket, then this 

would be observed as a redshift from a sufficient distance.  

Slowed frequency 
When +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work increases this is in the rotational reference frame, the 

photons are curved around the event horizon with a +𝕀D gravitational torque. This decreases 

the -𝔾D light torque or probability of the photon.  

  

Ocean wave impulse 
An increase in the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in a straight-line reference frame, decreases e𝕪/-𝕆D 

kinetic work in the rotational reference frame. An ocean wave would increasingly be 

longitudinal in force more like a tsunami with this E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The wave would 

have a lower -𝕆D kinetic torque, being formed by the straight-line displacement change of an 

earthquake.  

Ocean wave torque 
When a wave increases in the rotational reference frame, the -𝕆D kinetic torque increases. An 

ocean wave like this would have a shorter distance between waves, a deeper trough, and cause 

ships to roll more with this torque. 

 

 



 

 

  

A particle equation 
In this model the wave equation is actually a particle equation, that is because the terms are 

divided. It can be rewritten as E/B=E𝕐/-𝔾D∝E𝕍/-𝕀D becoming E𝔹=-𝔾D×E𝕐∝-𝕀D×E𝕍 as a 

wave equation. It is still a combination of impulse as particles and work as waves here, but 

multiplication gives fields in which waves travel.  

E/B and EB 
This can be seen with E/B compared to E𝔹, with a given inertial velocity of c the ratio of the 

electric to the magnetic aspects of a photon should not change. That would mean a photon 

would need to slow down when its electric part of the wave reduced, but it does not.  

The rolling wheel model 
The rolling wheel model of a photon is used here, the wheel has a radius of e𝕧 and a rotational 

frequency of -𝕚d to give e𝕧/-𝕚d as c. However -𝕚d×e𝕧 can vary with a constant Pythagorean 

Triangle area, then if e𝕧 doubled and -𝕚d halved the wheel would still roll at c. This allows for 

the e𝕧 wavelength and -𝕚d inertial mass of the photon to vary inversely.  

The photoelectric effect 
When the photon has a higher -𝕘d rotational frequency, it can knock electrons out of atoms with 

the photoelectric effect. This is as if they have a greater -𝕚d inertial mass. This is like where the -

𝕚d×e𝕧 wheel has half the e𝕧 spoke and twice the -𝕚d rotational frequency, it can do more -𝕀D×e𝕧 

inertial work in moving the electrons even though the inertial velocity of the photon is the same.  

  

Different rolling wheels 
Radio waves and X-rays have different frequencies, this is like the -𝕚d×e𝕧 rolling wheel having a 

different angle θ but moving at the same inertial velocity of c. Here c is fixed by its transferring 

changes in between atoms, as electrons emit and absorb -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. These changes are 

according to the squared constant force as μ.  



 

 

Colliding wheels 
The photon also has a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse in colliding with electrons, when its e𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse changes then this is according to ϵ. To conserve ϵ and μ as inverses, the electron’s 

changes in inertial velocity are also like a rolling wheel. Here it acts like a particle outside the 

atom, so the wheel grows with E𝕐 increasing when photons increase its inertial velocity.  

Faster electrons 
The electron moves as if its e𝕪 spoke as the wheel radius has increased. It has absorbed this 

change from the photon which loses some e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse to increase the electron’s E𝕐/-

𝕠d kinetic impulse. Because the electron is a particle outside the atom in a straight-line 

reference frame, it cannot absorb a photon but only collide with it. Because the electron is 

moving faster, it cannot be absorbed by an atom. 

Lost impulse of the photon 
This increases the -𝕘d rotational frequency of the photon, that allows it to be absorbed into an 

atom as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. Its e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse is weaker after giving some E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse to the electron. The photon acts as if it has slowed enough by losing E𝕐 to be absorbed 

by the atom, this is like a meteor losing enough inertia to be captured by a planet’s gravitational 

field. 

A higher orbital and torque 
Conversely when an electron moves to a higher orbital its e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity slows as its -

𝕀D inertial torque increases. This is like a rocket needing a higher -𝕀D inertial torque to moving 

higher in a planetary orbit. At its maximum e𝕙 height in the orbit, the rocket moves most slowly 

with the lowest E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse and the highest -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work.  

Coulomb’s law 
In this model Coulomb’s law does not refer to waves and work, only particles and impulse with 

ϵ. This is like the electrostatic forces from free electrons as particles, they repel each other and 

attract protons. That connects to changes in photons with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse.  

α in the atom defines c 
In an atom, photons are emitted and absorbed in quanta with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work using μ. The 

photon must then transmit changes according to ϵ and μ for impulse and work to be conserved. 

The ratio of these forces is defined in the ground state of Hydrogen as α or e-𝕠d, that is 

proportional to the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of the electron there.  

  

E and B as two reference frames 
In this model B is the spin component of the oscillation in the rotational reference frame, E 

moves back and forth in this oscillation like a spring in the straight-line reference frame. B in the 



 

 

rotational reference frame would connect to sinθ and wine waves. E in the straight-line 

reference frame would connect to cosθ and moving in a straight-line.  

Fractions as altitude 
In this model there are two reference frames, the straight-line reference frame uses fractions 

from derivatives. The sequence 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, … can be regarded as the e𝕒 altitude above the 

proton.  

The quantum numbers as inverses 
This decreases further away as inverses to the quantum numbers n=1,2,3,4,… These are 

inverses of each other, the fractions connect to the inverse square law where the E𝔸/+𝕠d 

potential impulse decreases as a square at higher altitudes. These would then be squares of the 

square root Pythagorean Triangle sides.  

Squared from work 
The inverse of these would then be 1, √2, √3, √4,… which when squared would be integral areas 

from +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work around the proton. In between them there is a small difference 

proportional to Γ.  

Summing the columns 
This comes from the hyperbola, the area under it up to 1 on the horizontal axis is e. Here the 

axes would come from the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle for the electron and the -𝕚d and e𝕧 

Pythagorean Triangle for inertia. The horizontal axis would be e𝕪 and proportionally e𝕧. The 

vertical axis would be -𝕠d and -𝕚d respectively.  

Tracing out the hyperbola  
The hyperbola is traced out as a tangent to the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle and -𝕚d and e𝕧 

Pythagorean Triangle as they change their angle θ, their right angles are in the origin.  

The difference as Γ  
When the fractions are columns inside the area of the hyperbola this sequence does not sum to 

the area of the hyperbola. The difference is known to be Γ, with π/4 as a quarter of the circle 

corresponding to the hyperbola this can also be filled with columns in the same way. Then 

instead of the axis being e𝕪 and e𝕧 it would be e𝕒 from the proton and e𝕙 from gravity. The 

other axis would be +𝕠d and proportionally +𝕚d.  

Γ as the difference  
Here Γ in both cases represents the difference between an integral area, which would be in the 

rotational reference frame, and the columns which would be in the straight-line reference 

frame.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Areas under the hyperbola  
With the fractions up to 1 as ½, 1/3, ¼, 1/5,… the difference between the two is Γ. The 

hyperbola is here in an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle or -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle as 

reference frames. Then the spin axis is -𝕠d or -𝕚d. The integral area under the hyperbola can be 

broken up into separate integral areas, these extend up to the hyperbolic curve unlike the 

columns.  

An infinite series not integral areas 
These are not fractions, the areas are added together. These are different from the fraction 

which were all fractions of one, the integral areas can add up to larger values than one. Because 

the columns are impulse they are not areas, they are lines separated by instants of time. This 

sequence is infinite, it is like an infinite series summing to an area like the formula for e.  

The derivative of the exponent 
These areas would be the logarithmic exponent in the rotational reference frame as integrals, 

they are quantized multiplied areas from the spin Pythagorean Triangle axis. That is because 

they cannot be fractions, if they were then they would be the same as at least one column.   

Discrete and continuous spectra 
Changing 90° makes these as a derivative fraction as ½, 1/3, ¼, 1/5,… in the straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side axis. An exponent that was a fraction would then become a whole 

number, not part of the sequence of fractions. These are then different, the integral areas are 

like quantized values in the rotational reference frame, as with a discrete spectrum. The 

fractions can change continuously like a continuous spectrum in the straight-line reference 

frame.  

The same in calculus 
That is the same as the conventional calculus rule where the logarithmic exponent has a fraction 

as its derivative. Here the exponent would come from squaring the spin Pythagorean Triangle 

side to give integrals. The curve comes from the torque from the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and -

𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work with the hyperbola. The columns come from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse. 

Integrating the columns 
In this model that explains the process of integration by dividing it into columns, their width 

goes to zero so that they become the integral area such as with the hyperbola. They are 

integrated to become these areas as the exponents, but here there is a difference between the 

sum of the columns and the hyperbolic area as Γ.  

Dividing up a circle and a parabola 
The same would then apply to dividing up a parabola or circle with these columns, they 

approach the integral area but the difference would also be proportional to Γ. Here this follows 

from the Pythagorean Triangles used, the integral area comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and -

𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work. This remains different from the columns which sum with the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

Tangents as derivatives 
The columns can also be regarded as being on the hyperbolic curve, as tangents they would give 

the ratio of the slope as -𝕠d/e𝕪 and -𝕚d/e𝕧. That gives the definition of the derivative, as a small 

area this would be at an instant of time not a position like a fluxion. The difference in area 

between the integral and the column or tangent would come from Γ.  



 

 

 

 

The circle quadrant 
With the circle a quadrant contains π/4 as an integral area, that is part of a conic section at 90° 

to the Pythagorean Triangle containing the hyperbolas. This quadrant can be the +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangle proton and proportionally the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle as 

gravity.  

Extending to any curve 
Now the tangent derivative is on the circle, this shows the connection of derivatives and 

integrals extends from the hyperbola to the circle. Generalizing this process would allow any 

curve to be differentiated and integrated the same way.  

The circle quadrant 
The circle as in calculus can be divided into vertical rectangles corresponding to ½, 1/3, ¼, 

1/5,… As these increase in number the rectangles approach the quarter circle integral in area as 

with those under the hyperbola. Their width goes to an instant of time with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse and Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse. The area of the quadrant would come from 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work.  

The complete circle 
Multiplied by four this gives an integral field area as a circle, like the ground state for example. 

This integral is connected to the e𝕒 altitude as the series of fractions, also proportionally the e𝕙 

height.  

Sweeping across the radius 
The difference between the two would again be related to Γ because this is the same as changing 

the logarithm base from e to π. The connection of the derivative fraction as a tangent, to the 

integral areas, continues with this change of base.  

A change over time or distance 
Moving across these columns can be regarded as a change of impulse over time, the columns are 

then changing like squared force vectors. Conversely the changing of the areas must occur as 

quantized integers because they cannot be fractions. These cannot change over time because 

the spin Pythagorean Triangle side is squared as a torque. The straight Pythagorean Triangle 

side is not squared and acts like a ruler to measure positions on it with work.  

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
In between there is an uncertainty which is related to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. 

While the derivative is the inverse of the integral, which follows from the constant Pythagorean 

Triangle areas, as they change there is a minimum difference between them from Γ.  

Changing the base from e to π 
When the base of the logarithm is changed from e to π this applies to a circle. Then it changes 

from the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron and -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia, 

to the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle proton and +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle gravity.  

Other bases 
By changing the base this can also apply to an ellipse or parabola. Other curves can be modeled 

by changing the base, that gives a different shape to the curve while retaining the relationship 



 

 

between the derivative tangents and integrals. For example, a complicated curve could be 

broken up into segments with different bases to model their derivatives and integrals.  

Chaos 
In this model δ is the first Fiegenbaum number, this is a proportional change between the sizes 

of cascades in chaos. At 90° to this would be the second Fiegenbaum number β, this is ≈ √(2π). 

When δ is divided by β this is α ≈ √δ/√β, this is like √ϵ and √μ as fractions giving c. Here they 

correspond to α which is an inertial velocity ≈ 1/137 of c. when multiplied together as √δ√β 

that would be ≈ 137 times greater which is c. This is like the values of √ϵ for e𝕧 in the ground 

state as a length, then √μ in the denominator would be -𝕚d. Then in the ground state √ϵ/√μ 

would be proportional to the inertial velocity of α as well, when written as 1/(√ϵ√μ) that is also 

c.    

δ and β converge  
As δ and β converge to these squared constants, they give a series of fractions like those 

fractions as columns under the hyperbola. As squared constants they would also represent 

forces in this model, they can vary as square roots like √ϵ and √μ.  

The parabolic constant 
This is called κ here, it is the ratio of the latis rectum to the focal length. This is similar to the 

parabolic-like shapes in chaos, the two lines below are at 90° to each other. When they are 

divided, they would be changing in a straight-line reference frame like a series of cascades. 

When multiplied they give an integral area in the rotational reference frame of the parabola.  

 

The parabola and quarks 
When half the green line is multiplied by the blue line, this gives a rectangle containing the 

parabola. Then the area of the parabola is 2/3 of the rectangle also as a constant in the 

rotational reference frame. This would lead to the 2/3 charge of the +𝕠2/3 up quark, the 

remainder of the rectangle would then be the -𝕠1/3 down quark.  

Quarks as particles and waves 
The quarks can then move like parabolas inside a proton as a constant, that would be as 

particles in the straight-line reference frames. As waves they would have quantized areas of 2/3 

and 1/3, the difference between them is 1 as a quantized value. These are connected by gluons 

with this quantized value of 1.  



 

 

Two constants with quarks 
There are then two constants with the quarks, the first is the ratio of the e𝕒 altitude they move 

to and the distance they move. In this model the quarks can move between the three orthogonal 

+𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangles in the proton in parabolic trajectories. When measured as 

waves they give an integral rectangle from this height and distance, that is also a constant giving 

the 2/3 and 1/3 values.  

The Koide formula 
In this model the Koide formula has three parabolic areas in the numerator here. These are 

mass which are measured as -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. Alternatively they can be observed as the 

inverse E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, a higher mass would have a lower impulse under a the same 

force for each. 

Total kinetic probability 
In the denominator the three spin Pythagorean Triangle sides are added together, when 

squared they give -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work as the overall probabilities of 

their masses. With work there is no time, the three -𝕚d inertial masses here give the relative 

probabilities which are equal. That is because the three generations have been generated.  

Adding three rectangles 
In the numerator there are three values of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, they are also a -𝕆D kinetic 

torque in a Parabola. This would be the integral area of the parabola, 2/3 of the area of the 

rectangle it is inscribed in. The denominator would be the sum of these three rectangles, the 

spin Pythagorean Triangle sides are the latis rectums. The e𝕪 straight sides are the directrix, 

each is proportional to its latis rectum.  

Different rectangle areas from torque 
The area is not the same for each rectangle because in this model, the second and third 

generations are made by an additional torque to a neighboring orthogonal Pythagorean 

Triangle.   

 

The κ rectangle 
This can be drawn as a rectangle where the three -𝕚d inertial masses make a horizontal line. 

Then the e𝕪 vertical sides are drawn so that each has the correct side ratios from the parabolic 

constant. The total -𝕆D kinetic probability is the horizontal line squared. This could also be 

drawn as three orthogonal Pythagorean Triangles from the origin, then the -𝕚d inertial mass 

values extend on an axis. The angles between these and a (1,1) vector according to Foote is 45°.  



 

 

A torque between the three generations 
They can also be drawn connected to each other, first the -𝕚d inertial mass of the electron is 

drawn as an axis. Then the -𝕚d inertial mass of the muon is drawn orthogonal to this. The τ 

electron has its -𝕚d inertial mass at 90° to both connected to the muon Pythagorean Triangle 

side. In between these a line can be drawn as the vector sum of all three spin sides. To change 

90° in between each generation there would be a -𝕆D kinetic torque, the three spin sides can 

change by using quaternions.  

Vector summation 
In this model vector sums are only used with straight Pythagorean Triangle sides, the same can 

be done with three e𝕪 straight sides and then they are vector summed. When squared this gives 

a force vector. The three lepton masses would then have their associated e𝕪 straight sides 

individually squared as parabolas to give 2/3. It is the same answer because κ constrains the 

angle θ of each -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle.  

 

Deriving quark and lepton masses from κ  
In this paper the masses of all the quarks and leptons are derived from 2/3. This can occur from 

the parabolic constant κ as a fraction giving parabolas. Then when multiplied together they give 
a rectangle, the parabola is 2/3 of its area. When the strange quark is negative it becomes 

+𝕠1/3, then it adds to the -𝕠1/3 down quark to leave 2/3 with the +𝕠2/3 up quark. This allows 

for a parabola of 2/3 to occur as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work where the 

mass is the torque of the quarks in the nucleus. These are bound together with gluons with a 

value of 1 as +2/3 and -1/3 equaling 1.  

 

Quarks and the rectangle area 
Here all six quark masses are derived from the lepton mass, this uses the κ constant. These also 

have +𝕠2/3 charges which are 2/3 as the three upper quarks, the remaining part of the 

rectangle is -𝕠1/3 as the three lower quarks.  

Charge as 1 
These are +𝕚d gravitational and -𝕚d inertial masses. The charge of the electron as -𝕠d, d=1 

comes from the change of the -𝕠1/3 down quark to an +𝕠2/3 up quark in Roy 



 

 

electromagnetism. The difference between the two is 1, that is emitted as the -1 electron leaving 

the +1 proton. 

Quark lepton ratio 
In Biv space-time the change is in 1/3 increments, the -𝕚1/3 down quark as inertial mass 

changes to an +𝕚2/3 up quark as gravitational mass. The first three quarks give a value of Q, 

there is a lepton value for Q 1/3 of this which adds to 1.  

Another three generations 
When the strange quark is negative here, that can have it with the top and bottom quarks in 

another three orthogonal Pythagorean Triangles. That would be three generations in another 

way, the sequence is then -𝕠2/3, -𝕠1/3 and +𝕠2/3.   

 

A projectile fired by a cannon 
Here the parabolic constant is associated with a projectile fired from a cannon. In the rotational 

reference frame from the side the projectile in moved downwards from the +𝕀D×e𝕙 

gravitational work of a planet. It moves horizontal at a constant velocity, with a different initial 

velocity and gravity this constant is maintained.  

The length of the hyperbola  
It is similar to the ratio of δ and β in chaos. It is also like the ratio of a radius to a circle’s 

circumference with π. With the ratio of the area e to the axis under a hyperbola, this is an 

integral from work as a square like the area of the circle. The axis would be proportional to the 

length of the hyperbola above it.  

The conic sections and chaos 
These are all conic sections, the Fiegenbaum number proportions also connect to the connect 

sections but in chaos.  

The cosmological constant and Γ  
In this model the cosmological constant would come from Γ as well. The expansion of the 

universe appears to occur in the straight-line reference frame from an explosion. When this is 

compared to hyperbolic geometry in special relativity there would be a difference between the 



 

 

two from Γ. The -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work from this would appear as if the universe would continue 

to expand by a small amount as the cosmological constant from Γ.  

The Hubble controversy 
Conversely looking back towards the maximum e𝕙 height of the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean 

Triangle, this appears as a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse proportional to the amplitudes of 

similar stars and galaxies. With +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work this can be extrapolated from the 

CMB and its waves like sound. These would also appear to deviate from each other as in the 

Hubble controversy.  

General relativistic effects 
There is also a +𝕚d gravitational time slowing closer to the CMB, when observed in reverse the 

universe appeared to expand more quickly. With +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work there is a e𝕙 

height contraction, the explosion of the big bang would appear to be expanding as Biv space-

time because the e𝕙 height is dilating and the +𝕚d gravitational time is speeding up. The speed 

of light would be constant in this area, just as it slows near an event horizon it appears to be 

speeding up closer to the CMB going forwards in time.  

The singularity  
This would reach a limit where the infinite contraction to a singularity ended. Instead, it would 

appear as a circle such as the CMB. This limit of the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle as gravity 

is like the limit of the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle proton as the ionization boundary. Up 

to this level there is a series of fractions, these are electron orbitals with the proton.  

Quantized redshifts 
With gravity these are quantized levels like those seen inside galaxies. Also, in this model 

galaxies can be redshifted in quantum intervals from +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work.  

The limit of the fractions 
When this limit of reached there can be no more observations and measurements, it is like 

where the electron leaves the atom. In the CMB this also appears to happen, the protons and 

electrons are all separated as a plasma. That allows a final emission of photons to be observed 

and measured. Beyond Γ there would be the circle, the e𝕙 height is made up of the fractions of 

this distance as a continual change.  

The event horizon as a circle 
The event horizon would also have these fractions as distances with its Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational 

impulse. This would be proportional to the electron mass in size, it is larger in this model 

because of the many stars in the galaxy. Where gravity is seen as a depressed rubber sheet in 

general relativity, here each star depresses the rubber may so it is much lower in the center.  

Neutron stars 
This becomes much lower than an individual star could make it, that allows for neutron stars 

and black holes to be much larger. The neutron star is then like neutrons in an atom, the 

additional gravity in this depression allows for more atoms to be compressed into neutrons.  

The bottom of the depression 
The bottom of the depression has these black holes, they are where the quantized size of this 

circle expands. These can be moved around, for example in a collision of galaxies. Then more 

stars and gas might be absorbed on one side and emitted as jets of Hydrogen replenishing the 

used-up Hydrogen in the galaxy.  



 

 

Reaching the rotational reference frame  
The circle is in a rotational reference frame, matter falling into the event horizon is in the 

straight-line reference frame of fractional distances. In this rotational reference frame a 

measurer would not be changing over time, there would be +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work where 

the +𝕀D gravitational probability densities were higher in some positions.  

The rocket freezes in time and height 
This rotational reference frame is measured in general relativity when a rocket might fall into 

the event horizon. +𝕚d gravitational time slows and stops when it reaches this +𝕀D gravitational 

torque and probability. This has a e𝕙 height contraction so that the fractional distances change, 

that also slows the observation of the falling rocket. When it reaches the rotational reference 

frame the rocket appears to stop, frozen in time.  

Above the rocket under the event horizon 
At this event horizon there would be a Γ related boundary on both sides that would have to be 

traversed. Matter would not experience this boundary in its rotational reference frame except 

for tidal effects from +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work. When inside the boundary light from outside 

would be like a spaceship traveling at above c. Matter near the event horizon would have similar 

e𝕙 height contractions to the rocket from +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work.  

A sine wave from a rolling wheel 
In (31.37) there is a sine wave from the rolling wheel, the tip of the spoke traces out the sine 

wave shape. The frequency ω comes from -𝕘d in the photon. Here x would correspond to the 

length of the e𝕪 spoke, double this as the diameter would be the wavelength between two wave 

crests.  

The ratio of the frequency and wavelength 
In this model sinθ would come from the rolling wheel as B, the angle θ gives the ratio of the -𝕘d 

rotational frequency and e𝕪 wavelength. This would be the in the rotational reference frame, the 

straight-line reference frame is from cosθ. That is like looking at the sine wave from above, it is 

observed as moving like a piston moving backwards and forth longitudinally. 

Longitudinal impulse 
That is also like jerking an elastic string, this would be propagating forward as a compression 

and expansion. With sound waves they move with the particles of air in the straight-line 

reference frame colliding with each other.  

Eddy currents 
In the rotational reference frame at 90° it is like a rolling wheel creating eddy currents as the 

sound wave moves, these change like quantized movie frames not with a continuous motion. 

This also happens under an ocean wave from the torque of the wave. The phase of the wave at a 

position gives the probability density and torque.  

A copper plate between magnetic poles 
When a copper plate it moved in between two magnetic poles, there is +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

done with reacts against the plate’s motion. This creates a +𝕆D potential torque as eddy 

currents resisting the motion. These are measured from above, at 90° along the plate’s motion 

there is a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse which decelerates its motion.  



 

 

Combined into a cosine 
In (31.38) the two are combined into a cosine as the straight-line reference frame, here this 

would only be the electric charge.  

 

 

No longitudinal or transverse waves 
In this model photons do not move as either longitudinal or transverse waves. These wave 

shapes can only occur with a force, that would change the photon. The rolling wheel model can 

rotate without a force, drawing a sine wave from the tip of the e𝕪 spoke is only in comparison to 

a horizontal line of the photon’s path.  

A rotating wheel with no forces 
A rotating wheel can be moving at a constant inertial velocity with no forces, if a point at the tip 

of a spoke traces out a sine wave it does not mean that point is accelerating up and down. When 

viewed from above this point appears to move from side to side like a piston, this would also be 

at 90° to the wheel’s motion.  

Opposing inverse forces 
These can be regarded as opposing forces canceling each other out. The piston motion of the 

e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse is in a straight-line reference frame, the torque of the rolling wheel makes 

a sine wave in the rotational reference frame.  

A and B at 90°  
In this model E and B are at 90° to each other giving the straight-line reference frame and 

rotational reference frame respectively. There is a third direction at 90° to these, that is where 

the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse in a straight-line reference frame or -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work in a rotational 

reference frame would occur. That does not come from the cross product here. 

 



 

 

 

Only one vector 
In this model E⃗ as e𝕪 in the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon can be regarded as a 

vector. B would be spin, so it is not a vector. It can be drawn as a straight-line in a Pythagorean 

Triangle, is operation is like looking down a line at a rotating point. The photon would have -𝕘d 

as this spin side rotating like an axle. A rolling wheel would have this rotating point as the -𝕘d 

Pythagorean Triangle side.  

Neutrino spin 
A neutrino moves with this at 90° it appears like an arrow vector as 𝕟 which is spinning like a 

bullet as it moves. The spin Pythagorean Triangle there would be 𝕠d and 𝕚d, there is no positive 

or negative sign. At 90° to +𝕠d and -𝕠d this acts like a zero as 𝕠d.  

Motion in the third reference frame  
In this model there are three orthogonal Pythagorean Triangles with a photon. There is a 

rotational reference frame from the side, the rolling wheel appears like a vortex doing -𝔾D×e𝕪 

light work. Changing 90° to a straight-line reference frame this appears as a piston motion from 

above, without forces it refers to different phase orientations of the e𝕪 spoke. The third 

orthogonal reference frame is the motion of the photon in Biv space-time as a e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial 

velocity or a -𝕚d×e𝕧 inertial momentum.  

 

Polarization angles 
The direction of x is in a straight-line reference frame, this is because it is an inertial velocity 

derivative of e𝕧/-𝕚d. At 90° to this is the rotational reference frame, the photon can then be 

rotated to different polarization angles.  

Destructive interference on either side of x 
This extends outwards from x with different -𝔾D light probability values. At equal distances to 

either side the light probabilities interfere destructively, this gives the highest -𝔾D light 

probability of the photon being measured along this line. It can also be curved in a rotational 

reference frame such as light going around a black hole. Then the light probability with a lower 

e𝕙 height is closer to the black hole, this is contracted and so the photon moves along this 

geodesic.  



 

 

Destructive interference around a black hole 
When the -𝔾D light probabilities are measured on either side of the photon they are no longer 

the same. The +𝕀D gravitational probability is stronger on the black hole side, this reduces the -

𝕀D inertial probability of the photon on that side. The destructive interference occurs more on 

the black hole side and so the photon moves in a curved arc.  

A greater gravitational probability 
The same would occur with matter near the event horizon. The +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work 

might act on a rocket, the +𝕀D gravitational probability is larger when e𝕙 is smaller because of 

the constant Pythagorean Triangle area. Then the +𝕀D gravitational probability is larger under 

the rocket, so it is more probably measured at lower heights.  

Higher probability of a lower height 
The photon is also more probably measured at lower e𝕙 heights because it is proportional to 

the proton and electron quantization levels. When the electrons are compressed closer to the 

proton in this gravitational field, that is the same higher +𝕀D gravitational probability of their 

being closer to the nucleus.  

A proportional electron and photon arc 
The electrons would then move downwards in an arc that is proportional to the lower photon 

arc. This translates as smaller -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work for the electrons, the difference between 

the orbitals is smaller and so the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work of the photons is also smaller when they 

move lower in this arc.  

Changing the height of the reference frame 
In the same reference frame photons then do the same -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work between electrons in 

orbitals. For example, far above the black hole, a laser emits photons that are absorbed by 

atoms. Taking the same laser and atoms to near the event horizon, the same laser still has its 

photons absorbed, the relative frequencies of the photons to the electrons is the same even 

though the electron orbitals have a much lower e𝕒 altitude.  

The same reference frame 
The electron orbits are compressed downwards, the photons transmit changes between the 

laser and atoms as if they had curved downwards towards the event horizon. The laser and 

atoms have the same rotational reference frame from gravity, so do the photons. This would 

occur at any e𝕙 height which can only occur if the atom orbitals are compressed downwards 

like the oath of the photons.  

Height contraction along a geodesic 
The e𝕙 height contraction is the same for the laser and electrons with +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational 

work, the photons move along a gravitational geodesic with this e𝕙 height contraction. The e𝕒 

altitude contraction above the protons is proportional to the e𝕙 gravitational contraction.  

A greater probability of being higher 
Conversely when matter is moved further away from a black hole, the electrons around the 

protons have a higher -𝕆D kinetic probability of being at a greater e𝕒 altitude above the 

nucleus. This e𝕒 altitude is proportional to the e𝕙 height, so the electrons move further away 

from the nucleus.  



 

 

Probability as torque 
The photons tend to resume their straight-line reference frame motion past the event horizon. 

The -𝔾D light probabilities on each side of its path again destructively interfere equally to give a 

straight-line. Because torque is the same as probability, an equal probability on each side of the 

photon means the -𝔾D light torque is canceled out on both side. Near the event horizon the 

greater -𝔾D light probability on one side was the same as a greater -𝔾D light torque on that 

side.  

 

Two reference frames 
In this model the e𝕪 straight Pythagorean Triangle side can trace out a sine wave. At 90° to this 

would be a cosine wave as below, but here this would be in a straight-line reference frame as a 

spring like motion back and forth.  

  

The Poynting vector 
Here the cross product is used to give a vector at 90° to both E and B. In this model the cross-

product vector would be a spin Pythagorean Triangle side, that cannot move in a straight-line 

reference frame. Using μ here is the squared constant from work in a rotational reference frame, 

that is associated with sinθ and sine waves, also with the cross product.  

  



 

 

Power as impulse 
Here power is referred to as joules per second, in this model that would be the e𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse. E𝕐 is the light displacement where photon particles are observed in -𝕘d light time. The 

unit area is a separate variable, this is at 90° to the power direction and so it is in the rotational 

reference frame as an integral area. When the photons are spread over a larger area the power 

is reduced inversely to this.  

Oscillating with respect to time 
The Poynting vector here oscillates with respect to time as the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. As a spring 

oscillation this would expand and contract back to zero twice a rotation in time.  

  

 

In this model the average comes from the normal curve, that would be -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work in the 

rotational reference frame. The inverse of this would be the middle of the pulsing of the spring 

like e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse.  

Pulsing in the straight-line reference frame  
This pulsing is in the straight-line reference frame, at 90° the rotational reference frame does 

not pulse as there is no straight-line motion. Power here is energy per second, in this model that 

would be the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse where E𝕐 is the light displacement force which is transferred 

per second as 1/-𝕘d. When divided by an area A this is an integral as a rotational reference 

frame, that is 90° from the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse.  

An area of photon particles 
The e𝕪/-𝕘d photons are observed as particles, they are spread out in this area each with a e𝕐/-

𝕘d light impulse. At 90° the area is in the rotational reference frame as the integral where the 

photons are waves. When the photon particles are counted with their impacts per second on 

this area, a single impact can be differentiated from the others. 

The double slit experiment 
With the double slit experiment, observing which slit the e𝕪/-𝕘d photons goes through gives a 

e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse. The power of the photons hitting a screen is observed over time. This 

must involve observing which slit the photon particle goes through, that would be from above 

and at 90° to the slit material. Then the photon path would be a straight-line going to one slit or 

the other, and to a screen where it would be observed.  



 

 

No time in the rotational reference frame  
When the viewpoint is changed by 90° this is looking directly at the two slits either before or 

after they would pass through them. As the rotational reference frame there is no time, there is 

the -𝔾D light probability of which slit they would go through.  

Observing from inside the slit 
It is not possible to observe which path, the photon cannot be observed by looking directly at 

the slits. It also cannot be observed by being in between the slits and the screen. Even if the 

photon hits the observer there, it is not possible to know the path it took. This path can only be 

observed at 90° to this as before.  

Timing to determine which slit 
If the observer was behind the slits looking at both, then they are the same as the screen would 

measure. They cannot observe the photon in midflight, they have to observe the photon as a 

particle by it hitting them. To observe which slit the photon went through is at 90°, the time of 

the photon emission and the time it arrived at the screen will determine which slit the photon 

went through. This would be where the double slits were offset to one side to make the 

observation easier. Without observing the time, the instruments must be in both slits to observe 

the photon there. 

Photons colliding with electrons 
If there were electron particles around the screen, then the photon particles could collide with 

the electrons and show a path through one of the slits. That would be observed along the edge of 

the slit material again in the straight-line reference frame. But this fails at 90° behind the screen, 

the photons could still go through either slit of they collided with these electrons. They may 

have bounced off them at a sufficient angle to go through either slit.  

  

Intensity and impulse 
In this model the intensity comes from the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, this is a distance squared the 

same as r2. The spherical area would not be used here, the photon particle is not moving in a 

rotational reference frame so there is no associated sphere.  

Scattered particles 
As this distance increases there is a ratio of E𝕐/E𝔸, that would use the altitude squared above a 

proton. With the photon emission this would spread out as a particle, the inverse square 

relationship would depend on the -𝕘d light time the photons were scattering as particles.  

Emitting light as waves 
This can also be measured as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, then the area of the photon waves is an 

integral. There is a -𝔾D light probability that a photon would be measured at an equal e𝕒 



 

 

altitude above the original proton. With a Hydrogen atom an electron might go up and down in 

its orbital emitting photon waves. These do not occur over a continuous time, instead there are 

quantized snapshots like movie frames.  

No direction for photon waves 
These have no straight-line direction because that would be in the straight-line reference frame. 

Instead, they have a gradient like a slope around the proton. This would be flat from the +𝕠d 

and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle proton, also from the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon. 

When measured with +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work the +𝕆D potential probability gradient would 

decrease according to the inverse square law as the e𝕒 altitude increased.  

Probability and area 
This does not mean the area of the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon expanded to include 

all this area. Instead, the constant Pythagorean Triangle area has a -𝔾D light probability of being 

measured on a given boundary. With a larger circular area, the constant Pythagorean Triangle 

area has a smaller -𝔾D light probability of being measured at a position on this circumference.  

A change in altitude 
As this e𝕒 altitude increases linearly, the -𝕆D kinetic probability decreases as a square. That 

comes from the proton controlling the original electron orbitals. This orbital change is mediated 

by the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon, with a greater e𝕒 altitude the photon is less 

likely to be measured in a given direction.  

No directionality of a photon wave 
The rotational reference frame of the photon wave means it has no actual directionality, there 

are -𝔾D light destructive interferences in unlikely direction that cancel out. So the photons 

would for example be more likely to be measured in the direction a laser is pointed at. 

  

A photon has a proportional momentum 
In this model Biv space-time is proportional to Roy electromagnetism. The +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangle proton has a positive +𝕠d Pythagorean Triangle side referred to as a 

positive charge, it also has a proportional +𝕚d gravitational mass from the +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle. The -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron has a -𝕠d negative 

Pythagorean Triangle side referred to as a negative charge, it also has a proportional -𝕚d inertial 

mass from the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle as inertia.  

Changing angles θ  
In a Hydrogen atom, when a photon is emitted, it changes the angle θ of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 

Pythagorean Triangle that emitted it. That changes inversely the angle θ of the +𝕠d and e𝕒 



 

 

Pythagorean Triangle the electron was orbiting. This angle would not change over time, that 

would be where the spin Pythagorean Triangle side was unsquared. Instead this side is squared 

as a torque or probability. This changes according to measuring over a distance.  

Conserving Pythagorean Triangle proportions 
To conserve these proportions, the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon must change the -

𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle inertia of an electron it collides with or is absorbed into. That 

gives the photon momentum.  

Collisions in a straight-line reference frame  
When a photon collides with an electron this is in a straight-line reference frame. There is only 

straight-line motion, there can only be a collision because a particle must have a before and 

after over time. The only force allowed is impulse, that can only happen with a change in 

displacement as a squared acceleration.  

The photon and electron are motionless 
In the rotational reference frame of the photon, and separately the electron, they are each 

motionless. These are measured as a torque and a probability density. When they approach 

each other there are snapshots of these different probability densities, there can be many 

different probable positions. These would tend to cancel out with destructive interference 

leaving only one measurement for each. 

The collision in a rotational reference frame  
In the collision the rotational reference frames of the photon and electron are still motionless. 

The electron can only absorb the photon over a distance like it does in an orbital. This changes 

the -𝕆D kinetic probability of where the electron is, its e𝕪 position would change like in a 

collision. The photon transmits this change in position and kinetic probability, so it is measured 

as having changed its angle θ.  

The photon cannot be completely absorbed 
The photon must reappear, rather than being completely absorbed. This is because of the 

quantized nature of the interaction, the electron changed and this must be transmitted to 

conserve its interactions with other iotas. If not then an electron would appear to spontaneously 

change, with no conserved photons it would get out of sync with other electrons and atoms.  

Colliding electrons 
The collision is then the same in the rotational reference frame and the straight-line reference 

frame. When two electrons collide this also happens, in the rotational reference frame there is a 

changed -𝕆D kinetic probability in between them. That is mediated by photons appearing 

between them doing -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. In the straight-line reference frame this is observed as 

a collision of elastic particles.  

Absorbing a photon 
When a photon is absorbed into an electron in an orbital, this is in a rotational reference frame. 

The photon increases the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the electron which raises it to a higher orbital. 

There cannot be a remaining photon after this because all the -𝔾D light torque was absorbed in 

changing the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the electron.  

Emitting a photon later 
The electron will emit a photon later to return to a lower orbital, this is like the collision 

between the photon and the electron in free space. The concept of later is in a straight-line 



 

 

reference frame, in the rotational reference frame there would be snapshots of the electron 

being measured in different orbitals. These need not be arranged in a before and after sequence, 

the probabilities can occur in different orders though others tend to cancel out destructively. 

This maintains the correspondence between the electron as a wave and a particle.  

  

Work, impulse and energy 
Here there is a change in the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum of an electron. This change in 

momentum can only occur with either E𝕐 being a square in a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse or -𝕆D 

being a square in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. When this impulse and work are in one formula that 

gives the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy. The e𝕪/-𝕠d term in the kinetic momentum has 

both the numerator and denominator squared.  

A time interval in impulse 
This is divided by c which here would be 1/(√ϵ√μ), that would give the ratios of the work and 

impulse squared forces here. Taking this as a time interval Δt, then the photon would be a 

particle in a straight-line reference frame. When colliding with an electron in an atom, it would 

push the electron to a greater e𝕒 altitude. This is like stretching a spring more, or in some cases 

compressing it more, with the photon impact.  

A temporary change in altitude 
Like with a rocket this only gives a temporary increase in altitude, a circular orbit would be 

made elliptical in the rotational reference frame. When there is an equal and opposite reaction 

from the electron, they would recoil from each other elastically. That would drive the electron 

back down again, releasing the photon.  

The resonant frequency of the spring 
There are no actual ellipses or circular orbitals in the straight-line reference frame, edge on the 

electron appears like a spring moving backwards and forwards. The impact of the photon 

particle does not change the resonant frequency of the spring, after the elastic collision the 

spring has a chaotic motion which resumes its usual frequency over time.  

The spring constant and quantization 
The quantized orbital would then be maintained by the spring constant, the period of its 
oscillation is inversely proportional to the e𝕒 altitude above the proton. A higher orbital would 

be like the spring temporarily halved its frequency for example. The photon would act like it 

was attached to the end of the spring, making it take longer to expand and contract in the 

straight-line reference frame. When the photon particle was released, the spring would go back 

to its original frequency. This would be consistent with what is measured in the rotational 

reference frame.  

 



 

 

F=ma and momentum 
Here f=ma is written as Δp or -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum changing with respect to time 

which would give -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕆D with e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic work according to dimensional analysis. 

Instead this is regarded as a change over time with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, that shows the 

inverse relationship of work and impulse.  

A change in power over time 
The change in power as P is then in a straight-line reference frame as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse of electrons in atoms. These are impacted by photon particles with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse.  

 

Radiation pressure from work 
Here the radiation pressure is coming from F which is -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. Then the photon 

waves would do -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work on an object, in the rotational reference frame the object 

is a series of snapshots of probability densities. The changes in probabilities act as a force, a 

destructive interference can then appear like a solid object where other objects bounce off it.  

Pressure and impulse 
In the straight-line reference frame intensity is where the photon particles move in straight 

lines, they collide with the object so that the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse of each is conserved. 

Pressure occurs in a straight-line, a torque in a rotational reference frame can exert pressure 

such as with centrifugal force. Atoms can be regarded as having a centrifugal force being held by 

the proton in the rotational reference frame. Then a collision has this torque being proportional 

to probability like with the photon-electron and electron-electron collisions.  

 

Photons on springs 
In this model the electric charges reverse in a straight-line reference frame, the electrons 

accelerate back and forth with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. This would be observed from the side 

of the diagram, the positive and negative charges would be switching sides. This would cause 
e𝕪/-𝕘d photon particles to be collided with, the photons can be regarded as being stuck on the 

ends of springs. It is as if the photons make the electron springs heavier, and so they oscillate 

over longer distances and more slowly.  



 

 

Electrons as springs 
That causes the electron springs to accelerate to greater e𝕒 altitudes, more of these photon 

particles are moving in the reversing current. When the photon particles are flung out of the 

antennae atoms the electron springs contract to a faster frequency with their E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse.  

Electrons as waves 
With the rotational reference frame the charges switch sides with an oscillating voltage, from 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and the +𝕆D potential difference, to -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and the -𝕆D 

kinetic difference. This change in work also changes the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of the 

electrons. The quantized changes have e𝕪×-𝕘d photons being measured in different positions as 

snapshots over a distance, not over time.  

 

No electric fields 
In this model there would not be an electric field, this is shown below as orthogonal to the 

proton’s +𝕠d potential magnetic field and the electron’s -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field. The diagram 

is in a rotational reference frame because there are curves, here these could only be magnetic 

fields. The electric charges move with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 

as particles they can collide with each other without needing fields.  

 

An alternating current generator 
In this model the photon particles move with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, that comes from the E𝕐/-

𝕠d kinetic impulse of the electron particles. The inverse of the photon particles is measured at 

90° with photon waves in a rotational reference frame. The oscillation here might come from an 

alternating current generator. When viewed in a rotational reference frame the center of the 

generator rotates creating +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  



 

 

Acceleration in the generator 
When the generator is viewed at 90° the central axis appears as a straight-line instead of a 

rotating point. Then the electrons are observed to accelerate from side to side. The electron 

particles can be regarded as collecting and discarding photon particles, as collisions these can 

cause the electrons to accelerate like one ball being hit by another. 

Collecting and discarding photon particles 
When the electrons reach the antennae they encounter an opposing positive charge, they had 

accelerated towards this. When they decelerate this causes the photon particles to be dislodged 

and to leave the antennae traveling at c. Then the electrons collect more photon particles from 

the generator. When the photon particles leave the antennae this is like a scattering as particles 

collide with each other, they can move in all directions.  

Bohm’s pilot wave theory 
The straight-line reference frame can be regarded as the particle aspect of Bohm’s pilot wave 

theory. This is like a boat moving on a river, from edge on at the surface of the water no waves 

can be observed. The water molecules can move up and down, and to the rear with an 

acceleration as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

Particles and pilot waves 
From above the same water molecules are measured to be waves, the wake can contain water 

waves that interfere with each other constructively and destructively. These molecules appear 

to have a particle and wave nature at the same time and position. Bohm’s theory is that the 

photon and electron would have both these attributes at all times. They would have a position 

as a particle, then a pilot wave around them changes over time as the particles move. 

No fixed position and no fixed time 
In this model the positions and time are reversed, also to observe the particle and measure the 

pilot wave, there needs to be a change in the reference frame of 90°. To observe Bohm’s particle 

it moves over time and has no continuous change in positions, to measure Bohm’s pilot wave it 

changes over positions but has no continuous passage of time.  

  

Sine waves as a wheel 
In the diagram the sine wave is in a rotational reference frame, this can be drawn by a rolling 

wheel. It is not rolling in a direction as that can only happen in a straight-line reference frame. A 

point on the electron spokes of the wheel can be observed at 90° in a straight-line reference 

frame. They move up and down as in the diagram.  



 

 

  

Three reference frames 
In this model there are three reference frames at 90° to each other. The photon can be regarded 

as a rolling wheel, there is no surface it is rolling on. It would be like a thrown coin that is also 

spinning in free space, away from gravity. The frequency of this spin would be proportional to 

its inertial velocity.  

The mark as a particle or wave 
If the coin has one mark on its edge, then observing it with the coin edge’s straight-line 

reference frame, the mark would be oscillating back and forth like a spring. Measuring the coin 

at 90° it would appear to be a circle in a rotational reference frame, snapshots of it would show 

the mark tracing out regular points on a sine wave curve. The coin itself is not visible in the 

straight-line reference frame so there is no rotation. The spring like oscillation is not observable 

in the rotational reference frame. 

Rotating the coin 
The coin can also be rotated along its path, if this is done at 90° then the rotational reference 

frame would appear as the straight-line reference frame edge, and vice versa. There is no 

change because the two reference frames remain at 90° to each other. This allows for 

polarization to occur in this model.  

 

No E wave 
In this model there would only be the blue B wave, at 90° to this there would be an oscillating 

spring motion. 



 

 

 

Polarization orientation 
 Polarization comes from the rotational reference frame, so its direction is random. A single 

photon has its own polarization angle, these can interfere constructively and destructively with 

other photons are different angles. When they are at 90° there is no interference with their -

𝔾D×e𝕪 light work.  

 

Polarizing filters 
In this model one orientation of -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work passes through the vertical slits of the 

polarizing filter. There is also constructive and destructive interference between the photon 

waves like in a double slit experiment. At 90° to this the photon is observed as an oscillating 

spring, this moves electrons as they collide with the photon particles up and down the filter 

material. These photons are scattered in the material, their rotational reference frames can have 

them being absorbed in some atoms.  

 

 



 

 

   

Two components as reference frames 
In this model there is a magnetic rotational reference frame that passes through the filter. The 

straight-line reference frame moves into the straight lines of the filter material. The sinθ value 

here would be from the dine wave of -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, the cosθ value gives the oscillating 

spring.  

 

Squaring sinθ  
In this model the square comes from the -𝔾D light torque of the polarization. To turn the photon 

to a different polarization this torque might come from reflecting off water for example. As -

𝔾D×e𝕪 light work the angle changes as a square, sin2θ would be used here with work. The 

squared sine here would square the spin Pythagorean Triangle side -𝕘d to give -𝔾D. The 

hypotenuse would be set as 1 and would not change, here the e𝕪 straight Pythagorean Triangle 

side would be used like a ruler to measure the photon absorption.  

 



 

 

   

Changing light probability 
When the polarizers change in a rotating reference frame, the -𝔾D light probability of a photon 

getting through them changes as a square.  

  

  

Average intensity 
Half of the light is blocked where a normal curve has an average intensity. The filter exerts a 

torque on the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, this also has a normal curve distribution. The average then is 

in the center of the normal curve as half the e𝕪×-𝕘d photons get through.  

  



 

 

Rotating polarized glasses 
Rotating the polarized glasses occurs in a rotational reference frame.  

 

AC Circuits 
 

 

AC current in the straight-line reference frame 
In this model AC current moves backwards and forwards, or up and down, in a straight-line 

reference frame. This is like the compression and expansion of a spring in a straight-line 

reference frame, when viewed at 90° to its motion.  

AC current in the rotational reference frame  
Viewed at 90° to this the electron waves appear to move as sine waves. There is no acceleration 

back-and-forth visible here, so there is no visible motion or velocity. The electron appears to be 

stationary with a rotational frequency of 1/-𝕠d. This is like the generator in the rotational 

reference frame, it also does not move in a direction but only rotates. Because of this the e𝕪/-𝕠d 

kinetic current only moves in the straight-line reference frame, in the rotational reference frame 

there is a -𝕠d×e𝕪 kinetic field from each Pythagorean Triangle that overlap each other.  



 

 

Photons in the straight-line reference frame 
With a photon the e𝕪 spoke would also move back and forth like this in the straight-line 

reference frame. Here the electron and photon both use the rolling wheel model, the photon 

transmits differences between one electron to another. In this reference frame it can only 

collide with an electron as a particle. That is because its interactions can only be described by 

acceleration and velocity.  

Photons cannot collide 
Photons cannot collide with each other because they only transmit changes between electrons, 

not between each other.  

Photon and electron entanglement 
In the EPR experiment a pair of photons or electrons can be entangled, when one is measured 

with spin up for example the other always has spin down. The first electron as an -𝕠d and e𝕪 

Pythagorean Triangle would be measured with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in a clockwise direction 

for example, the second electron would be measured from the other side with a 

counterclockwise direction.  

Entanglement only measures spin 
Because entanglement only measured spin, it can only measure work in the rotational reference 

frame. In the straight-line reference frame there are only electron particles, the spin there is 

time as a frequency. That cannot be measured as spin up or down, it is used to observe the E𝕐/-

𝕠d kinetic impulse of the electron only.  

Stationary entangled electrons 
Entanglement then only occurs in the rotational reference frame, there is no time that elapses 

there as all electrons would appear to be stationary. The two electrons would be like snapshots 

with no continuous change between them of time, only of the distance between them. Because 

no time can elapse between the first spin measurement and the second, they are measured to 

always be the opposite spin.  

Bosons 
Boson pairs are also like this in orbitals, they are only in the rotational reference frame and time 

does not pass for them. If they are broken apart by a straight-line reference frame event, such as 

from a photon particle or a fermion electron, then time can again be observed for them.  

Photons as bosons 
Photons also have a spin 1 like bosons, this is because they are between the spin ½ of an 

electron in between one orbital and another. In the straight-line reference frame they can also 

be between two electron particles in free space, also with spin ½.  

The uncertainty principle with entanglement 
The straight-line reference frame has its own version of entanglement with elastic collisions. 

When two electron particles have a known velocity and collide, their kinetic momentum is 

known but their positions are uncertain. This is because position is only used to measure work, 

it represents a stationary rotational reference frame. When the velocity of one electron is 

observed, the other electron must have a known velocity also. That is like entanglement where 

conversely the spin is known but their velocity is not.  



 

 

Entangled and enchained 
Entanglement in the rotational reference frame is invariable over any distance, the enchained 

electron particles in the straight-line reference frame are invariant over any time. This 

continues until one of the electrons collides with another or enters an atom in the rotational 

reference frame.  

The rotational reference frame from above 
When the rolling wheel is observed from above, a spot on the circumference would appear to 

move back-and-forth like the spring. This would be the e𝕪 end of the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean 

Triangle photon, the e𝕪 end of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron.  

An ideal spring has no forces 
This appears as an impulse force, but an ideal spring does not gain or lose energy. The impulse 

is the inverse of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done in twisting the spring, so these two forces cancel 

out. 

A generator in a rotational reference frame  
The generator spins in a rotational reference frame using magnets and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. 

Looking down the spindle, the middle is usually coils of wire which have a +𝕆D potential and -

𝕆D kinetic torque.  

The generator as a clock gauge 
The generator spins like a clock gauge, this is used to observe the back-and-forth motion of the 

current in the straight-line reference frame with impulse. The time is where the phase is 

observed, but here the rotation of the clock is not visible in the straight-line reference frame. 

This makes time more mysterious as somehow being associated with acceleration and impulse.  

The macro world and time 
When rotation is visible this is with torque, then there is no time being observed only the force 

of torque being measured. In the macro world this rotation is visible on clocks because work 

and impulse are a mixture of measurement and observation there. Then time seems to be 

associated with clocks, but also with straight-line motion such as a car accelerating.  

The clock is not visible in the straight-line reference frame  
In the straight-line reference frame time is only in instants, not as a duration between instants. 

So the clock cannot be visible, there is only one instant on the clock not the duration between 

them that the hand traverses.  

A distance is not visible in the rotational reference frame  
In a straight-line reference frame then the rotation of a clock is not visible as then torque would 

also be observable. In a rotational reference frame a distance is not visible either, that would be 

in a straight-line reference frame. Instead, there are only positions as snapshots like movie 

frames of frozen positions rather than continuous movement.  

Entanglement and distance 
When measuring spin with entangled photons, this can only be measuring the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light 

work as -𝔾D light torque. Otherwise, this spin would have no effect on the measuring 

instruments. But then there can be no distance associated with the spin, so it doesn’t matter 

how far apart the entangled photons are.  



 

 

Enchainment and time 
When particles collide, this is predictable similar to with entanglement, If the particles become 

widely separated, then provided the original momentum is known, observing a first particle 

with give the velocity of the second particle. This would assume both particles came from a 

stationary source particle, or one with a known velocity and direction. The time cannot be seen 

as a duration in the straight-line reference frame here, so it does not matter how long before the 

collision occurred. This is like with entanglement when the distance does not matter.  

The generator spindle 
With the generator, the rotation is visible in the rotational reference frame looking down the 

spindle. At 90° the spindle would be orthogonal to the viewpoint used, then the rotation is not 

visible.  

The frequency in the straight-line reference frame  
The current accelerates to the right, then decelerates, it then accelerates to the left, decelerates, 

and continues this cycle. The frequency is determined by the clock gauge of the generator speed, 

the electrons move as particles colliding with each other down the wires. This time is usually 50 

or 60 Hertz or cycles per second.  

The magnetic field around the wires 
At 90° to this there is a magnetic field from the generator in the rotational reference frame, this 

is measured by looking down the wire. That changes with the +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic 

voltage or difference, not with time but according to distance. So at different positions on the 

wire there would be a fixed voltage like a standing wave, if the generator has a constant 

frequency. There is no time changing in this rotational reference frame.  

The magnetic field between wires and plates 
This magnetic field can jump to other wires inducing a current. In a capacitor the rotational 

reference frame with an alternating current, can have the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work jump over the 

gap between the plates.  

Electron particles jumping a gap 
In the straight-line reference frame there would be no current as there can be no E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse collisions between electron particles. This gave rise to the concept of an electric field, in 

this model it is the magnetic field in the rotational reference frame.  

AC and DC current 
An alternating current has two reference frames as does direct current. The rotational reference 

frame comes from the rotation of the generator, that gives a back-and-forth motion of electron 

particles. A direct current has a directional flow of electrons in the straight-line reference frame, 

the rotational reference frame provides the voltage. Around both wires there is +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done.  

Schrodinger’s equation 
In Schrodinger’s equation energy is used, with this model that is a combination of work and 

impulse. This is written in relation to momentum which here is the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic 

momentum. That has a particle/wave duality where -𝕠d×e𝕪 describes a field and e𝕪/-𝕠d 

describes the velocity of something which must be a particle.  



 

 

Separating the straight and spin Pythagorean Triangle sides 
Because of this the two variables as the straight and spin Pythagorean Triangle sides can be 

separated, in this model that becomes work and impulse. The time dependent Schrodinger’s 

equation is in the straight-line reference frame referring to particles. That has h/2m which here 

is -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d as h × ½×1/-𝕠d to give the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy.  

The time dependent Schrodinger equation 
This would be written has a -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d for h where there is the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 

dividing by 1/-𝕠d removes this in the numerator. ℏ here us not divided by 2π, that comes from 

√(2π) as β. Dividing by m gives impulse here, with the separation of variables it gives energy or 

momentum.  

A change in energy over time 
On the right-hand side this is ∂/∂ t as time dependent, that is where the mass -𝕠d is regarded as 

time. Here h is an observation of an electron as a particle, it has time already in the 

denominator. This is written instead from the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy multiplied 

by time as joule seconds to give -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d. Then the change in the energy can be regarded as 

occurring over time.  

Time dependent from the derivative 
Starting from the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum, taking the derivative is in the straight-line 

reference frame to give -𝕠d ×e𝕐/-𝕠d. The derivative here comes from the straight-line 

reference frame.  

Energy as an integral of velocity 
The time independent Schrodinger equation has the same variables, instead energy is regarded 

as not changing over time to give EΨ. This is because energy comes from an integral of velocity 

with the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum. When e𝕪/-𝕠d is integrated with respect to both e𝕪 

and -𝕠d it becomes ½×E𝕐/-𝕆D. This integration comes from work in this model, that is also 

time independent.  

 



 

 

Sine waves 
The sine wave shape is when the rolling wheel model of the rotational reference frame is 

compared to a straight-line reference frame of an axis. On a steam train a rotating wheel is 

connected to a piston at 90° to it. This has the straight-line reference frame as the piston moves 

with steam pressure back and forth. That is converted in the rotational reference frame to a 

rotary motion which drives the wheels. While the piston can be regarded as accelerating, the 

train overall can be at a constant velocity implying there is no actual force.  

Pulleys and the rotational reference frame  
Pulleys also use the two reference frames, when a rope goes around two pulleys several times 

there is stronger -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by pulling the rope. That reduces the distance the 

moving pulley would travel compared with pulling on the rope a set distance. Because the 

distance is shorter the -𝕆D kinetic torque increase to maintain the constant Pythagorean 

Triangle area. It then becomes easier to turn the pulleys to lift a weight.  

Pulleys in the straight-line reference frame  
In the straight-line reference frame, from the side the rotation of the pulleys is not visible. Then 

the rope moves in a zig zag direction which reduces the overall distance the moving pulley can 

travel. Pulling the rope makes the pulleys move slower towards each other over time, so the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse has a stronger E𝕐 kinetic displacement force. That makes it easier to 

pull up a weight over time in the straight-line reference frame.  

Pulling a rope versus gears 
Pulling the rope is itself in the straight-line reference frame. Another way of regarding the 

rotational reference frame is to use a chain and gears instead of pulleys. Then one of the gears 

can be turned with a -𝕆D kinetic torque, the gearing change increases this torque like gears in a 

car.  

Levers in the rotational reference frame  
A level can be seen to rotate from the side in the rotational reference frame. The torque on the 

fulcrum is where -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is done by pushing the longer end downwards. This 

torque is spread out over more positions and so it is easier to exert this force. The side with the 

weight has this torque spread out of fewer positions, and so the torque is stronger at each 

position. This makes it easier to move the weight.  

Leverage and time 
Looking at 90° in the straight-line reference frame from above, the ends of the lever seem to 

move towards the center at different accelerations. The side moved by hand has its position 

changing faster over a given time compared to the side with the weight. Because of this the E𝕐 

kinetic displacement on this side is larger. The side with the weight has a smaller displacement 

and moves slower over time, so the force at a given instant must be larger from the constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area.  

The lever in the vertical straight-line reference frame  
The lever can also be observed with vertical changes in the straight-line reference frame. 

Looking along the lever, the end with the hand has a longer displacement between the starting 

and final positions. The end with the weight has a smaller displacement between the starting 

and final positions, so the force must be more concentrated there.  

 



 

 

 

The rotating phasor 
In the diagram the current changes with an acceleration as impulse, this is in the straight-line 

reference frame up and down. That is at 90° to the rotation of the phasor, the axle of this rolling 

wheel would point directly out of the page. This oscillates with the cosine which is at 90° to the 

sine wave.  

The cosine impulse moves vertically 
Here there would not be a cosine wave, instead the straight Pythagorean Triangle side in the 

cosine as e𝕪/ζ would move up and down on the vertical axis.  

The cosine is not a voltage or emf  
The cosine here would not be a voltage, it would be an oscillation of power as the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse. The -𝕆D kinetic voltage or difference is at a maximum at the top of the sine 

wave, this is where the maximum -𝕆D kinetic torque reverses the current direction. The 

maximum current is around zero, the greatest acceleration from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

occurs in between the peak and trough of the wave.  

 

Changing the frequency as work 
Here the phasor is like the e𝕪 spoke of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron, it moves 

around in a rotational reference frame. If the -𝕆D torque of the axle is stronger then the -𝕆D 

kinetic difference or voltage is also stronger. That would contract the e𝕪 phasor, the alternating 

current would have a higher Hertz frequency. In the straight-line reference frame, the back-and-



 

 

forth motion would be faster with the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse over a shorter distance. This acts 

like a gearing change as with the pulley and lever.  

AC current wavelength and frequency 
The distance the alternating current moves back and forth on is reduced so the E𝕐 displacement 

is reduced, along with the faster frequency of the generator. This is like a reduction in the 

wavelength in the rotating wheel model, the wheel turns inversely faster with a higher 

frequency.  

Transformers and voltage  
A power station can also increase -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work inversely to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

with a transformer. This has more coils on one side, that increases the -𝕆D kinetic torque at the 

same frequency.  

Less electricity lost as work 
There is less electricity lost because it moves mainly as a -𝕆D kinetic wave around the wire. At 

lower voltages the current has a greater E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse like a particle. This causes more 

scattering as electrons collide with each other, that loses some impulse as heat.  

More impulse, less work in a home 
When this higher voltage reaches a home, then it is stepped down with a transformer to have a 

higher E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the current has more power as a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. That 

allows it to push through a resistor such as an electric heater or light more.  

Electron waves in a gas discharge lamp 
In a fluorescent bulb the electron waves with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work make the electrons, in a thin 
gas, change their orbitals with a -𝕆D kinetic torque. This causes them to emit photons in a 

discrete spectrum. The -𝕆D kinetic difference or voltage can be fairly low, 90 volts for a neon 

lamp.  

Cathode ray tubes 
With the photoelectric effect the electrons can be emitted from a cathode, that requires a higher 

-𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as the kinetic torque makes the electron waves leave the atom. Then the 

electrons act as particles in the straight-line reference frame, they move towards an anode 

screen in straight lines. They can be bent in different directions to form a picture in the 

rotational reference frame with magnets.  

Incandescent bulbs and impulse 
These are more efficient than an incandescent bulb with uses a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse to create 

heat from electrons colliding with a resistor.  

Voltage and gears 
A change in voltage with a transformer is like gearing in a car, in the rotational reference frame 

first gear has the highest -𝕆D kinetic torque, that moves the car with the slowest velocity and 

lowest impulse. It is best for moving up a hill against +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work. In top gear 

with the straight-line reference frame the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is maximized, there is the 

lowest -𝕆D kinetic torque. This is best for moving with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse and lower 

+𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work in level roads. 



 

 

A higher velocity with impulse 
Because e𝕪 is larger with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse so is the kinetic velocity e𝕪/-𝕠d and the 

corresponding e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity. The car can then go faster.  

The phasor as a straight Pythagorean Triangle side 
In this model the green arrow would be the e𝕪 spoke or phasor of a rolling wheel. That would be 

where the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron had the -𝕠d kinetic axle pointing out of the 

page and the e𝕪 phasor in green rotating around it. This would not be a hypotenuse as in the 

diagram, it is a constant as the wheel rotates.  

Observing and measuring the phase 
When this is observed, in the vertical straight-line reference frame, the tip of the spoke seems to 

accelerate up and down with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The rotational frequency of this spoke as 

-𝕠d is ω, t gives the phase at an instant of time for the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. For -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work the phase is measured with a position on the wire.  

The Euler formula 
The phasor here is like the hypotenuse in the Euler formula, that is written as eπi for a full circle. 

Then the axle, pointing out of the page through the origin, would rotate 360°. In the Euler 

formula the vertical axis is imaginary, and the horizontal axis would be real. This gives an 

equation enx=cosx+isinx.  

The hypotenuse as the wheel spoke 
In this model the hypotenuse is the e𝕪 spoke in the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle, that 

rotates at a constant frequency -𝕠d. Here e𝕪 is not the hypotenuse as shown in the diagram 

below, it is the straight Pythagorean Triangle side.  

The angle changing with the phase 
In the diagram a second Pythagorean Triangle is drawn as the hypotenuse rotates. That would 

vary from 0 to 90° as the phase changes with the sine wave. That would have eiθ=cosθ+isinθ 

changing with the angle.  

The rotating wheel does not change its angle θ  
The -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle would not have its angle changing as long as the 

frequency stayed the same. This is because in its rotational reference frame time does not vary 

only the position of the wheel. When this -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle is observed with the 

vertical or horizontal axis, that changes with time. Changing from the rotational reference frame 

to the straight-line reference frame then allows for an observation of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse, the angle change in eiθ gives the squared acceleration up and down.  

Sine as torque, cosine as acceleration 
With a cosine, cos x in the Euler formula, this changes with an acceleration back-and-forth. With 

the isinx term, that represents the changing torque of the sine wave. When this increases, the 

sine wave turns at the peak and trough.  

The sine and cosine as inverses 
With a constant area Pythagorean Triangle these are inverses, so as cosθ increases then isinθ 

decreases proportionally. The two forces cancel out so the wheel has no changing forces. 

Instead, it changes from torque to displacement over and over.  



 

 

The rolling wheel 
If a point was marked on the rolling wheel that would seem to vary up and down in the straight-

line reference frame as an acceleration. It would also seem that something was pulling the point 

down from the peak and up from the trough as a torque. These forces come from the different 

reference frames, the wheel itself does not change.  

No actual forces 
In this model a Pythagorean Triangle can change its angle θ, opposite the spin Pythagorean 

Triangle side. This appears to be two kinds of forces, impulse in the straight-line reference 

frame and work in the rotational reference frame. Because these are inverses there are no 

actual forces, the angles change in the Pythagorean Triangle giving different physical 

phenomena.  

Obscure instead of imaginary numbers 
The vertical axis in the diagram is imaginary, with this model that would instead point out of the 

page as an Obscure number -𝕠d. That means it is still the square root of -1 like imaginary 

numbers, -𝕠d is the negative square root only. This is the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

actually driving the sine wave, with a constant angle θ the observed impulse and measured 

work are inverses.  

Changing the angle creates no forces 
This means the act of observation creates the force of impulse. The act of measurement creates 

the force of work. But these forces only occur by using one reference frame. With a rolling wheel 

changing the angle θ would change its rolling frequency, and inversely the size of the spoke. It 

would continue to roll at the same velocity so there is no actual force change.  

The reference frame creates the force 
Photons as rolling wheel can then change their frequency, and inversely their wavelength, 

without changing their inertial velocity. The force of -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work appears with an angle 

change, then a photon wave can be absorbed into an electron. The force of the e𝕐/-𝕘d light 

impulse also appears with an angle change, then the photon particle can collide with an 

electron.  

Changing the Pythagorean Triangle inversely 
In the Euler formula, increasing the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle angle θ, would increase 

the size of the spin Pythagorean Triangle side pointing out of the page. It would also contract the 

straight Pythagorean Triangle side as the hypotenuse in the diagram. This could be, for example, 

an electron absorbing a photon and changing its angle θ.  

Impulse as the amplitude oscillates 
With this -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle the Euler Formula works the same way as in 

conventional math. The inscribed Pythagorean Triangle in the diagram however has its angle 

oscillating from 0 to 90°. The sine wave amplitude goes up and down like the force of impulse, 

but the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron itself has not changed its forces.  

The electron is not created or destroyed 
When this angle changes, the AC current can do measurable -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work with a 

voltage, or be observed as power with its E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. It does this with no actual 

forces, the electron only changes its angle and so it is not created or destroyed in the process.  



 

 

Obscure and imaginary numbers 
In this model -𝕠d is the negative square root of -1, that is the same as an imaginary -i. The Euler 

formula would then be written as eiθ=cosθ+sinθ because sinθ is -𝕠d/ζ where ζ is the 

hypotenuse. There is no need to write isin because every sine in this model has a spin 

Pythagorean Triangle side in it. Then cosθ would be e𝕪/ζ so this can be referred to as the real 

axis because e𝕪 is the straight not spin Pythagorean Triangle side.  

Changing the angle θ  
As the angle θ changes then cosθ+sinθ changes, it is not a constant even when they are inverses. 

This is because e𝕪+𝕠d are added not multiplied, that cannot be constant if -𝕠d×e𝕪 is a constant 

Pythagorean Triangle area. That gives the sine wave shape even though the two forces are 

inverses here. 

Constant area trigonometry 
The angles, sines and cosines remain the same as in the Euler formula. This model uses constant 

area trigonometry, that is where the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle has a constant area. A 

change in angle preserves the same Pythagorean Triangle area, but the hypotenuse is no longer 

constant. This would not affect the diagram because the e𝕪 straight Pythagorean Triangle side, 

as the hypotenuse, does not change.  

The inscribed Pythagorean Triangle  
The inscribed Pythagorean Triangle in the diagram does not have a constant area, this is 

because the hypotenuse is also e𝕪 which remains a constant. However this conventional 

trigonometry is the same as in constant area trigonometry, the sines and cosines are unchanged. 

Rewriting the exponent 
In this model eiθ can be written as ee𝕪-𝕠d with the example of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

electron. Then -𝕠d is part of the sine -𝕠d/ζ and e𝕪 is part of the cosine e𝕪/ζ. This just substitutes 

the Pythagorean Triangle sides for the angle. It must also equal cosθ+sinθ. That allows for the 

Pythagorean Triangle sides to be squared to give -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse as inverses. Then the rolling wheel can be measured as work, also observed as the 

impulse.  

 

Changing the circle in the Euler formula 
In the Euler formula the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle has a given angle θ, this gives a sine 

wave. Because the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle has a constant area, when the -𝕠d kinetic 



 

 

frequency increases the e𝕪 spoke spins around faster. That spoke is the hypotenuse in the Euler 

formula.  

Changing the spoke size 
The spoke contracts in size to maintain a constant Pythagorean Triangle area, if the frequency 

doubles the spoke size halves. That allows the electron to be in different orbitals, then the -𝕆D 

kinetic torque increases as the orbital e𝕒 altitude gets higher.  

Photon sine waves 
The e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon is represented the same way, there is a e𝕪 spoke 

and the -𝕘d rotational frequency is the axis pointing out of the page. When this -𝕠d kinetic 

frequency increases so does the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work of the photon wave. This leads to the 

photoelectric effect, a higher -𝔾D light torque as a work function can liberate electrons from an 

atom. 

Photons as particles or waves 
The different frequencies of electromagnetic waves, or photons, are used in various circuits. 

When the frequency is higher, the photons act more like waves in the rotational reference 

frame. When it is lower the photons are more like particles in the straight-line reference frame.  

The emf as time 
In (32.1) sinωt would be used instead of a cosine here for an 𝓔 voltage. If the straight-line 

reference frame is used, then this 𝓔 voltage is regarded as instantaneous. At a given instant, 

there is a voltage so in this model 𝓔 can be used as time itself. The rotation of the phasor is then 

like a clock gauge, the 𝓔 voltage would changing linearly like the rotation of the generator. When 

the generator turns at a constant rate, the 𝓔 can give a changing phasor like a constantly moving 

clock hand.  

The emf as time is not visible 
In this model time is not visible in the rotational reference frame so the clock gauge, or rotating 

𝓔 is also not visible. Voltage in a wire is in the straight-line reference frame, it impels electron 

particles to accelerate or move with particle collisions along this circuit.  

A circuit has voltage, a straight wire does not 
When there is a circuit this is in the rotational reference frame, then the +𝕆D potential 

difference and -𝕆D kinetic difference change in the generator to give the current. When the wire 

is regarded as straight this is in the straight-line reference frame, but then there can be no 

connection to a +𝕆D potential and -𝕆D kinetic difference. The electron particles are accelerated 

through collisions, these transmit forces elastically with changes in their inertial velocities.  

No voltage with time 
Because of this, the 𝓔 instantaneous voltage can be referred to as time, there is no actual voltage 

because there are no instants in the rotational reference frame. In conventional physics the emf 

term is not well defined, here it sometimes refers to voltage as a force but also as an 

instantaneous value.   

 

 



 

 

 

Radians per second as time 
Here ω is in radians/second, because radians are an angle around a clock gauge this means ω 

can refer to time. This would be a duration such as where ω is a full rotation of 12 hours. In this 

model that would be a duration in the rotational reference frame so sinω would be used.  

Clock hand positions 
With ωt this is like a clock hand position, out of the 12 hours then 1/12 would be a position on 

the clock gauge in the rotational reference frame. That hour would be a duration where the 

clock hand started at 12, with an increasing torque started moving to reach 1 o’clock.  

 

The magnitude of the phasor 
Here the magnitude of the phasor would be e𝕪 as a vector or spoke of the rolling wheel. This is 

referred to as 𝓔0 when the spoke points straight up, when 𝓔 is time in the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse 

then this gives an instant when the impulse is strongest when projected in the straight-line 

reference frame.  

𝓔 as a constant voltage 
When the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle is the rolling wheel, the rotation of the -𝕘d axle gives 

through different phases in a particle straight-line reference frame. The 𝓔 value can be regarded 

as a constant voltage that comes from the angle θ of the e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle 

photon. When this time value as 𝓔 is squared it gives -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work so -𝔾D as the light 

torque is a force as 𝓔2. That makes the emf an electromotive force that moves electrons in the 

rotational reference frame. 

Changing 𝓔 from a spin Pythagorean Triangle side to a hypotenuse  
When the e𝕪 spoke becomes a hypotenuse in the above diagram, the 𝓔 now changes linearly 

from a minimum to a maximum value. This is because as an instant there is no squared force, so 

there is no acceleration. In conventional physics this instantaneous voltage comes from a 

derivative, in this model only a straight Pythagorean Triangle side can be differentiated. Then 𝓔 

would come from integration as the area of the rolling wheel.  

 

 



 

 

 

A generator changing probabilities 
Here the phase is projected onto the vertical straight axis, this gives a back-and-forth motion 

along it in the straight-line reference frame. The generator does -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as the 

magnets rotate, they change their distance from parts of the coiled armature. This gives a -𝕆D 

kinetic torque, changing the kinetic probability of where the armature is likely to be measured. 

That change in probability makes it rotate.  

 

 

A stationary current in time 
In this model the instant on a clock gauge is used to observe impulse. Then the change over a 

distance would be a displacement such as E𝕐 with a change in an electron’s position as an 

electric charge. The instantaneous current as e𝕪/-𝕠d would make e𝕪 an infinitesimal and -𝕠d an 

instant.  

Work and impulse as reference frames 
In this model -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work for example combines a squared Pythagorean Triangle side 

with a linear one. This happens because they are in different reference frames. In the rotational 

reference frame there is a -𝔾D light torque, but e𝕪 positions are in the straight-line reference 

frame on a scale or ruler.  

A position in the rotational reference frame  
To measure work there is a squared duration of time, like a torque of moving a hand on a clock 

gauge. With the sine wave rolling wheel, this would be a torque on the axis pointing out of the 

page. A position is a point or infinitesimal, so it can be used in the rotational reference frame. A 

displacement cannot be, that would be a line from a starting to a final position. That requires a 

straight-line reference frame.  



 

 

A photon in two reference frames 
When a photon is in two reference frames, this comes from having a spin and straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side. A force must go from one position to another as a displacement in 

the straight-line reference frame, from one instant to another as a duration in the rotational 

reference frame.  

A curve cannot exist in the straight-line reference frame  
In the straight-line reference frame there can be an E𝕐 displacement with the photon, that can 

be observed at an instant which is like a point in time. There cannot be a duration of time this 

displacement occurs in, if there was then the point in time would become a starting point and an 

ending point. Because this is rotation that would be a curve, which cannot exist in the straight-

line reference frame.  

A stationary Zeno’s arrow 
In Zeno’s arrow paradox, when the arrow is stationary no time is passing. But then while 

moving it would be stationary at any instant of time, so the arrow can never move. In the 

rotational reference frame the arrow can rotate to point in different directions, this is like the 

phasor of the sine wave.  

A rotating arrow does not move 
If Zeno’s arrow rotates it has not moved from its position. Then the torque of this rotation can 

be measured at a single position, this is in the rotational reference frame.  

An arrow’s displacement is observed at an instant 
The displacement of an arrow occurs at an instant in the straight-line reference frame. This 

displacement is a force from a starting to a final position, a clock gauge cannot rotate in the 

straight-line reference frame. So it cannot be used to observe a duration, as that would be a 

rotation, only an instant of time.  

A constant Pythagorean Triangle area and reference frames 
With Zeno’s arrow, this can rotate with different -𝕀D inertial torque values in the same position. 

That means the angle θ of the -𝕚d and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle can change to give these 

different torque values. The e𝕧 position would have different e values, this does not affect the 

measurement because it is still a point.  

Observing a photon 
The photon can be observed in the straight-line reference frame with a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse, 

measured in the rotational reference frame with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work. As a photon particle it is 

observed to have an E𝕐 displacement, for example it might collide with an electron giving or 

receiving an E𝕐 kinetic displacement from it. That occurs at a -𝕘d instant because the -𝕘d 

rotational frequency cannot rotate to be a duration in the straight-line reference frame.  

Measuring a photon 
The photon can be measured as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, this is like Zeno’s arrow that can rotate in 

the same position without moving. In the rotational reference frame the photon wave is 

stationary, this is similar to Einstein’s thought experiment of moving next to a photon so it 

appears stationary. The -𝔾D light torque is absorbed into an electron in its orbital, this cannot 

change its position because a line between points only exists in a straight-line reference frame.  



 

 

Entangling photons in the straight-line reference frame  
Here there is a displacement between the two entangled photons as they move apart. This can 

be observed at an instant of -𝕘d light time, the clock gauge cannot turn as it is not in the 

rotational reference frame. As two photon particles they preserve the spin they have from each 

other as this instant. When the first photon is measured with its -𝔾D light torque, the second 

photon retains this opposing instantaneous spin. 

Two balls colliding  
This is like two balls that collide, the first ball has a spin and transfers some of this to the second 

ball. Then when the first ball is measured a distance away, its spin is found to be opposed to the 

second ball. This assumes the first ball had a known spin value, then the amount of the second 

ball’s spin would be known before that was measured. Because there is no time duration in the 

straight-line reference frame, the balls retain their spin over a long period of time.  

Two entangled waves 
In the rotational reference frame the two photons are entangled with -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, this 

can be from an electron in an orbital. The -𝔾D light probability or torque means if one is 

measured with an up spin the second photon has a 100% light probability of having a down 

spin. This torque is measured at a single position, the photon appears as a stationary wave. 

Because there is no displacement in the rotational reference frame the photons retain their 

opposing spins over any distance.  

Points on a line 
Another paradox from Zeno referred to points with no length on a line. It said that no matter 

how many points there are there could always be points in between them, so they could never 

make up a line. If the points are in the rotational reference frame they can only rotate, they 

cannot move from a position to create a displacement as a line. Conversely a line is a 

displacement in the straight-line reference frame, it cannot change over time because a clock 

gauge cannot rotate. So no points can be removed from the line to make it a series of points.  

Two reference frames in the tolling wheel model 
These two reference frames are together in the rolling wheel photon model. The sine wave 

appears to have an acceleration up and down as a changing amplitude. This would be the e𝕐/-

𝕘d light impulse, each instant of time cannot rotate to another instant in the straight-line 

reference frame. The 𝓔 instantaneous voltage can appear as this time, with an electron current -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work has -𝕆D as the kinetic difference or voltage. 

Using ω and t 
In the straight-line reference frame there can be no voltage as torque, it is referred to as 𝓔 the 

instantaneous voltage like an instant of time. With ωt, this combines an instant of time as t with 

a rotational frequency as ω. It is like a particle wave duality where the straight-line reference 

frame and rotational reference frame are combined. This enables a cosωt and sinωt to connect 

to the straight-line reference frame and rotational reference frame respectively.  

Oscillating in two reference frames 
A spring can oscillate in both reference frames, there are no overall forces because an ideal 

spring does not emit or take in energy. When the length of the spring oscillates this is an E𝕍/-𝕚d 

inertial impulse in the straight-line reference frame. The coil winds and unwinds as the -𝕀D×e𝕧 

inertial work drives the oscillation in the rotational reference frame. Because this is the inverse 

of the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse the overall energy is the same.  



 

 

Division and multiplication 
In this model division is the slope of a Pythagorean Triangle and multiplication is where the two 

Pythagorean Triangle sides form an area. This slope comes from a derivative with respect to the 

straight Pythagorean Triangle side, the area of the Pythagorean Triangle comes from an integral 

where the two Pythagorean Triangle sides are multiplied together.  

Acceleration in a straight-line  
In the straight-line reference frame, there are fractions such as meters/second, with the -𝕚d and 

e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle as e𝕧/-𝕚d. They come from acceleration in a straight-line, with the E𝕍/-

𝕚d inertial impulse this is in meters2/second. The squared straight Pythagorean Triangle side is 

E𝕍, the spin Pythagorean Triangle cannot spin in the straight-line reference frame so it remains 

an instant of time.  

Areas from rotation 
In the rotational reference frame there is only multiplication, this is how an area must be 

constructed. Because of this the integrals are quantized as integers, they are the only numbers 

that are not fractions. The radius of a circle can sweep out an area as the frequency of the rolling 

wheel, like a phasor in a sine wave.  

No time elapses in an orbital 
These are measured like -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work at positions, there is a -𝕀D inertial torque like a 

wrench turning a bolt. This is in a fixed position, a motion in a straight-line can only occur in the 

straight-line reference frame. When an electron is in a circular orbital no time elapses, there can 

be a jump to another integer value as an orbital.  

Time elapsing between electron orbitals 
It has been shown a small amount of time elapses when an electron jumps between orbitals. In 

this model that would be in the straight-line reference frame, the electron moves partially in the 

straight-line up to a higher orbital.  

A spiral in two reference frames 
It also moves in a spiral where the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the electron is increasing. This is only 

measurable as quantized values, and in part with elliptical orbitals. In the rotational reference 

frame the spiral has its shape, in the straight-line reference frame it increases its distance from 

the center of the spiral with an acceleration.  

An ellipse in two reference frames 
Some atomic orbitals are ellipses, these also occur in Biv space-time in between quantized 

circles in a cone and parabolas. They combine the two reference frames, in the rotational 

reference frame there is a rotation around one of the foci. This is like Zeno’s arrow that can spin 

around a point while not changing its position with -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work.  

An ellipse with two axes 
The electron in Roy electromagnetism rotates around this focus in the rotational reference 

frame, there is a torque as the electron has different -𝕆D kinetic torque values depending on its 

e𝕒 altitude above the proton. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electron has a major axis like the 

peak and trough of a sine wave. This is where the -𝕆D kinetic torque turns the electron around 

as a quantized value.  



 

 

A faster acceleration at the minor axis 
When this is observed at 90°, the edge of the ellipse appears as a line as in Zeno’s paradox, from 

the point on this line as a focus the electron is observed to move with a faster acceleration 

around the minor axis. This is like the middle of the sine wave where its acceleration is at its 

maximum, also like the middle of a spring oscillating. Ocean waves are more elliptical as they 

come from +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work.  

The ellipse has no forces 
The straight-line reference frame and the rotational reference frame are inverses of each other, 

so the impulse and work balance each other. Because the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy 

equation contains both the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, these inverses 

give a constant energy value in an orbital whether circular or elliptical.  

Resistors and protons 
In this model a resistor is where the proton holds electrons more strongly, this is from how the 

electron orbitals are filled. It does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reactively in the rotational reference 

frame, and the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse in the straight-line reference frame. An instantaneous 

voltage would be the +𝕠d potential time, it is an instant in the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse 

because there can be no turning in a clock gauge in the straight-line reference frame. That 

would give an e𝕒/+𝕠d potential current which is also instantaneous in the straight-line 

reference frame.  

 

The resistor voltage in the rotational reference frame  
When a current goes through a resistor this is in the straight-line reference frame, then there is 

an instantaneous e𝕒/+𝕠d potential current. The resistor voltage would be in the rotational 

reference frame as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. The electrons would move with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work and a -𝕆D kinetic difference. This can come from a generator with AC current. The resistor 

reacts against the motion of the electron particles in both back-and-forth directions, its +𝕆D 

potential difference attracts the electrons like a friction as they try to move past it.  

 

Opposing kinetic differences 
Here the sum of the +𝕆D potential differences from the resistor’s protons, and the -𝕆D kinetic 

differences from the electrons, is zero. This would not be from the resistor, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work would be less than the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electrons or the current 

would not flow. The current reverses direction from the generator this means there is an equal -

𝕆D kinetic difference in both direction which sum to zero.  



 

 

Opposing voltages in an atom 
In a Hydrogen atom the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron has a -𝕆D kinetic torque or 

voltage that changes depending on its orbital. This is not equal to the +𝕆D potential torque or 

voltage from the electron, instead the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

remain inverses.  

Opposing voltages in the generator magnets 
In the generator the -𝕆D kinetic torque from the magnets moves the electron waves around in a 

circle. There is also a reaction of a +𝕆D potential torque from the protons in the magnets trying 

to hold their electrons, also to try to capture the electrons flowing in the generator. These would 

be equal to each like in Kirchoff’s law as the electrons in the magnets are not lost from their 

atoms.  

 

Instantaneous current 
In the rotational reference frame, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the resistor reacts against the -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electron waves. This creates a -𝕆D kinetic gradient that decreases 

with e𝕪 positions along the resistor. With the instantaneous e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current, the 

instantaneous voltage comes from the phase at various -𝕠d kinetic times along the resistor.  

 

A resistor and AC current 
In the straight-line reference frame the current reverses direction with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse. Along the resistor there is a reaction with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. That is pulling 

electrons directly towards the protons, to reduce their e𝕒 altitude.  

 



 

 

 

The kinetic difference varies with the phase angle 
In this model the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse decelerates through the resistor, This is because each 

proton reacts against any motion of the electrons in both directions. The E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

or kinetic voltage remains constant in this model, in the rotational reference frame. The 

direction changes, when the AC current moves as a sine wave the -𝕆D kinetic torque turns the 

current at the peak and trough of the sine wave.  

Voltage and power as inverses 
This is the maximum kinetic voltage, inversely to this the maximum power or impulse is in 

between the peak and trough. The voltage as a -𝕆D kinetic torque then varies with the phase 

angle.  

 

Adding to the sine wave 
This is divided by the resistor below, that would be +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work adding to the 

kinetic sine wave through the resistor. This reduces the peaks and troughs of the sine wave as 

the electrons have a slower E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse back-and-forth.  

Potential torque on the electrons 
If electrons are moving slowly, they can be pulled closer to the protons and there is a stronger 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting to them. If they are moving faster, then they remain at a 

higher e𝕒 altitude and the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is weaker. So when the electrons are faster, 

they have a stronger E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse is vector added to 

them less.  

An electromagnetic sphere of influence  
The electrons tend to be closer to the resistor atoms without being absorbed into them. The 

effect is like a gravitational sphere of influence. That is proportional to the phase angle, when 

the current has a stronger E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse the phase angle means the electrons are 

turned less towards the protons. This is like a faster asteroid going past a planet, the slower 

ones are turned more towards the planet and may orbit it.  



 

 

 

Reacting against the electron impulse  
The resistor’s instantaneous current and voltage are in phase, that is because they are reacting 

against both the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. When the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse is moving electrons back-and-forth, in the straight-line reference frame, then the 

E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse is reacting against this by vector adding to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse.  

A reactive force has no active phase 
The +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is also reacting against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the electrons 

in the same phase because it is again a reaction. The protons in the resistor are adding to both 

the impulse and work of the electrons all the time and at every point. So they are both in phase. 

The effect is to narrow the amplitude of the kinetic AC current in the straight-line reference 

frame. It does not change the frequency of the AC current because it has no active forces.  

Inertia has no phase 
This is like inertia having no phase, a moon would move with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse and do 

-𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work in orbit around a planet. It cannot do more +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work than 

have a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse, these cannot separate because all they can do is be 

subtracted from the Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse and +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work of the 

planet.  

 

Vector addition of the potential and kinetic displacement  
In the diagram the amplitude of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, in the straight-line reference frame 

is reduced. That is because the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse is vector added to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse. The E𝔸 potential force vector is added to the E𝕐 kinetic force vector, as a reaction is 
this in the opposite direction like a subtraction. It is referred to as a vector addition here, that is 

because the +𝕠d potential magnetic field of the protons is positive and the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic 

field of the electrons is negative. In adding to the negative E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, this reduces 

its amplitude.  



 

 

 

Flipped over magnets in a generator 
In the generator a north and south pole are used, each uses the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse but are 

flipped over in relation to each other. This is like a top, from above it might be rotating 

clockwise and from the bottom counterclockwise. The direction of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is 

at 90° to this -𝕆D kinetic torque of the magnet’s electrons. When the spin appears to be 

reversed, so too is the direction the work is being done.  

The wire closer to a pole 
When the wire is closer to a magnetic pole, there is more -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done and the 

electrons move along the wire with a greater -𝕆D kinetic difference or voltage. The +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work in the wire reacts against this from the wire’s protons, but the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work is stronger. When the wire is further away from that pole there is less -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work according to the inverse square law. 

Creating the sine wave shape 
That creates the sine wave shape, each magnetic pole moves the electrons in the opposing 

direction. This is because those electrons in the magnet appear flipped over to the electrons in 

the wire. It is like a top, the electrons are all spinning in the same direction in the magnet. From 

above the north pole they might appear to be clockwise, from above the south poles they would 

appear to be counterclockwise.  

Acceleration in the straight-line reference frame  
The acceleration of the electrons occurs in the straight-line reference frame along the wires, at 

90° to this is the rotational reference frame of the turning armature. The magnet’s do -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work which is an inverse to the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the power of the current.  

Constructive interference between the generator poles 
The electrons are moved in opposing directions by each pole, this is because they are flipped 

over when the wire is rotated to the other magnetic pole. There is a constructive interference 

between the north and south poles in the generator, this makes them more likely to be closer to 

each other so they are attracted.  



 

 

Flipped over electrons 
When the electrons are moved closer to the opposing magnetic pole they are flipped over by the 

rotation of the wire armature. For example, when they are next to the north pole, the electrons 

would line up with the same spin direction as the electrons in the magnet. When the armature is 

rotated, the electrons are flipped over. But now they have an opposing spin to the south pole, 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work pushes them in the opposite direction that the north pole did.  

Sound waves as an alternating current 
This allows both magnetic poles to do the same -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work on the electrons, they 

move them with the same -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in opposing directions. The effect is like sound 

waves moving through the air with a compression and expansion. This is in the straight-line 

reference frame where the electrons are like particles.  

Maximum kinetic torque closer to the magnet 
When the electron current reverses direction, this is from the opposing magnetic pole doing -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the opposing direction. The maximum -𝕆D kinetic torque is done on the 

electron current, in the rotational reference frame, when the wire is closest to either the north 

or south generator pole. 

Inversely higher kinetic impulse 
In between magnets the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is lower, so the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is higher 

as the inverse. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work starts the electrons moving which compresses them 

closer together, this is like a gas being compressed in a sound wave. The repulsion of the 

electrons moves them apart with destructive interference, the same happens with the gas 

molecules in the expansion phase of the sound wave.  

Compression and expansion 
When the wire approaches the opposite magnetic pole in the generator, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work done is in the opposite direction. This slows the expansion phase of the electrons in the 

straight-line reference frame, then the compression phase is where the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of 

that magnetic pole moves the electrons in the opposite direction. The expansion phase follows 

when the wire moves further away from the magnetic pole again and the cycle continues. These 

opposing directions are like the push and pull motion of a speaker.  

A wire loop in the rotational reference frame  
The wire is a loop because -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is in the rotational reference frame. That 

requires a loop of wire to have a change -𝕆D kinetic torque around it. This is like the kinetic 

torque in a loop in an electromagnet. The impulse of the electron particles is in the straight-line 

reference frame, at 90° to the work done in the rotational reference frame.  

The rotational reference frame of the generator 
In the rotational reference frame, the wires are not visible, only as points or positions. These 

would move closer and further away to the magnets as snapshots or movie frames, not 

continuously. In each snapshot there is a -𝕆D kinetic probability of where the electrons would 

be measured, the force is an inverse square.  

The electrons destructively interfere with the poles 
The electron waves have a destructive interference with the electrons in the magnet, they would 

be less likely to be measured there and so they move out one side of the wire away from the 

magnetic pole. When the armature rotates they are also less likely to be measured close to the 



 

 

other pole, so they move out the other end of the wire in the opposite direction. This is like 

electrons in orbitals destructively interfering, separating them more from each other. 

The straight-line reference frame of the generator 
In the straight-line reference frame at 90°, the wires are observed as straight lines and the 

rotation is not visible. The electron particles are accelerated in one direction along the wire. It is 

not both directions because the spins of the poles are opposed. The wire is observed to 

accelerate closer to a magnetic pole and get further away.  

No magnetic field 
There is no magnetic field in the straight-line reference frame, the motion comes from the 

compressed electron particles expanding up the wire as they collide. This is like gas molecules 

colliding and expanding in a sound wave. The electrons move like a pump or in a diode in one 

direction, as a rolling wheel this is in opposing directions when the spin is flipped for the other 

magnetic pole. The wire moving closer to the magnet compresses the electron particles and they 

are released in one direction.   

 

Coulombs as momentum 
Here ±q would be the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum in Coulombs for the electrons, the 

+𝕠d×e𝕒/+𝕠d potential momentum in Coulombs for the protons. When the electrons are 

compressed in a position this gives a higher E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, when they expand there is 

a higher E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse from the positive charge. 

Capacitance times voltage is a constant 
Rearranging (32.6) gives the voltage times the capacitance equals the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic 

momentum which is a constant, that comes from the constant Pythagorean Triangle area. The 

voltage here would be -𝕠d and times the capacitance would be e𝕪. When the voltage is 

measured it would be the -𝕆D kinetic difference, times E𝕐 as the kinetic displacement that is 

still equal to a constant. With +𝕠d×e𝕒=constant this also comes from the constant Pythagorean 

Triangle area. 

Compression and expansion of the electron particles 
The capacitor fills with electron particles in a compression phase, then as the AC current flows 
in the opposite direction this becomes positive from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of atoms 

stripped of their electrons. This is in the straight-line reference frame, the back-and-forth would 



 

 

use cosωt. In the rotational reference frame this would be looking down either wire onto a plate, 

the -𝕠d kinetic magnetic field surround the wire where the -𝕆D kinetic probability is higher. At 

other positions there would be a +𝕆D potential probability where the electrons waves are less 

likely to be measured. 

Positions and instants 
This +𝕆D potential difference or voltage, and the -𝕆D kinetic difference or voltage, is at 90° to 

cosωt and so it can be sinωt. The instantaneous voltage would instead be the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work or -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work at an infinitesimal position. It is equivalent here because at an 

instant the current can be regarded as being at this infinitesimal point.  

 

Current varying over time 
In (32.7) q would be the -𝕠d×e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic momentum, Cv would be -𝕠d×e𝕪. When q is the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse then this would vary as the amplitude E𝕐 with the turning of the phasor. 

The derivative is taken here with respect to time as -𝕠d, that makes this a sine wave as -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work. The kinetic current e𝕪/-𝕠d would change with respect to -𝕠d to give the e𝕪/-𝕆D 

kinetic work.  

 

The instantaneous current 
The instantaneous current here would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential 

impulse.  



 

 

 

Current and voltage as a Pythagorean Triangle  
In this model the current is in a straight-line reference frame, the voltage is in a rotational 

reference frame. Because of this they are at 90° to each other, they form a Pythagorean Triangle 

with the voltage as the spin side and the current as the straight side.  

 

A current changing direction 
The current has its highest E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse when it is moving most in a straight-line, as 

with an oscillator. As it changes direction this is like the reversal of the back-and-forth motion of 

the straight-line reference frame. The rolling wheel of the rotational reference frame comes 

from the rotating generator, it slows the current to make it change direction because of the 

commutator switching the current’s direction.  

No derivative velocity at the turning position 
This comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the velocity is a minimum as it changes direction. At that 

position there is no derivative velocity as a fraction, then it is in the rotational reference frame 

only. The generator turns at the same rate, the -𝕆D kinetic torque starts the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse acceleration in the opposite direction.  

 

Kinetic velocity and kinetic current 
A spring, as an oscillator, also has its e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity leading the -𝕆D kinetic torque of 

the spring. This kinetic velocity is the same as the kinetic current, it comes from the motion here 

of electrons in the spring’s atoms. As the spring expands the spring also uncoils, this is -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work that increases until the spring slows and reaches its maximum size.  



 

 

Coiling and uncoiling the spring with torque 
Then this kinetic torque forces the spring to contract, that is to resume the original shape of the 

spring. It overshoots this at a maximum e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity again, at 90° to this the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work reaches a maximum as the spring’s direction reverses again. This also happens 

from the -𝕆D kinetic torque as the spring is now coiled more the opposite way to when it was 

expanded. 

Protons in the spring and the wire 
That also occurs from the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons in the spring, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work has the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the protons pulling the spring’s electrons back 

to their original configuration. The spring also moves with an e𝕒/+𝕠d potential speed, that is 

the inverse of the kinetic velocity.  

Speed and velocity 
In this model the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons, and +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean 

Triangle gravity are referred to as speed or brevity. This is because they are in circular 

geometry, electrons move around in orbitals and satellites around a planet in orbits. The 

potential speed as e𝕒/+𝕠d has +𝕠d as the orbital period in potential time, the e𝕒 altitude would 

be constant with a circular orbital. This is like a rotating wheel where the radius is constant. The 

satellite’s orbit as e𝕙/+𝕚d also has an orbital period, this time in +𝕚d gravitational time.  

The potential speed is the inverse of the kinetic velocity 
So when the kinetic velocity is at its maximum, when the spring is in the middle of the 

contraction and expansion cycle, the potential velocity is at a minimum. This is because the 

spring’s atoms are closest to their original shape in the middle. Then the spring overshoots to a 

compression phase, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is pulling on the electrons to untwist back to 

their original shape again.  

Kinetic and potential current 
This also happens with current and voltage, the kinetic current is strongest in the middle of the 

sine wave. The potential current as e𝕒/+𝕠d is weakest there because the electrons are closest 

to where they would normally be. Then the current moves to a turning point where the 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work is weakest, this is because the electrons are furthest from being 

influenced by the wire’s proton.  

 

The cosine in the straight-line reference frame  
In this model the voltage would be a sine wave in the rotational reference frame. The current 

would not be a cosine wave here, at 90° would be up and down on the vertical axis with a back-

and-forth motion.  



 

 

 

Current and voltage from Pythagorean Triangle sides 
The e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic current here is e𝕪 as the straight Pythagorean Triangle side. The voltage is -

𝕠d from the kinetic magnetic field, that comes from the magnets in the generator, in a derivative 

it is an instant of time as a fluxion. The current vector can change with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, 

accelerating and decelerating. The voltage changes, not as a straight vector, but as a scalar that 

turns around a position with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Voltage and spin 
The voltage here represents spin, like time passing on a clock gauge moves the hands. Because 

of this the voltage would point out of the page, that is still at 90° to the e𝕪 current vector. Then 

the rotation of e𝕪 around the -𝕠d axle is in the rotational reference frame. When looking from 

the above or to the side, the current phasor appears to move back-and-forth with no rotation 

observed. 

A changing torque 
In the straight-line reference frame, the rotation of the e𝕪 phasor is observed on the vertical axis 

by convention. The end of the phasor appears to accelerate up and down with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse, this corresponds to the current accelerating back-and-forth in the wire. From this point 

of view, the rotation of the axle seems to change its torque inversely to the acceleration. 

The point of view from a piston 
This is like a piston connected to a flywheel at 90°, the wheel appears to have a constant angular 

momentum while in the straight-line reference frame the piston seems to accelerate and 

decelerate with a force. From the point of view of the piston the rotation seems to vary, it is 

connected to the end of the radius on the flywheel.  

Rotation in the straight-line reference frame  
When the piston is halfway through its cycle, its velocity is at a maximum but the wheel seems 

to be turning only in the same direction. At the end of the piston’s motion it is stationary, but the 

wheel now seems to have a strong torque to one side that was not visible before. This is like the 

voltage, it increasingly appears in the straight-line reference frame at the peak and trough of the 

piston’s motion. 

The two reference frames are incompatible 
This comes from the contradiction between the straight-line reference frame and the rotational 

reference frame. The piston moves with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in a straight-line, but it cannot 

turn to one side. The time is observed as an instant in the straight-line reference frame because 



 

 

the clock gauge cannot rotate there. If it could then that would be a duration of time, that would 

be in work only.  

The torque at 90° at the end of the piston’s motion 
When the piston needs to reverse, this is the end of the straight-line reference frame, the torque 

cannot be measured however because the piston can only move back-and-forth. This torque as 

the voltage is then at 90° because the wheel is now turning, not along with the motion of the 

piston, but at 90° as the direction reverses. 

The flywheel cannot change its position 
In the rotational reference frame the opposite happens, the wheel cannot move back-and-forth, 

it can only rotate around a single position. Its -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work as the flywheel turns is at a 

single position, it cannot be measured with changing positions like the piston’s displacement, 

only the torque of the flywheel can have a force.  

Combining reference frames 
To do so would combine the straight-line reference frame and the rotational reference frame, 

then the Pythagorean Triangles in this model would no longer have a straight and a spin 

Pythagorean Triangle side. This is what happens in energy, such as with the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d 

linear kinetic energy. Work and impulse are combined into one equation, this creates 

uncertainty which means h must be used.  

Schrodinger’s equation 
Schrodinger’s equation is based on this energy equation, so it also combines the two reference 

frames of work and impulse. The h value in Schrodinger’s equation comes from the area of the 

e𝕪 and -𝕘d Pythagorean Triangle photon, this is the minimum amount of change an electron can 

have. That is quantized in the wave function as -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work, with the observation of the 

e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse it can change continuously.   

An observation like the piston 
When there is an observation the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse part of Schrodinger’s equation is like 

the piston, in the straight-line reference frame. This appears as a particle at an instant of time, 

the clock gauge cannot turn past this instant.  

The rotational reference frame as the wave function collapsing 
This is referred to as a wave function, from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, collapsing from many 

interfering waves of -𝕆D kinetic probabilities into a particle at this instant. Then as the position 

of the particle becomes less certain, this is like the rotating flywheel where the position of the 

work being done is in the straight-line reference frame.  

A displacement cannot be measured 
The displacement of the piston cannot be measured in the rotational reference frame, and so the 

wave function cannot be used to observe the particle. It spreads apart with a normal curve 

shape from the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities.  

An instant cannot be used with probabilities 
The instant the particle is observed in cannot be used to measure the probabilities of the wave 

function, in the rotational reference frame. They come from the clock gauge turning with a 

duration of time, that can only happen in the rotational reference frame.  



 

 

 

The capacitive reactance from impulse 
Here the capacitive reactance comes from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, this is because the 

capacitor is in the straight-line reference frame. As the frequency of the alternating current 

increases, so does the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse decreases inversely 

to this. Conversely when the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work decreases, the capacitor is less likely to have 

a current move in between the plates so the reactance goes up.  

The current moves as a field 
The current must be transmitted by a field, in this model there is only a magnetic field not an 

electric field. With a larger 1/-𝕠d frequency, there is more -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by the 

faster generator in the rotational reference frame. Conversely there is less of a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse in the straight-line reference frame, the current jumps over the capacitor gap as -𝕠d×e𝕪 

instead of e𝕪/-𝕠d.  

 

Constant Pythagorean Triangle area 
The equation below can be rearranged as Xc×ω=1/c as a constant. So as the reactance X 

increases the frequency ω decreases inversely to it, that comes from the constant area of the -𝕠d 

and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle.  

 



 

 

 

The capacitive reactance 
In (32.11) the current is -𝕠d/e𝕪 so the voltage VC is -𝕠d and the reactance is 1/e𝕪. The voltage 

would be -𝕠d as the kinetic magnetic field, this equals the current as -𝕠d/e𝕪 times e𝕪 as the 

reactance. These are 90° out of phase because the two sides of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle are 90° to each other.  

 

The reactance and the photoelectric effect 
The reactance is related to the photoelectric effect in this model. The electrons move with a 

greater -𝕆D kinetic torque in higher orbitals. To move an electron over the ionization barrier 

gap, -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work is done by photons. When they have a higher -𝕘d light frequency they 

do more -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work and move the electrons more easily. A higher frequency also moves 

electrons over the gap in a capacitor.  

Quantum tunneling  
In quantum tunneling a higher frequency means electrons are more likely to be measured on 

the other side of a barrier. In this model these are all the same -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

Resistance and frequency 
In this model the resistance comes from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work. These do not change with the AC current frequency as that is from the -𝕠d and e𝕪 

Pythagorean Triangle electrons. When the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is larger, electron particles 

can move faster around the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons. However when they 
reverse direction they encounter the same protons again, overall this makes little difference to 

the resistance.  



 

 

 

 

RC circuits with an alternating current 
In this model a time constant comes from the straight-line reference frame, the -𝕠d kinetic time 

is in the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. The capacitor is in the straight-line reference frame, this is 

reacted against by the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse in the resistor.   

 

An RC circuit at lower frequencies 
Here the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work drives the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of electrons tunneling across 

the capacitor gap. When the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is low the generator turns more slowly, this 

corresponds to a lower -𝕆D kinetic probability of the electron waves being measured across the 

capacitor gap. Because -𝕠d is smaller, the -𝕠d kinetic voltage through the resistor is also lower.  

 

An RC circuit at higher frequencies 
If the frequency is higher then more -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is done, more -𝕆D kinetic voltage gets 

across the plates. This forces more electrons through the positions in the resistor with -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work, that is against the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work being done by the resistor protons.  



 

 

 

 

Kinetic and potential voltage 
In this model the resistor does +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work on electrons near it. When the 

frequency is higher so is the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, but this reduces the kinetic velocity of the 

electrons. That allows them to be attracted more around the resistor’s protons, increasing their 
resistance. The capacitor voltage decreases because it cannot build up on one side of the 

capacitor.  

 

Phasors as the straight Pythagorean Triangle sides 
When phasors are used for analysis, these would only be straight Pythagorean Triangle sides 

here as the capacitance C, the reactance, X, the current as e𝕪. Voltage would not be a phasor as it 

would come from the spin Pythagorean Triangle side, the voltage would turn the phasors 

around in a rotational reference frame. In the diagram below, the voltage phasor would point 

out of the page at 90° like the generator axle.  

Potential work and impulse 
The resistor has its e𝕒 altitude, or straight Pythagorean Triangle side pointing directly at the 

protons in circular geometry. This E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse reacts against the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse of the current, its +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work also reacts against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

of the voltage. That means the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse reduces the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse or 

amplitude of the current. +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reduces the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of the 

voltage. 

Current and voltage in different reference frames 
The capacitor current leads the voltage by 90°, this is because they are in different reference 

frames. When the current is high as the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being 

done must be low. This follows from the inverse relationship of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse.  



 

 

Phase and Pythagorean Triangles  
Being 90° out of phase, the voltage is in the rotational reference frame and the current is in the 

straight-line reference frame. They must then be 90° out of phase as the right angle of the -𝕠d 

and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron.  

Ocean waves and torque 
The capacitor gap is analogous to a sea wall that regular ocean waves can partially cross They 

climb and go over the barrier when the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work of the wave is at its strongest. The 

-𝕀D inertial torque enables the wave to curl over the sea wall.  

Quantum tunneling and torque  
This is analogous to quantum tunneling, the -𝕆D kinetic torque of electron waves can move 

through a barrier as a -𝕆D kinetic probability. The same happens across a capacitor gap, the 

higher frequency increases the -𝕆D kinetic torque and probability. The electron waves can 

move across the gap like the ocean waves can move over the sea wall.  

The photelectric effect and torque 
This is also like the photoelectric effect, higher -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work can be done with a faster 

frequency. As a -𝔾D light torque the electrons receive a higher -𝔾D light probability to be able to 

tunnel across the ionization boundary.  

Impulse and ocean waves 
With a lower wave frequency, there is less -𝕀D inertial torque in the waves and they are further 

apart. Then the wave hits the sea wall with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse and reflects more off it. 

This is where the ocean wave moves back-and-forth more rather than curling with the -𝕀D 

inertial torque.  

Quantum tunneling and impulse 
In quantum tunneling a lower frequency means the electron is more like a particle, with a 

higher E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. It would then reflect off a barrier like the ocean waves do. In the 

photoelectric effect, the intensity of low frequency photons with their e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse can 

be increased. This is like directing more low torque ocean waves at the sea wall, no more can get 

over it. With quantum tunneling the electron particles reflect off the barrier because they still 

have a low -𝕆D kinetic probability of getting through it, even though there are more electrons.  

High torque waves at the sand bar 
When the higher -𝕀D inertial torque waves get over the sea wall, they can come to a sandbar like 

the resistor. Because the waves do more -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work they have less of an E𝕍/-𝕚d 

inertial impulse, the waves tend to break more on the sandbar rather than traveling across it 

with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse.  

Tsunamis and impulse 
Conversely if the waves had a greater E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse, they could move more across the 

sandbar. An example of this is a tsunami, it has a higher impulse force but a low height and can 

move a longer way inland. Some parts of the world have higher -𝕀D inertial torque in their The 

higher E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse waves get reflected more off the sea wall, so they don’t get to the 

resistor like sandbar.  

Current and voltage forming a Pythagorean Triangle  
The ratio of the -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work and E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse would form the -𝕚d and e𝕧 

Pythagorean Triangle with an angle θ, the e𝕧 length in the e𝕧/-𝕚d ocean current is analogous to 



 

 

e𝕪 in the kinetic current. The -𝕚d inertial mass of the ocean wave is analogous to the -𝕠d kinetic 

voltage, both act as a pushing force with work.  

A stronger resistor and sandbar 
The inverse of this is the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle in the resistor, this is like the size of 

the sandbank in resisting the ocean waves. A longer sandbar would react against the ocean 

wave with an E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse, this is like a longer resistor in Ohm’s law.  

Scattering ocean waves like particles 
If the sand was more granular it can have more friction, scattering the ocean waves as if they 

were particles, like a stronger resistor. This comes from the +𝕚d and e𝕙 Pythagorean Triangle 

and gravity, when the sand is heavier the ocean waves cannot push it aside as easily. This is seen 

in some sandbars that can be moved, that is analogous to weaker resistors. The +𝕚d and e𝕙 

Pythagorean Triangle as gravity is analogous to the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle with 

protons, both are in circular geometry. Both electrons and inertia are in hyperbolic geometry.  

 

Squaring two voltages 
Here the squared voltage of the resistor is +𝕆D, that is added to the squared voltage of the 

capacitor as -𝕆D, then the hypotenuse squared is 𝓔2. Taking R as 1/e𝕒 then e𝕒/+𝕠d × e𝕒 is 

1/+𝕠d and squared is the voltage 1/+𝕆D. With e𝕪/-𝕠d as the kinetic current, multiplying this 

by 1/e𝕪 as the capacitive reactance gives 1/-𝕆D. Squaring this is 1/-𝕆D. This can be inverted 

because the current e𝕪/-𝕠d is the same as -𝕠d/e𝕪 like meters/second is the same as 

seconds/meter. That gives -𝕆D +𝕆D as the hypotenuse squared.  

Varying with the frequency 
The capacitive reactance as e𝕪 varies inversely with the -𝕠d kinetic frequency, that gives the 

constant area of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle. The resistive reactance or resistivity 

reacts against the +𝕠d/e𝕒 potential current in the straight-line reference frame.  The resistance 

here does not vary with the frequency, the capacitive reactance does because the current needs 

to move across the capacitor gap. The peak voltage values are where the sine wave turns with a 

maximum torque. 

 



 

 

 

Taking the resistance and reactance separately 
If the capacitive reactance squared as E𝕐 is large, taken separately, then the frequency is lower. 

𝓔0 as the spin Pythagorean Triangle side would be proportional to the frequency as time. That 

would be -𝕠d/√E𝕐 or -𝕠d/e𝕪. If the resistor reactance is larger as E𝔸, then the square root is 

taken, this gives +𝕠d/e𝕒 as the potential current. When -𝕆D +𝕆D are in the denominator, and 

the square root is taken, this is the hypotenuse which is referred to here as the emf.  

Making a Pythagorean Triangle  
In this model the hypotenuse would not be a spin Pythagorean Triangle side, in an atom +𝕠d 

and -𝕠d would be orthogonal to each other so that implies a hypotenuse value. In the circuit 

+𝕠d and -𝕠d as used as from the resistor reactance and capacitor reactance, these are not 

inverses and so the Pythagorean Triangle formed need not have a constant area.  

 

 

 

The crossover frequency 
Here the voltage changes for different reasons. With the ocean wave analogy, the increased -𝕀D 

inertial torque of the waves allows them to break over a sea wall like crossing a capacitor gap. 

The lower frequency allows the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the current to cross a resistor more 

easily, this is like the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse of the ocean waves crossing a sand bar. The two 

together crossover at a frequency, this can be used as a filter.  

 



 

 

 

Peak voltage and torque 
In this model the peak voltage is where the sine wave turns, this is the strongest -𝕆D kinetic 

torque. There is a maximum +𝕆D potential torque in the resistor as a reaction, so the two 

squares are added. The instantaneous values are -𝕠d for electrons in the capacitor and +𝕠d for 

protons in the resistor.  

 

Low pass filter 
In the low pass filter, a higher frequency moves -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work through the resistor back-

and-forth more quickly. This increases the resistance as +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work because the 

electron moves through the resistor more often. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work across the capacitor 

allows electrons waves to cross over the plates. When the frequency is low, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work moves through the resistor more like a DC current. There is less +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

done as a reaction so the resistance is lower.  

 



 

 

 

High pass filter 
When the frequency is high, so is the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The electron waves move across the 

plates more easily. When the frequency is low, the electrons move more in the straight-line 

reference frame as particles. Because of this they cannot jump across the capacitor gap.  

 

Inductor circuits 
Here the voltage decreases as the frequency 1/dt or 1/-𝕠d increases. This is because the E𝕐/-𝕠d 

kinetic impulse increases in the straight-line reference frame, the electron particles encounter 

more resistance in moving through the inductor loops. When the frequency is higher then in the 

straight-line reference frame the electron waves more with a -𝕆D kinetic torque through the 

loops more easily.  

 



 

 

The potential reacts against changes 
+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacts against a change in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, so if -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work is increasing then +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacts against this. If -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is 

decreasing, then +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work also reacts against it. This is like Lenz’s law.  

Sines as voltage 
Here the cosine is used of ωt, that gives the frequency and the phase. In this model the -𝕠d and 

e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle itself rotates, the frequency comes from the size of the -𝕠d 

Pythagorean Triangle side. The phase comes from where the e𝕪 spoke or Pythagorean Triangle 

side is during this rotation. In this model the sine would be used with voltage as this comes from 

the spin Pythagorean Triangle side.  

 

The inductor current 
In this model the current would be e𝕪/-𝕠d, taking (32.18) as dt gives 1/-𝕠d.  

 

Cosine as the current 
Here integrating gives sinωt, this is like changing 90° to the rotational reference frame. In this 

model the current would be the cosine in the straight-line reference frame, that is at 90° 

because the sine and cosine are at 90° to each other in the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle. 
Here ωt has π/2 or 90° subtracted from it, that turns the sine into a cosine. It also changes the 

rotational reference frame into a straight-line reference frame.  

 

Inductive reactance 
The inductive reactance is in the rotational reference frame, at 90° to the capacitor reactance in 

the straight-line reference frame. In this rotational reference frame an increase in frequency 

also increases the -𝕆D kinetic torque, the reactance then increases with the frequency. More of 

the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being done in the AC current is canceled out with destructive 



 

 

interference. This reduces the amount of current through the inductor in the straight-line 

reference frame.  

 

Instantaneous current 
The instantaneous current is the inverse of the frequency here as 1/-𝕠d, with e𝕪/-𝕠d as -𝕠d 

increases then e𝕪 decreases inversely because of the constant Pythagorean Triangle areas. This 

instantaneous current as e𝕪/-𝕠d is divided by -𝕠d to leave e𝕪. That is referred to as the 

instantaneous voltage, here this would be the amount of current moving in a -𝕠d instant.  

 

Impulse and work as inverses 
Here the peak current is e𝕪 in the straight-line reference frame, that is where the acceleration of 

the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is largest in the middle of the oscillation. The peak voltage is 1/-𝕠d, 

that is where the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work has the maximum -𝕆D kinetic torque that turns around 

the impulse to the opposite direction.  

Changing frequencies 
These two are inverses of each other, if not then a larger E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse would keep 

increasing its displacement which would be slowing the frequency. That would be like a guitar 

string that was continuously reduced in tension.  

Inductive reactance increases with frequency 
The reactance goes up here as the frequency increases, so a large reactance in the denominator 

means there is less current. This is because the reversal of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the inductor 

has more destructive interference in the rotational reference frame.  



 

 

 

Inductive reactance 
The inductive reactance is two directions of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, these interfere with each 

other destructively. When the direction of the AC current changes more quickly, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work is interfering inside the inductor more. This cancels out the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

and so it is less likely for the electron waves to be measured there. That makes the inductor 

more resistant to the current in the straight-line reference frame.  

Reactance and inductive resistance 
This is similar to in a resistor, the changing direction of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work means the 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the resistor protons reacts against it more.  

Zeno’s arrow 
In the rotational reference frame a spinning iota does not move, this is like Zeno’s arrow that 

can spin but remains stationary. The straight-line reference frame is only motion, so the current 

moves more as the torque decreases. Zeno’s arrow would move the more its forces are in a 

straight-line rather than in turning the arrow.  

 

Current lags the voltage 
Here the voltage comes first in the inductor from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the current is in the 

straight-line reference frame and so is at 90° to the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. This comes after the 

work as the rotational reference frame is driving the voltage through the loops of the inductor. 

This is the opposite to a capacitor which is in the straight-line reference frame, then the impulse 

comes first and the voltage comes after it. The voltage as -𝕠d and current as e𝕪 are at 90° to 

each other in the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle.  

 

Reactance goes up linearly 
Here the reactance goes up linearly as the frequency increases. It is regarded an an 

instantaneous voltage so it is not a square.  



 

 

 

The voltage drives the current 
Here the current is in the straight-line reference frame, the voltage comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic 

work so it is the driving force.  

The spin axle of the voltage 
The voltage here would be a sine wave, the current would be at 90° to this but moving up and 

down as an amplitude. The sine wave is driven in the rotational reference frame by a spin axle 

pointing out of the page as the electron wave moves.  

In the capacitor the current comes first 
 With the capacitor the amplitude would change first, because the current fills the capacitor 

along a straight wire in the straight-line reference frame. As this current and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse increases, then the inverse voltage decreases. The change in the current occurs first so 

the time-based voltage occurs later as it uses time here. 

The torque increases as the current decreases 
With the inductor the voltage is changing with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work so this drives the force 

here. The stronger -𝕆D kinetic torque points out of the page in the rotational reference frame, 

this increases and decreases in torque. As it increases to maintain a constant Pythagorean 

Triangle area the e𝕪 current decreases.  

After in position not time 
The current does not come after the voltage here in the rotational reference frame with respect 

to time, this refers to changes in position. It comes after when observed from above the coil in 

the straight-line reference frame, then there are not visible curves in the coil. The electron 

particles would move by collisions up and down the zigzag of the coil. Above the coil there are 

no visible loops, only straight lines.  

Electrons accelerating then decelerating 
From this straight-line reference frame the electrons would appear to accelerate, then reach the 

end of the zigzag that they bounce off, then back in the other direction. First there would be the 

E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight part of the coil, then at the turn there would be the -𝕆D 

kinetic torque not visible in the straight-line reference frame.  

Electron waves in a spiral 
In the rotational reference frame looking at 90° to this, the coil is seen by looking along the wire. 

It appears as a spiral. The electron waves go around the spiral with a -𝕆D kinetic torque that is 

even, so there is a gradient where the torque can decrease through the inductor. This decrease 

occurs after the highest voltage as the -𝕆D kinetic difference or torque. The after here then 



 

 

refers to a distance, in the straight-line reference frame from above, the after refers to time in 

the zigzag of the coil.  

Electrons spin in circles 
In this spiral a higher frequency means the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work increases after smaller 

changes in position. It becomes more like an atom where the electrons spin in circles, rather 

than moving in straight-lines with a current. This is not just in one loop, each loop is interfering 

with the others.  

Electrons colliding in the inductor 
In the straight-line reference frame the electron particles are moving through zig zags rather 

than loops. If the frequency increases, then the electrons reverse direction more often. This 

loses some E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse with scattering, some electron particles are moving forward 

and collide with others moving backwards. That is like electron waves interfering destructively 

in the rotational reference frame. The electron particles have less time to get out of the inductor 

before these collisions, and so the current is slowed down.  

 

 

Three reference frames 
The capacitor works mainly in the straight-line reference frame, the inductor in the rotational 

reference frame. The resistor is mainly reactionary from the proton while the capacitor and 

inductor use the electron.  

 

Three components in the straight-line reference frame  
Here the three components are in series, which is in the straight-line reference frame. The 

instantaneous current refers to an instant of time, so the force would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse. In the resistor there would be the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse against this.  



 

 

 

Current and voltage of a resistor 
The current and voltage of a resistor are in phase, this is because it has no active forces. When 

there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work of the resistor reacts against this. 

The E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse reacts against the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight-line 

reference frame. This is like in an atom, the proton cannot exert forces against an electron. It can 

only add to the negative -𝕆D kinetic probability of the electron wave. If there was a lagging 

force it would unbalance the circular orbitals.  

The phasor as a hand on a clock 
Here the capacitor voltage lags the current over time, that would be drawn as a sine wave so the 

spin Pythagorean Triangle side points out of the page. This is also like the pivot of a clock gauge, 

the phasor moves around like hands on the clock. This clock is not visible in the straight-line 

reference frame because it is a rotation, only the instant of time observes the E𝕐 displacement 

of the current.  

Observing electron particles in the gap 
When the frequency is high enough, the capacitor gap is bridged with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in 

the rotational reference frame. In the straight-line reference frame this would appear as if the 

electron particles are jumping across the gap. The electron waves have a -𝕆D kinetic probability 

of being measured in different positions. These wave functions can collapse to observe electron 

particles in the gap.  

An accelerating current 
When the current accelerates through a capacitor this is in the straight-line reference frame, the 

clock gauge is like a rolling wheel that is being accelerated. This appears to be collisions of 

electron particles in the straight-line reference frame because there are no fields.  

Electrons waves as points 
The electrons act like wheels rather than point particles in the rotational reference frame. That 

is where they only have a -𝕆D kinetic torque at a point or position. In the rotational reference 

frame there are no lines and distances, only points as position. Because of this the electron is 

only measured as a point particle.  

Electron particles as lines not points 
In the straight-line reference frame the electron particles cannot appear as points, only as lines 

or diameters. Times cannot appear as a torque or probability, only as instants as the rotation on 

a clock cannot exist there.  



 

 

Two balls deforming 
When two electrons collide this is like two tennis balls colliding, the continuous deformation of 

the balls is the E𝕍 inertial displacement as a line not a quantized series of points. For example, 

the balls might be deformed 1 centimeter each in the collision, then rebound 1 centimeter. 

Elastic collisions 
The electrons also collide elastically and continuously, the e𝕪 spoke is deformed as an E𝕐 kinetic 

displacement. This spoke is the same in all directions, it cannot be referred to as pointing in one 

direction because that would be a rotation. It appears more like the many spokes of a wheel, but 

is observed only where the wheel is being displaced or deformed.  

An instant of kinetic time 
When this happens the -𝕠d kinetic time of the electron particle is observed as a kinetic instant. 

This E𝕐 displacement changes continuously, not as a quantization as in the rotational reference 

frame. The changes in the displacement are as different kinetic instants.  

A progressive formation  
This is like observing the progressive deformation of the tennis balls colliding at different 

instants of time, such as with a high-speed camera. The collision slows the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial 

velocity of the electrons as with the balls. The E𝕍 displacement of the deformations comes off 

the e𝕧 length in the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial velocity of the balls as an E𝕍/-𝕚d deceleration in 

meters2/second. 

Reduced velocity in the collision 
The electrons also reduce their e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity in the collision, according to the changing 

E𝕐 kinetic displacement in their E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. As this kinetic velocity decreases as 

e𝕪/-𝕠d, e𝕪 decreases and -𝕠d increases to be the slower velocity. That maintains the constant 

Pythagorean Triangle areas.  

A minimum velocity 
When this reaches a minimum velocity, the electron particles reverse direction and move apart 

with an increasing E𝕐 kinetic displacement. This corresponds to a faster e𝕪/-𝕠d kinetic velocity 

as e𝕪 increases and -𝕠d decreases. The distance apart cannot go to zero as that would be a point 

in the straight-line reference frame, also the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle would have no 

area. Usually the limit of the electron’s inertial velocity would be c, so the deformation would 

have a limit of 1/c.  

An appearance of an electric field 
In this model there is no electric field, at 90° in the rotational reference frame the field effects 

always come from the magnetic field. The E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse must synchronize with the 

magnetic field, so it can be approximately regarded as an electric field.  

Gravitational displacement 
This duality also occurs with gravity in this model. The +𝕀D×e𝕙 gravitational work around a 

planet gives a -𝕠d gravitational field and a geodesic. Moving directly towards a planet, there is 

an acceleration but these would be a Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse and Eℍ displacement not 

the gravitational field.  



 

 

Planets and moons  
A planet and a moon would have this mutual Eℍ/+𝕚d gravitational impulse in between them as 

an attraction in circular geometry. This is like the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and E𝕐 kinetic 

displacement between the electron particles as a repulsion in hyperbolic geometry.  

A collision in the rotational reference frame  
In the rotational reference frame, the collision occurs with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The -𝕆D 

kinetic probabilities of each electron interfere destructively, this makes it less likely the 

electrons will be measured closer to each other. These change in quantized snapshots of 

positions, the electrons exchange virtual e𝕪×-𝕘d photons in between them like electrons 

changing orbits. That destructive interference moves the electrons away from each other, so 

that the two reference frames synchronize.  

Vector addition 
Here the 𝓔 is added from all three components, in this model only the straight Pythagorean 

Triangle sides can be vector added. As their inverses, the spin Pythagorean Triangle sides can be 

vector added with the same answer.  

Summing the changes in time 
Spin would usually only be added and subtracted, with impulse this would be summing the 

increase or decrease in the current times through the circuit. With a higher frequency the e𝕪/-

𝕠d kinetic current would move faster so -𝕠d as kinetic time contracts as a Pythagorean Triangle 

side. This current slows through the inductor, so e𝕪 contracts and -𝕠d as the kinetic time dilates. 

In the resistor the current again slows as the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of the protons tends to 

hold onto the electron particles more.  

The emf as a voltage or time 
The 𝓔 as a voltage would be a square, so these are added in the Pythagorean Triangle here. As an 

instantaneous voltage 𝓔 is kinetic times, their inverses can be vector added. 

 

Capacitor and inductor 
When there is a capacitor and inductor in the same circuit, then there are two separate forces of 

impulse and work respectively. With the capacitor, the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse has the E𝕐 

kinetic displacement force in the middle of the sine wave. This drives the oscillation like in the 



 

 

middle of a spring. With an inductor this looks like a spring, the force comes from the twisting 

or torque in the rotational reference frame.  

Two forces in the spring 
These are different forces but are combined in the spring, each comes from a side of a 

Pythagorean Triangle. When the spring has a force, this comes first and then the other comes 

second as a reaction. With the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse the spring is displaced to move with an 

expansion and compression.  

Action/reaction pair 
There is a reaction against this from the +𝕆D potential torque of the protons in the spring, they 

react against the spring’s molecules being twisted out of shape. That makes an action/reaction 

pair.  

Reactions from protons 
In the circuit, the capacitor acts like the spring displacement in the straight-line reference frame, 

there is a reaction against this from the protons in the plates and wire. This also comes from the 

generator, as it spins the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the current increases in part of the cycle.  

Protons holding onto their electrons 
When the generator turns to move the current in the opposite direction, the protons in the 

magnets and coils pull on the electrons to move in this other direction. If they did not, then the 

atoms in the generator would lose their electrons and become positively charged. This is the 

same as when the spring’s protons hold onto their electrons and reverse the displacement 

direction, from an expansion to a compression, over and over.  

Turning of the generator 
The turning of the generator, before the change in current direction, is at 90° to where the 

current was at its maximum. This exerts the maximum deceleration of the current in the 

rotational reference frame, so this is the -𝕆D kinetic voltage. In this 90° direction there is no 

displacement, so there is no current. 

Twisting the spring as torque 
In the spring, it can also be oscillated by twisting it in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. 

This looks at the spring through the coil, at 90° to seeing it from the side in the straight-line 

reference frame. When this is the initial force, the change in current comes after this as with the 

inductor.  

After as position or time 
That is not after as in time, but as positions, the twisting of the spring changes the positions in 

its length. With no twist or torque, the position does not change.  

Quantized torque 
These changes in the torque are not continuous but are quantized from snapshots. The twisting 

of the spring occurs in one snapshot, in the next one as a sequence of move like frames there is a 

change in the length of the spring as a series of different frozen positions. This happens in each 

atom, the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work of each electron changes the -𝕆D kinetic probability of what e𝕪 

position it will be measured.  

Two forces in the spring 
 



 

 

The spring can have two difference forces applied together, as impulse in the straight-line 

reference frame and work in the rotational reference frame. The circuit can be regarded as a 

first spring being the capacitor and the second spring being the inductor.  

A dampened spring as a resistor 
The resistor can be a heavily damped spring that resists both forces.  

The capacitor spring’s current 
The first spring, as the capacitor, is moved back-and-forth with an impulse in the straight-line 

reference frame. Then the voltage or maximum torque comes after this when the spring reaches 

its minimum or maximum length.  

The inductor spring’s voltage 
The second spring, as the inductor, is twisted clockwise and counterclockwise in the rotational 

reference frame. Then the torque comes first, after this as a position comes the change in 

displacement. This torque is equivalent to voltage in this model.  

Frequency of the dampened spring 
The resistor spring can also change according to the oscillations of the first and second spring. 

When this oscillation is fast, then the resistor spring vibrates more and dampens both forces 

more each cycle. These are both in phase because the resistor spring is not creating any forces.  

A slower frequency in the dampened spring 
A slower frequency approaches a DC current, this is expanding or compressing the dampened 

spring in one direction. The dampening is less because the force do not collide or interfere in it. 

The dampened spring is inelastic, so there are more forces dissipated in the third orthogonal 

direction as work or impulse as it wobbles more.  

Current and displacement, voltage and torque 
The current here is the displacement of the first spring, the 𝓔 is the torque or twisting of the 

second spring. Overall, one force will lag the other. In the straight-line reference frame, the first 

spring as the capacitor might have its force come first in time. In the rotational reference frame 

the second spring, as the inductor, might have its force come first in position which is equivalent 

to being first in time. Overall, one will lag the other.  

 

Squaring two Pythagorean Triangle sides 
In (32.23) the lag between the capacitor and the inductor comes from the E𝕐 and -𝕆D squared 

Pythagorean Triangle sides respectively. Because these are at 90° to each other they give the -

𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electron. The lag will be proportional to the angle θ opposite 

the spin Pythagorean Triangle side.  

Squaring sides as a convention 
Here they are subtracted from each other, in this model they would not be comparing a single -

𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle because the capacitor and inductor can be different sizes. With 

a Pythagorean Triangle the subtraction implies the positive term would be the hypotenuse and 

subtracting the negative term would give the remaining squared Pythagorean Triangle side. 



 

 

This would be a convention and does not relate to the lag, it is not used in this model. The 

dampened spring as the resistor squared would also not be used, the hypotenuse as a square 

represents a value for comparisons only.   

Using the reactance as a reaction 
The squared Pythagorean Triangle sides are also substituted by the reactance, the capacitive 

reactance here is the inverse of the inductor reactance. Because the capacitive reactance 

decreases with the frequency, this would be e𝕪 as the kinetic electric charge and the straight 

Pythagorean Triangle side. The inductive reactance increases with the frequency inversely, this 

would be -𝕠d as the spin Pythagorean Triangle side. 

The capacitive reactance as a reaction 
The reactance can also refer to the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons in the wire and 

capacitor plates. Then they would be the inverse, the capacitive reactance would come from 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work reacting against the increased frequency. This would be decreasing 

because -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work would be moving electrons more easily along the wire and across 

the gap.  

The inductive reactance as a reaction 
The inductive reactance can refer to the protons in the inductor coil. These react with +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work against the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work done by the AC current. When the frequency 

increases the electrons move with a slower acceleration with their E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in 

the straight-line reference frame. This is because they change direction more, the e𝕧/-𝕚d inertial 

velocity and e𝕪/-𝕚d kinetic velocity of the electrons remains lower. 

Electron capture 
They would then tend to fall in towards the protons more with a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. 

Also there is more of a -𝕆D destructive interference in between the electrons, the +𝕆D potential 

probabilities of the protons does not change and so they sum to the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities 

more. This tends to capture the electrons reducing the current.  

A lag in either reference frame 
In (32.23) the hypotenuse is a square and this is multiplied by the current squared. Taking the 

square root of both, the overall value can be E𝕐 from the capacitive reactance or -𝕆D from the 

inductive reactance. With the square root that would give e𝕪 or -𝕠d depending on the direction 

of the lag. Multiplied by the e𝕪/-𝕠d current, this would give the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the 

straight-line reference frame when the capacitor was stronger, or e𝕪/-𝕆D kinetic work in the 

rotational reference frame when the inductor was stronger. 

 

Three terms from the protons 
This square root is taken below, that gives the lag in either reference frame while adding the 

resistor as a square. If all three used the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons, the 

resistance comes from how tightly the electrons are bonded into the resistor’s atoms. The 



 

 

capacitive reactance come from the straight-line reference frame, how the wire and plate 

protons hold the electron current. The inductor reactance would come from the protons 

capturing the electrons in a related way to in the resistor.  

Geometric ratios 
On the right-hand side the size L of the inductor is the number of loops, the C capacitance comes 

from the size of the plates. These are both geometric, the number of loops increases linearly. 

The size of the plates can also be regarded as increasing linearly, for example taking them as 

rectangles and increasing the number of these as the area. The plates are flat in the straight-line 

reference frame, the loops are curves in the rotational reference frame.  

 

Impedance as a reaction 
Here the impedance from the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle protons represents the three 

kinds of reactions. The R2 is the resistance from the nucleus of the resistor’s atoms. The XL 

inductive reactance is similar to the resistance, the coil’s protons hold onto the electrons more 

as they change direction more quickly. The XC capacitive reactance also relates to the protons in 

the wire and plates, these tend to hold onto the electrons preventing them from jumping over 

the gap.  

Impedance from three orthogonal Pythagorean Triangles  
These can be regarded as three orthogonal +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangles, then the three 

spin Pythagorean Triangle sides squared can give a hypotenuse squared.  

The work function 
Electrons moving across the capacitor gap are like the work function in the photoelectric effect, 

in it the -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work of photons can impart enough -𝔾D light torque to the electrons to 

liberate them from atoms. When the electrons are moved with an increasing frequency they 

emit and absorb photons in the rotational reference frame. This liberates them more from the 

sphere of influence around the protons, so they can jump over the gap more easily.  

Quantum tunneling 
It is also like quantum tunneling where a higher frequency leads to an increased probability of 

the electron waves not being trapped or reflected in a barrier wall.  

 



 

 

 

Phase angle 
The phase angle would correspond to an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle, but not an electron 

itself. The geometry of the capacitor plates and the inductor coils give E𝕐 and -𝕆D respectively, 

they can also be regarded as an +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean Triangle with E𝔸 and +𝕆D.  

 

Current as impulse, voltage as work 
In this model the current moves with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight-line reference 

frame, the resistance comes from the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. The voltage comes from -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the rotational reference frame, the resistance reacts against this with 

+𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work.  

The spring’s reference frames 
In the spring analogy, the capacitor is represented by pulling on the spring so it expands and 

compresses in the straight-line reference frame. It can be twisted clockwise and 

counterclockwise to this at 90°, looking through the spring in the rotational reference frame. 

The protons in the spring have a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work 

together, this is because they are only reactive forces.  

Potential work and impulse  
The E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse cannot be observed directly, it can only be vector added as E𝔸 to 

the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as E𝕐. +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work cannot be measured directly, it can 

only be summed as +𝕆D to -𝕆D in -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  



 

 

 

The two reference frames still exist 
In the diagram the current lags the 𝓔 because the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential 

work in the inductor is stronger in the rotational reference frame. The two reference frames still 

exist in this model, in the straight-line reference frame there is still a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse 

jumping over the capacitor gap. This is still reacted against by the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of 

the protons in the wire and plates.  

Summing to a single rotational reference frame 
Because the impulse and work are in the same Pythagorean Triangle as inverses, the sum gives 

a single reference frame further down the wire as being stronger. This is reacted against by the 

resistor, whether it is the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse or +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work. If the inductor 

is stronger, then the electron waves crossing the capacitor gap also have their voltage before the 

current. This adds to the voltage before the current in the inductor. 

Summing to a single straight-line reference frame  
If the frequency was lower, then the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse of the electron particles would be 

the stronger force. Then the current or impulse would come before the voltage or work at 90° in 

the straight-line reference frame. The inductor would have electron particles being accelerated 

in the zig zag of the wire instead of in the coil. With the particle/wave duality the frequency or 

inversely the wavelength gives the stronger force.  

Blackbody curve 
A similar duality happens in the blackbody curve, with a higher frequency -𝔾D×e𝕪 light work is 

a stronger force which is quantized. That liberates, or moves between orbitals, electrons from 

the atoms in the blackbody. Because these are quantized there are a limited number of -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work levels and the curve goes downwards on the left.  

The photoelectric effect 
The -𝔾D light voltage drives the current in the sense that liberated electrons can make a current 

such as in a photocell. The photoelectric effect is limited in that there are a limited number of 

orbitals the electrons can be moved up to, as well as a limited number which can leave the 

atoms.  

The blackbody curve 
On the right-hand side of the blackbody curve the frequency is lower, the photons act more with 

a e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse in the straight-line reference frame. This would give an exponential 

curve, on the left-hand side it becomes an inverse exponential or normal curve. this lower 

frequency means the electrons cannot jump the gaps between the electron orbitals as easily. It 

is like their not being able to jump the capacitor gap. 



 

 

Electron waves in between orbitals 
The higher frequency then allows for the photoelectric effect, quantum tunneling, jumping 

across the capacitor gap, and jumping as electron waves in between orbitals. When this 

frequency is lower the e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse is stronger as a light particle, When electrons are in 

their orbitals they are like being in an inductor coil.  

The Fermi energy 
A low frequency does not move electrons easily in the photoelectric effect, even if the intensity 

goes up with more photon particles. The e𝕐/-𝕘d light impulse creates a higher temperature like 

in the blackbody, the Fermi energy needed to liberate electrons is much higher because 

temperature is in the straight-line reference frame.  

 

The spring resonance 
With the spring analogy, there is a frequency that creates the most oscillations, this is the 

resonance of the spring. It is a balance between the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse back-and-forth in 

the straight-line reference frame and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the rotational reference frame 

where the spring is twisted clockwise and counterclockwise.  

Lower and higher frequencies 
When the frequency is lower, the spring moves back-and-forth more slowly and there is less -

𝕆D kinetic torque in the spring’s molecules. When the frequency is too high, the -𝕆D kinetic 

torque is faster and so the molecular bonds are vibrated more elastically.  

 

The angles θ of the electrons in the circuit 
Here LC is like -𝕆D×E𝕐 and the square root is -𝕠d×e𝕪 as an -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle 

area. This is not an electron, the ratio of the inductor and capacitor can correspond to the angles 

θ in the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons in the circuit. That will make the electrons 

more like particles if the impulse is stronger in the straight-line reference frame, or more like 

waves with work in the rotational reference frame.  



 

 

The spring’s inertial resonance 
With the spring the L value would be -𝕀D as the inertial torque in twisting the spring, C would be 

the E𝕍 inertial displacement in compressing and expanding the spring. A ratio of these in the -𝕚d 

and e𝕧 Pythagorean Triangle would give an angle θ as the resonance.  

 

Current, emf and resistance 
Here the current I comes from the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse, this varies according to the 𝓔0 from -

𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. The resistor reduces both like a dampened spring.  

 

The dampened spring and resonance 
At the resonance frequency the impedance only comes from the resistor. With the spring 

analogy, if it was dampened then the resonant frequency would have both the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial 

impulse in the straight-line reference frame and -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work in the rotational reference 

frame being reduced.  

 

Resonant driving frequency 
When the oscillation frequency of the spring matches the resonance, the spring will move with a 

maximum E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in between the maximum expansion and compression. Also 

there will be maximum -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work at the turning points, this is because more -𝕆D 

kinetic torque is created by the spring having been twisted more.  

 

Maximum current and impulse 
In the diagram the maximum current comes from the maximum E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse. This 

also appears like a particle in the straight-line reference frame. The turning points of -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work are like wave functions, the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities are higher for the spring end 

to be measured there because it is slowest.  



 

 

The spring’s turning points 
Looking through the spring in the rotational reference frame, the turning points are where the 

spring is stationary. The -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is measured as snapshots, these are denser 

around the turning points representing a higher -𝕆D kinetic probability.  

The maximum displacement in the middle 
In the straight-line reference frame the spring is observed at 90° to looking through it. The 

maximum displacement per second is in the middle. If the middle of the spring is regarded as a 

particle, it seems to move back-and-forth with an acceleration. This is more concentrated at the 

resonant frequency, that gives the higher spike in the diagram. The spring moves faster there, 

but it also decelerates faster away from this area.  

A boson standing wave 
Taking an electron as being like the spring, when it oscillates in an orbital there is -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work done. There may be two electrons in a Helium orbital for example, these would 

have opposing spins and so the oscillations of the springs cancel out to be like a standing wave 

as a boson.   

Two springs as a boson 
This is like two springs connected together each taking up half a circle. When they expand they 

push each other at one position, the second position is where they are pulling apart. This cycle 

continues over and over. There is no torque in one direction, the springs like a boson can then 

occupy a lower orbital.  

A fermion as a single spring 
A single fermion electron in Lithium would occupy its own orbital, this oscillates with -𝕆D×e𝕪 

kinetic work in the rotational reference frame. When it is observed the resonant frequency 

produces a sharp spike as the collapse of the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work wave function.  

An electron spring in a box 
This is observed in the straight-line reference frame as a particle moving quickly back-and-

forth, also like an electron in a box. At the ends of the box the spring more likely to be measured 

as it is slower. In the middle of the box the spring’s midpoint moves faster, oscillating from side 

to side like a particle.  

Observing the spring in the box 
When the spring is measured, there are oscillations coming from the box, for example it might 

jump around as the spring hits each side of the box. To observe the spring’s midpoint, time is 

needed because its position changes most in the middle over time and its position is most 

uncertain. At the ends of the box time is less useful because the midpoint of the spring is close to 

stationary.  

 



 

 

 

A dampened spring 
When the spring is dampened, the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is most concentrated in the middle. 

This is because the spring slows more away from the middle, the turning points become closer 

to the middle. This is like the spring slowing down from the dampening, the distance in between 

the expansion and compression is smaller. 

AC current in a resistor 
With an AC current in a resistor, the electrons are observed more in a spike around the protons 

and their E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse. This is because they are most strongly attracted here, E𝔸 

vector subtracts E𝕐 more as force vectors.  

 

Resonant frequencies and reference frames 
When the spring is oscillated at above the resonant frequency, -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is stronger 

because the frequency -𝕠d in kinetic time is larger. This makes the current lag after the -𝕆D 

kinetic voltage. When the oscillation is below the resonant frequency the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse is larger, e𝕪 increases and -𝕠d decreases because the electrons in the spring have 

constant Pythagorean Triangle areas.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Impulse the inverse of work at the resonant frequency 
At the resonant frequency the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is the inverse of -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work, 

this comes from the constant Pythagorean Triangle areas. Also the +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work and 

the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of the protons are inverses, as they are in phase which each other 

there is only a dampening of the spring.  

 

Power as impulse 
In this model, power would be the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight-line reference frame. 

In 32.32) this would be -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the rotational reference frame. When this is 

instantaneous it is in the straight-line reference frame, an instantaneous voltage would be the -

𝕠d kinetic time. The instantaneous current would be e𝕪 as in an infinitesimal. This would then 

represent the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons with no forces.  

Power and the Pythagorean Triangle angle θ  
These Pythagorean Triangles can vary with their angles θ, when θ is small then so is -𝕠d 

opposite it and e𝕪 is larger. The E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse would be stronger as power.  

 



 

 

Power referred to as energy 
In (32.33) power is referred to as energy, when the current is squared that is E𝕐/-𝕀D from the 

½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy. The resistor reacts against the kinetic energy as the 

½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential energy. The potential current e𝕒/+𝕠d comes from the 

protons in the resistor.  

Ocean waves on a beach 
The instantaneous power loss would change with the angle of the sine wave, for example ocean 

waves can break on a beach. Their motion is reacting with inertia against the kinetic forces 

driving the waves as an action/reaction pair. This is like the action forces of the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-

𝕠d linear kinetic energy and the reaction forces of the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential 

energy. 

Changing angles in the waves 
The ocean waves have a -𝕆D kinetic torque driving them, at different angles this pushes against 

the sand under them. In between the waves there is less force on the sand, when the waves 

reverse and go out this is like the AC current reversing direction.  

Impulse of the waves 
The waves have a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight-line reference frame, this pushes the 

water up the beach. It is reacted against by the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse of the sand. The waves 

also do -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work in the rotational reference frame, this twists the sand and often 

stirs it up. The sand reacts against this with its cohesion as -𝕀D×e𝕧 inertial work.  

Torque of the waves 
The torque of the waves is like the -𝕆D kinetic torque of the sine wave going through a resistor, 

this stirs up and breaks free some electrons in the resistor. In a conductor this is much easier 

like loose sand. When the waves change direction the sand settles down again, when the AC 

current changes direction the electrons can return to the resistor’s atoms.  

Looser sand and electrons 
Other electrons are more loosely held in a sphere of influence around the atoms, this is like 

looser sand on the beach. The sand, and the electrons, are moved partially by collisions with the 

particles and E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse in the straight-line reference frame. They are also moved 

as a probability density, the sand is like a field when suspended in the water. The electrons are 

also a field of higher probabilities of where they are measured in the resistor.  

 

Power loss 
Here the power loss is at a maximum when the amplitude of the sine wave is a maximum. This 

would be where -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is at a maximum turning the current, also +𝕆D×e𝕒 

potential work in the resistor atoms is at a maximum.  



 

 

The turning point of the waves 
With the ocean wave analogy, when the waves turn to go out the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is 

reduced more by the E𝕍/-𝕚d inertial impulse reactions of the sand, In this model sin2 would be 

used as the changing -𝕆D kinetic torque of the electrons and ocean waves. The answer is the 

same, in conventional physics the rolling wheel has the hypotenuse coming out of the origin and 

rotating. 

A rotating Pythagorean Triangle  
In this model the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle is itself rotating, the +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangle proton would be reacting against this with a counter rotation. The proton 

is not actually rotating, but its forces are exerted against the rotating -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean 

Triangle.  

Rotations in the waves 
With an ocean wave, the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle would have its axis pointing at 90° to 

the wave’s motion. The -𝕆D kinetic torque of the wave would be turning along with eddy 

currents. With the electrons, the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangles are also rotating with the -

𝕆D kinetic torque as an axle like a rolling wheel. 

A Pythagorean Triangle side instead of the hypotenuse  
The hypotenuse is here the e𝕪 straight Pythagorean Triangle side instead. When the energy 

dissipation is maximized at the turning points, this is -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work as the -𝕆D kinetic 

torque of the axle forces the e𝕪 spoke to change direction. If the spoke is moving upwards, or 

forwards in a current then this torque forces it to go backwards. This happens with the ocean 

waves as well as the electron. 

Sines in the rotational reference frame  
In this model the sine is used as the sine wave is in the rotational reference frame. The cosine is 

used for back-and-forth motion in the straight-line reference frame with a E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse. Together these make up the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy.  

Torque is lowest with the highest velocity 
There is more energy dissipation in this energy at the turning points from the point of view of 

power. Because voltage is at 90° to the power of the current, in the rotational reference frame, 

this is lowest around the middle of the sine wave. With the ocean waves the torque is lowest 

when the wave is moving forward or backwards the fastest on the beach. 

Combining work and impulse in energy 
The actual energy of the electrons would be conserved when there are no forces. This is because 

the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangles are rotating, there are no squared Pythagorean Triangle 

sides. They can continue to rotate with no loss of work or impulse. In a resistor the +𝕠d and e𝕒 

Pythagorean Triangles also have no forces, but in the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential 

energy both Pythagorean Triangle sides are squared as a combination of work and impulse. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Average power loss 
The average power loss is a half of the two turning points and their -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work 

summed. These are not positive and negative in this model so they do not themselves sum to 

zero. Because the normal curve comes from the -𝕆D kinetic probabilities of the rotational 

reference frame, the average is in between the edges as the turning points.  

Integrating to give a ½ factor  
The ½ in the average also comes from taking the power loss as an integral. This squares the 

current e𝕪/-𝕠d to become E𝕐/-𝕆D in the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy. In this model 

only the spin Pythagorean Triangle sides can be integrated, only the straight Pythagorean 

Triangle sides can be differentiated. An integral gives a probability distribution and so there is 

an average. With an exponential there would be no average, that comes from impulse in the 

straight-line reference frame with derivatives only.  

 

Power loss from the turning points 
The power loss comes from -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work and +𝕆D×e𝕒 potential work when the wave 

turns. 



 

 

 

Root means square 
Here the square root is taken of the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy, that leaves out -𝕠d 

which would be proportional to the -𝕚d inertial mass. That gives the root means square. 

 

AC and DC current 
At the turning points the -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is like DC current with the -𝕆D kinetic difference 

or voltage. There is no acceleration of the DC current in the straight-line reference frame, The 

electron particles collide with each other and are slowed by the E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse of 

the wire’s protons. 

 

Root means square voltage 
Here the root mean square is associated with the -𝕆D kinetic torque as the kinetic difference of 

the voltage.  



 

 

 

Multiplying the two Pythagorean Triangles  
Here the power is from the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy as E𝕐/-𝕆D, this is multiplied 

by E𝔸/+𝕆D from the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential energy. That would give a 

fraction of the current dissipated by the resistor. In this model E𝔸 would be vector added to E𝕐 

and +𝕆D would be added to -𝕆D as squared Pythagorean Triangle sides. That gives a different 

definition of resistance to a fraction.  

Multiplying the rms values 
Here the two rms values are multiplied together, the √2 factor is squared to give ½. Then e𝕪/-

𝕠d is multiplied by e𝕒/+𝕚d to give (e𝕪×e𝕒)/(-𝕠d×+𝕠d), this would reduce the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-

𝕠d linear kinetic energy as a different definition of resistance to this model. 

 

Average power from work and impulse 
Here the power would be the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy, that is taking the kinetic 

current as e𝕪/-𝕠d and the voltage at 90° as a different e𝕪/-𝕠d. In this model E𝕐/-𝕆D would be 

made up of the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as power giving E𝕐, and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work giving 1/-

𝕆D.  

 

Power loss in the resistor 
The instantaneous voltage would be -𝕠d, that would also be the instantaneous 𝓔. These would 

both be divided by 1/√2.  

 

Line voltage 
With the AC current sine wave, the turning point would have a -𝕠d instantaneous value. When 

divided by √2 this is the square root from the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy.  

 



 

 

Instantaneous current of a capacitor 
This gives the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy except that here the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic 

impulse jumps over the capacitor gap in the straight-line reference frame.  

 

The capacitor as a spring 
The capacitor is also like a spring, the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse accumulates at one side of the 

capacitor and rebounded elastically. On the other side there is a E𝔸/+𝕠d potential impulse 

which also oscillates. When the frequency is low there is little -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work being 

transferred across the gap.  

 

Capacitor and inductor storage 
The capacitor stores the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse with elastic collisions between the e𝕪/-𝕠d 

kinetic current and the plate. The inductor stores -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work with a -𝕆D kinetic 

torque or probability of electrons being measured in it. With no resistor, both are mainly from 

the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle electrons and so there are no reactive forces. 

 

Minimum losses 
There would always be a minimum amount of loss because the +𝕠d and e𝕒 Pythagorean 

Triangle protons are in the wire and plates. 

 



 

 

Power flow as back and forth 
Here the power flow is a sine wave, in this model it would move back-and-forth in the straight-

line reference frame. With a higher frequency -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work increases in the rotational 

reference frame giving a sine wave shape across the gap. 

 

Instantaneous current and voltage 
The instantaneous current would be e𝕪, the instantaneous voltage here is -𝕠d at 90° forming the 

-𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle.  

 



 

 

Part of the Pythagorean Triangle  
Here the power can be from one side of the -𝕠d and e𝕪 Pythagorean Triangle, the other is set to 

zero using -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work at the turning points of the sine wave. The average of this uses 

½ from the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy. 

 

Spring energy 
With the spring analogy the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is the change of the displacement in the 

straight-line reference frame. -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work is looking down the coils in the rotational 

reference frame. These are at 90° to each other, when taking them together as energy they are 

not aligned as in a DC current or a resistor.  

Cycling between work and impulse in energy 
In the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy then the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse as E𝕐 is stronger 

when the 1/-𝕆D is weaker, cycling over and over. Using either of these misses out on part of the 

spring’s work and impulse.  

The power here is a square of the angle ϕ, that comes from the changing -𝕆D kinetic torque.  

 

Generators and work 
Generators work in the rotational reference frame, there is then a changing -𝕆D kinetic torque 

in the AC current. The E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse is at 90° to this, so capacitors are used to line this 

up with -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work. 



 

 

 

Energy loss in the resistor 
As with a dampened spring, the ½×e𝕐/-𝕆d ×-𝕠d linear kinetic energy would be dissipated by 

the ½×+e𝔸/+𝕆d ×+𝕠d rotational potential energy of the spring’s protons. This occurs in both 

the E𝕐/-𝕠d kinetic impulse and -𝕆D×e𝕪 kinetic work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


